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ABSTRACT 
Smart M. Oruseibio 
UNDER THE SUPERVISION OF PROFF.SSOR C. W. CARLSON 
Two experiments were conducted over a period of two years to 
evaluate the comparative nutritive value of soybean meal, sunflower 
meal, and meat and bone meal. 
Experiment 1 consisted of 864 Babcock--3OO pullets randomly 
distributed into twelve diet treatments. Each treatment was replicated 
six-times with twelve birds per unit. 
Layers diets were formulated at 16, 14, and 12j protein levels 
with and without amino acid supplementation. The 12j amino acid SUP-
plemented level served as the control in the experiment. Soybean meal, 
sum-lower meal, and eat_ and bone meal were utilized as major sources 
of protein supplanent in yellow-corn based diets. 
The parameters measured were hen-day egg production, daily feed 
consumption, feed efficiency, egg weight, body weight, mortality, Haugh 
unit, and egg shell thickness. 
The experiment lasted for ten 28-day periods, starting January 
14, 1981, and terminating October 22, 1981. 
The results of the experiment as easured by the collected data 
on the criteria stated above showed comparabl e egg l aying performance 
among hens fed soybean meal and sunflower eal diets. Performance of 
hens fed eat and bone meal diets was inferior compared to hens fed 
either soybean meal or sunf"lower meal diets in hen-day egg production, 
feed intake, and feed efficiency, and egg weight (P<0.05). 
Experiment 2 was conducted to explore the possibility of 
utilizing meat and bone meal beyond its traditional role of supplement­
ing calcilDD and phosphorus in egg laying diets in small amounts. The 
study involved 720 Shaver-288 pullets randomly distributed into ten 
dietary treat.ments, each treatment was replicated six-times in twelve 
bird units. 
Diets were formulated at 16J and 12J protein levels with amino 
acids supplemented at the 12J levels. 
Soybean meal, sunflower meal, and meat and bone meal by them­
selves alone, or mixtures of either meat and bone meal with soybean 
meal or sunflower meal were utilized as major sources of protein in 
yellow-corn based diets. The same parameters as in Experiment 1 were 
measured. The experiment lasted for thirteen 28-day periods, starting 
February 26, 1982, and terminating February 24, 1983. 
The results indicated poor performance of hens fed meat and 
bone meal diets, and comparative performance of hens fed soybean meal 
and sunflower meal diets. The performance of hens f'ed mixed diets of 
sunf"lower meal with meat and bone meal was at par with those fed either 
sunflower or soybean meal diets. The performance of hens fed mixed 
diets of sunflower meal and meat and bone meal was significantly better 
than those of soybean meal with meat and bone meal. (P<0.01) 
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INTROIO er ION 
A challenge to the animal nutrition scientist fran the begin­
ning of animal agricultural husbandry practices for providing animal 
products like milk, meat, and eggs has been the search for least cost 
animal ration formulations. Thus, this challenge is a continuous one 
because changing world economic situations frequently affect cost of 
ingredients. Rations that supported optimun production performance for 
reasonable economic returns in the past may be found less suitable 
today because of price changes. 
The search for least cost formulation has led the animal 
nutritionist to investigate the nutrition potential in common in­
gredients used for oompounding animal and poultry rations, and at what 
percentage of combinations such ingredients could furnish satisfactory 
support for maximum production performance. Exam ples of such research 
is seen in the studies reported by Bray ( 1960); Bray and Garlich 
(1960); and Bray (1964a,b; 1965; and 1968a). Similar reports are found 
in the literature by several other investigators of such studies. 
The protein component of animal rati.ons 1.s the most expensive 
portion; it represents about 65-75J of the total cost of the ration. 
The nutritionist bas ore frequently spent hi.s energy and time in 
searching f'or alternate cheap sources of protein that could furnish 
adequate nutrition for opti 1.111 production performance. This led to the 
earlier intensive studies of minimum protein levels that could furnish 
optim production perto ance. 
2 
Such studies were centered on the follwing areas: 
1. Mini.mm protein level for satisfactory egg production per­
formance (Bill and Anderson, 1955; Thornton .n, .AL.. 1957; Talley and 
Sanford, 1966; Ross and Herrick, 1976). 
2. Amino acid requiranents and supplementation of lw protein 
levels for optimum egg production performance (Almquist et � 1935; 
Gray and Peterson, 1946; March fil. al, 1950; Johnson and Fisher, 1956, 
1958, 1959; Heywang, 1956; Bradly and Quisenberry, 1961; Stangeland and 
Carlson, 1961; Britzman and Carlson, 1964). 
3. Adequate energy-protein ratios for optim\.111 egg production 
performance (Miller � al, 1957; Berg and Bearse, 1957; Hochreich et 
� 1958; Frank and Wassel, 1960; Hill et al, 1960; and Thornton and 
Whittet, 1960). 
4. Influence of breed, age, and strain differences on protein 
requirements (Milton and Ingrams, 1957; Harms and Waldroup, 1962; 
Aitken � .Al.a.. 1973; and Hamil ton, 1978). 
5. Effect of enviromental temperature on protein requiranent 
(Bray and Gessel, 1961; and Zablan et !\l..... 1963). 
6. Absorption or amino acids (Wheeler, 1958; Tasa.ld., 1966; 
Wiseman, 1968; and Kan, 1975). 
7. Amino acid interactions (Gray, 1947; Jones, 1964; Boo an 
and Fisher, 1966; and Featherston, 1975, 1976). 
8. Effect of heat on protein quality (Mussehl, 1942; Morrison 
et � 1953; and Bornstein et � 1961) • 
3 
Because of the expensive cost of animal protein supplements in 
compounding animal rations, the nutritionist has to resort to utiliza­
tion of vegetable sources of protein whenever the use of animal protein 
supplanent is not a critical necessity. Plant or vegetable sources of 
protein are relatively cheap compared to animal protein supplements. 
Among the common vegetable or plant sources of protein utilized in 
animal rations are soybeans and soybean meals, cottonseed meal, peanut 
meal, rapeseed eal, and sunflower seeds and sunflower meal. The ener­
gy pa.rt of the ration is largely furnished by the cereal grains; but 
occasionally, either animal fat or vegetable oil is added to furnish 
the desired energy level. 
According to the Food and Agricultural Organization (F. A. o.) 
report of 1976, soybeans are the most popular vegetable crop grown 
world-wide followed by sunflowers. Soybean protein generally has a 
higher biological value compared to the other vegetable proteins, and 
it is used in animal rations. 
Reports on feeding of extacted raw soybean meal or unextracted 
raw soybean meal for satisfactory egg production performance were con­
tradictory. For example, Carver et .Bl.a.. (1946); Fisher et� (1957); 
Griminger and Fisher, ( 1 960); and Saxena � .Al.._ ( 1 963a,b) reported 
respectively that raw soybean eal supported satisfactory egg produc­
tion performance. But on the contrary, Hill and Renner (1963) and 
Rogler et .AL.. ( 1964) respectively reported negative results. 
Reports of growth trials with chicks, turkey poul ts, sine and 
rats (all onogastric animals) indicated that raw soybean has a growth 
depression effect: for poultry (Ham and Sandstedt, 1 944; Ham _n. _il.&. 
1 945; and Lepkovsky & � 1 965); for swine (Osborne and Mendel, 1 917; 
and Jimennez fil. .il.,_ 1 963); and for rats (Morgan and King, 1 936; 
Borchers et al. 1 947; Borchers ,n. .iYrJ- 1 948; and Borchers, 1 958, 1 961, 
and 1965). Reports also indicated that in both chicks and rats amino 
acid supplementation plus vitamins counteracted the growth inhibition 
effect (Fisher and Johnson, 1958; Fisher and Shapiro, 1 963; for 
poultry; and Borchers, 1 961; for rats). However, Saxena et 1lL_ ( 1963); 
and Hill .fil. � ( 1953) did not find any beneficial effect of amino acid 
supplementation in counteracting the growth depression effect of raw 
soybean meal. Further reports also indicated that with age, chickens 
can out-grow the susceptibility to the growth depression effect. 
Fisher and Shapiro ( 1963) indicated that swine lacked that mechanism. 
Bornstein � � ( 1961); Fisher fil. � ( 1 957); Almont and Nitsan 
(1961); Saxena et al. (1963a,b); and Woods et !Y..L (1971) respectively, 
indicated that chickens out-grow the growth depression effect of raw 
soybean meal. But on the contrary, Bornstein and Lipstein ( 1963) held 
the view that age had no influence on chick's susceptibility to the raw 
soybean meal growth inhibition effect. 
Several reasons have been reported for the inf'eriority of raw 
soybean meal in onogastric animal nutrition compared to heat treated 
soybean meal such as unavailability of methionine compared to other 
amino acids; (Alnquist et .ill,.. 1 942; Evans and McGinnis, 1 946; Fisher 
and Johnson, 1 958; Baldini, 1 961; Smith and Scott, 1 965), and 
interference with normal growth in animals (Liener, 1 96 2). 
4 
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But Mitchell et al, (1945) reported that digestibility of raw 
soybean meal is only slightly lower than that of heat treated soybean 
meal, while the biological value is uch lower. Nitsan (1965) indi­
cated equal apparent digestibility of methionine between raw soybean 
meal and heat treated soybean meal. Nitsan ( 1965) reported equal 
biological value between heat treated soybean meal and raw soybean meal 
(49.59J vs. 49.21J), but indicated a higher true digestibility for heat 
treated soybean meal than raw soybean meal ( 88.26J vs. 64 .27J) • 
Hayward .n_ 1JL_ ( 1936); Evans, ( 1944); and Carroll §.t. .ll.._ ( 1952); indi­
cated that growth differences among animals fed raw and heat treated 
soybean meals could not be a true measure to account for differences in 
digestibility of raw and heat treated soybean meals. 
While raw soybean meal is a problan in young subjects, it is 
not a problElll in older subjects. As already stated above, raw soybean 
protein meal in egg laying rations did not show any adverse effects. 
Recently, Crenshaw and Daniel son ( 1985) , have reported excellent per­
formance of raw soybean meal in gestating and lactating swine and indi­
cated that g:11 ts fed raw soybean eal diets showed an increase in lit­
ter birth weight (P<0.0 5) as compared to that fran regular commercial. 
soybean meal, and also had higher milk fat at day three of lactation. 
Several reports have indicated the favorable �feet of oderate 
heat in treating soybean eal on its nutritional value (Fritz & al. 
1947; Clandinin et .§l.._ 1947; Alexander and Bill, 1952; and Morrison fil. 
al. 1953). Reports also have indicated that higher t perature 
treatments were uch more beneficial in r inant nutrition than 
monogastric animal nutrition (Sherrod and Tillman, 1 96 2; Glimp .n, ,il.. 
1967; and Plegge .tl _IL_ 1 982). 
Soybeans have also been fed as soy-nour in milk replacement 
diets to early weaned piglets (Lennon _n Jl:L_ 1 971) and for calves 
(Colvin and Ramsey, 1 968, 1 96 9). The soy-flour meal was either acid or 
alkali treated, and the rePort indicated excellent performance compar­
able to whole milk. 
A nmber of rePorts have indicated a growth stimulatory effect 
in soybean meal ; i.e., an unidentified growth factor (Hill, 1 948; 
Savage, 1 950; Kratzer et� 1 958, 1 95 9; and Wilcox et .BL. 1 961a, b). 
Such reports were based on data from growth trials with chickens and 
turkey poul ts. On the other hand a number of deleterious effects also 
have been reported in raw soybean meal (McCarrison, 1 934; and Patton et 
.Bl.. 1 939--goiter; L iener and Pallansch, 1 952--toxic substance [Soyin] 
and haanagglutin factor; Saxena�.@!.. 1 96 2--increased oxygen consump­
tion; and Carlson et !Y:.• 1 963a, b-raahitogenic effect.) 
The consensus of opinion fran all available scientific data in 
eval uation of soybean protein is that it is deficient in the sulf'ur 
amino acids; ethionine is the f'irst limiting amino acid. The 
deficiency of methionine in soybean protein not with-standing; soybean 
bas stood the test of time as number one vegetable protein supplEIDent 
in animal diets. 
Sunflowers are the second largest crop grown world-wide (F.A.O. 
reports 1976). The Russians and Canadians have long been using 
sunf'lower eal in animal rations. According to Morrison, 1 94 9; 
6 
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sunflower seed cake and forage were commonly used in European countries 
be cause of its cheapne ss; and earlier Tabakoff ( 1 939) indicated that 
sunflower meal was economically utiliz ed for poul try rations under 
Bul garian conditions. 
Americans generally have not considered the use of sunflower 
meal protein suppl anent in animal rations. This _is due partly to ear­
lier reports of variability of the nutritional value of sunflower meal, 
because of high termperatures used in processing the meal then, 
(Morrison, et !IL. 1 953) . Cullison, ( 1 979) , indicated that sunflower 
meal is not as good as soybean meal f'or supplanenting farm grains for 
non- M.lllinant animals. 
But in the 1 970 ' s as indicated by Jensen et al. ( 1970) , the 
sunflower acreage trippled in the United States of America (U.S.A.) ; 
and production also switched fran medim. oil yielding crops for tradi­
tional use by the confectionary bakery industry and as seed for birds 
to high yielding v arieties tor oil extraction. Thus increasing produc­
tion, particularly in the midwest areas of Minnesota, North and South 
Dakota aroused interest in utilization of sunflower eal in animal ra­
tions a s  a by-product of sunf'lower seed oil extraction. Accordingly, 
the erican Feed Manufacturers ' Association in 1 980, in one of their 
resolutions, suggested animal nutrition scientists investigate the 
nutritional value of sunflower eal in poul. try and animal rations. 
F.arlier studies with chicle and poul. t growth trials and laying 
hens were ewhat contradictory. Mitchell .n. � ( 1 945) reported a 
poor bilog:lcal value tor sunflower eal protein co pared to heat 
8 
treated soybean meal protein. Grau and Alnq uist, ( 1945) reported that 
sunflower meal :furnished all the essential amino acids to support chick 
growth ; but McGinnis .!t. 1Y:.&. ( 1948) reported to the contrary that 
sunflower meal is deficient in lysine, but rich in ethionine. The 
data of McGinnis et � ( 1948) was supported by several investigators 
( Harvey, 1956; llain et al .  1956; Thanas et �- 1965; and Vaughan, 
1970) . The only two reports on turkey poul t  growth in evaluating 
sunflower protein ' s  nutritive value also were co ntradictory . Slinger 
-@t. 1\L_ ( 1949) reported a satisfactory growth performance while Garthy 
.n_ Al-. ( 1950) reported otherwise. 
Reports on egg production performance al so  indi cated contradic-
tory views. Hale and Brown (1957) and Wal ter et � ( 1959) reported 
satisfactory 
major source 
performance by egg laying hens on sunflower meal as the 
of' protein supplement. But Rose � al. ( 1972) reported 
depressed egg production in hens fed sunflower meal compared to soybean 
meal . 
Shy am and Sell ( 1963 ) reported equal nutritive values of 
sunflower eal and soy bean meal greater than that of rapeseed meal and 
animal tallow in a comparative study with growing t urkeys. The protein 
supplanents were added in the diets at 5j and 10j inclusion rates . 
Rapeseed at 5 J  and 10J rates depressed feed cons ption and feed ef­
ficiency, and consequently, resul ted in less weight gain. Similar 
resul ts with rapeseed were reported by Sell and Hodgson (1962) in chicle 
growth trials . 
Oway Jan li .@:L.. ( 1 983 ) recommended that not more than 3()j 
sunflower seeds be used in laying rations ; Rad and Keshavarz ( 1 976 ) in­
dicated that not more than 50J of the soybean meal be replaced by 
sunflower meal in broiler rations. 
Sunflower protein has been fed as seeds and as a meal to 
growing-finishing swine and as seeds to gestating swine . Delia et � 
( 1 964)  indicated lysine deficiency was ev ident in sunflower diets fed 
to growing-finishing swine ; and Cunha ( 1 957 ) indicated that not more 
than 20-30J of the total growing-fini shing swine ration should be 
sunflower meal , because higher rates depressed feed intake . 
Laudert and Allee ( 1 975 ) , Dinusson .tl JY...&.  ( 1 980 a, b ) , and 
Hartman .tl .ill.a. ( 1 985 ) respectively , fed sunfl ower seeds to growing­
finishing swine and reported decreased feed intake with improved feed 
efficiency and rate of gain. The effect s on carcass qual ity were 
similar to that obtained with a cooked soybean diet , a decrease in car­
cass firmness with a higher content of linoleic acid compared to other 
unsaturated fatty acids . Keppl er , ( 1 981 ) reported no dietary effect of 
feeding sunflower seeds to gestating sows on feed intake . 
The consensus of scientific opinion in the eval uation of the 
nutritive value of sunfl ower protein in swine nutrition is that with 
the exception of lower lysine , there is lit tle  difference between 
sunflower eal and soybean meal . Several feeding trials have 
demonstrated the beneficial effect of suppl ementing sunflower eal with 
synthetic lysine to equalize the amount of lysine in soybean meal 
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(Russom et .lY:..L 1 97 2; Nielsen and Aherne, 1 981; Thacker et AL..._ 1 98ll; and 
Jorgensen §!. .IL. 1 984 ). 
Harbnan .n.. � ( 1 985) reported through a taste panel that 
sunf'lower meal fed pork was acceptable to consumers. 
Favorabl e  reports on the nutritive value of sunf'lower eal have 
been reported in studies with fattening steers, (Pearson .n_ _al, 1 954 ) 
and in fattening lambs, (Amos et � 1 974). Pearson et � ( 1 954) in­
dicated comparabl e nutritive values for cottonseed meal and sunflower 
meal ; and Amos et JY:.L (1974) reported superior performance of lambs fed 
sunflower meal replacing soybean meal. 
Whil e  there are no known deleterious effects in sunflower meal 
according to Jurgens (1 978), a number of organic acids have been 
reported in sunflower meal which could cause staining of eggs. Mil lie 
.n. .ll,.. ( 1 968), Mikol aj czak et .Bl.. ( 1 970) , and Rose et .il_. ( 1972), 
reported the incidence of chlorogenic acid . However, these acids have 
a beneficial effect in rminant nutrition, because they beh ave in a 
manner similar to tannic acid, and thus prevent the microbial 
proteolytic action on sunflower protein in the rumen. 
According to Kratzer and Davis (1 95 9), meat and bone eals vary 
in feeding qual ity because of the very nature of being by-products of 
the eat packing and rendering industries, and also the variability of 
heat treat.ment used during the processing procedure. A nt.1J1ber of 
reports have indicated deficiencies of the sulphur am:ino acids and 
tryptophan in meat and bone eal due to tdgb gel atin and connective 
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tissue contents (Alnquist et .AL. 193 5 ;  Kraybill and Wilder, 1947 ; Bock 
and Weiss, 1 956 ; and Kratzer and Davis 1959) .  
An evaluation of the protein quality or meat and bone meal was 
based on ch emical analysis indices. Fraenkel-Conrat and Cooper ( 1944 ) 
reported that orange-G-dy e ( 1-ph eny l-azo-2 napthol- 6 , 8  disul fonic acid 
sodim sal t )  canbines stoichio-ch anically with tree amino imadazole and 
guanidy l  groups in an intact protein. Thus, overheating renders the 
free amino groups unavailable to react with the d;y e. Therefore, the 
dy e-binding capacity of meat and bone meal is a good measure or its 
feeding value as influenced by overheating. 
carpenter ( 196 O)  used 
availability in eat and bone 
flurodinitrobenz ene to measure lysine 
eal ; and Choppe and Kratzer (1963 ) used 
both hot water solubility and orange-G-dy e-binding capacity to measure 
the reed v alue or meat and bone eal and indicated a positive correla­
tion ( r  = +0 .6 8) with chiolc growth (P<0.01) . 
Buyan ( 1959) reported eat and bone eals to bind less orange-G 
d;ye than expected fran their protein content as an indication of ov er­
heating. Buyan and Price { 1960) round a relationship between orange-G 
dye binding capacity of meat and bone eal and methionine util ization 
as indicated in a rat assay. 
Johri .n. .Ill.&. ( 1980 ) felt rightly that while the chemical 
analyses were quicker, they often did not correlate with chick growth. 
Therefore, they used a chick growth assay as a uch better indicator 
for measuring the protein quality or eat and bone eal. 
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Cullison { 1979) suggested that meat and bone meal should not be 
used in poultry and a,ine diets at levels more than 5J  be cause of its 
high calciun and phosphorus content and defici ency in some essenti al 
amino acids. McDonald .§i Al.a_ ( 1 973) suggested that meat and bone meal 
be limited in laying hens and fattening pig diets. They cautioned that 
meat and bone meal is less acceptable to rminants and al so  indicated 
that meat and bone meal is limited in methionine and tryptophan .  
In conclusion, digestibility of a protein i s  not ne cessarily 
associated with its nutritional value, as al l  the dige stible material 
may not be biological ly available ; and differences in the rate of 
liberation and subsequent absorption of amino acids in the gut may af­
fect the effici ency of' utilization of different proteins. 
1 3  
OBJEC'I' IV F.s  
The objeotives of the st u dy  were as follows : 
1. To re-evaluate the nutritional value of sunflower protein 
versus soybean meal in the light of presently available high oil yield­
ing sunflower seeds. 
2. To evaluate at what minimm protein l evel sunflower meal 
could support satisfactory egg production performance. 
3 . To determine if meat and bone meal coul d  be used in larger 
proportions in practi cal layer diets beyond the traditional lower 
levels. 
4. To evaluate the combinations of any of the three protein 
supplan ents in y ellow-corn based layer di ets. 
0 D KOTA ST E 
LITERATURE REVIEW 
I. CRUDE PROTEIN LEVEL �UIREMERTS FOR mo LAYING HFllS. 
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Feed cost s about 75% of the total co st of egg production and 
protein supplement s  are the most expensive portion of the teed com­
ponent .  Therefore, th e  subj ect of adequate or proper nutrition for the 
egg l aying hen ,  being provided at a miniml.D co st ,  has always occupied 
the attention of the poultry nutrition scienti st .  
Earlier reports on levels of protein adequate to support maxi­
mm egg production were controversial and contradictory . Heuser (1941 ) 
and Heuser .n_ � ( 1945 ) respectively, reported that a 1 5% crude 
protei.n level in l aying hen diets was sufficient enough to support max­
imm egg production,  egg size,  and body weight maintenance . Bray and 
Gassel ( 1 961) showed the adequate daily protein intake to be 1 2  gm .  and 
that any intake below that results in decreased egg production. Aitken 
.n, .AL. ( 1 973 )  reported an average daily protein intake of 17  gm .  in the 
laying year. Balloun ( 1 969)  in his study of the effect of housing den­
s:1.ty on the protein requirement of laying birds indicated that with one 
bird per cage egg production was satisfactory on a 1 2'  protein l evel ,  
but that with two or three birds per cage upwards of 1 6S protein was 
required for ax1m egg production. 
However ,  Milton and Ingram ( 1957 ) reported that an 1 8J crude 
protein level in laying rations was superior to either a 16 or 14S 
protei.n level .  Further, they reported that a 14S protein eal was 
adequate only tor pullet egg layers and not tor old hen layers. 
Hochreich fil. JY:..L ( 195 8) reported 17% protein to be the required level 
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for maximum egg production. Frank and Waibel ( 1 96 0 )  reported 1 4 .9J 
protei n to be satisfactory. Thornton et .Bl.._ ( 1 957 ) presented data 
showing 13S to be adequate when layers are kept in cages . 'lbornton and 
Whittet ( 1 959 , 1 960 )  also indi cated that a 1 3% protei n diet was compar­
able to ones with higher protein levels for egg production and feed ef­
ficiency. Miller fil. � ( 1 957 ) showed satisfactory egg production 
performance with a 1 2 . 5% and 1 3J protein respectively. Talley and 
Sanford ( 1 966 ) used a 1 4% ,  1 5% ,  1 7S ,  and 1 8j protein respectively and 
indicated that the higher levels enhanced e gg  production performance 
under high temperatures and senescense . Deaton and Lillie ( 1 959 )  
reported maximl.lD e gg  production performance fran protein levels above 
1 5% as did Quisenberry and Williams ( 1 952 ) and Qui senberry and Bradly 
( 1 962) . Mal ik and Quisenberry ( 1 963 )  in their study of the �fects of 
feeding ilo or corn and protein levels on egg production performance 
reported that an 1 8j protein level was superior to a 1 5j protein level. 
Bradley and Quisenberry ( 1 96 1 )  reported superiority of an 1 a, protein 
level to a 1 6  and 1 4J for egg si ze with 1 6% showing i ntermediate and 
111% the anallest egg size. When they supplanented those protein levels 
with methionine and lysine, they found only lysine to give a response. 
Depressed egg protection was noted with the 1 8  and 1 6% levels (not sig­
nificant) while axi.mllll egg production occurred with the 1 JJJ protein 
level. 
Scme nutritionists reasoned that higher protein levels would be 
required in bigb energy diets and increased rates of egg production. 
They reasoned this on the prm.ises of Wilcox ( 1 93 4 )  who found that the 
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protein required for egg formation came entirely fran the diet. 
Therefore, a hen on a high energy diet would consume less feed, and 
thus, woul d  need a diet with higher protein. Accordingly, Reid et .il..,_ 
(1951 ) reported the superiority of an 18' protein diet to either a 15S 
or 13S high energy diet. Similarly, Ingram ( 1956) indicated the super­
iority of a 17S or 19S protein diets to a 15S diet for caged layers. 
Contrary to the above findings, Heywang .n_ !\L._ ( 1955) showed 
that performance with a 15S protein level in a high energy diet was 
comparable to that for egg production under both hot and oderate 
weather conditions .  Hill and Anderson (1955) also found that a 15S 
protein ration was adequate for maximllD egg produ ction in higb energy 
diets fed to White Leghorns.  
Further, they also found that the protein requiranents for a 
smaller strain of White Leghorns was between 15 and 16 . Sj under similar 
experimental conditions . They added 5j fat to the ration and found 
that the additional energy incorporated did not el icit an additional 
protein need but did i prove egg production . Thus, their findings in­
dicated that an increased level of dietary energy fran fat enhanced 
utilization of dietary protein. Miller et al, ( 1956) also found no 
difference in egg production and body weight aintena.nce by increasing 
the dietary protein level :fran 12' to 21j and the energy level frcm 640 
to 930 produ ctive energy calories per pound of diet. However, they 
reported an association of increased feed efficiency with increased 
energy . Further, Berg and Bearse (1957) showed that hens on high 
energy diets with 1�J protein performed less efficiently than hens on 
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l ow  energy diets with the sam e  protein l evel .  McDonald ( 1 938)  reported 
that 1 2 .SS protein layer diets compared favorably with 1 5S protein 
level diets as to egg • production potential . Carpenter et � ( 1 954 ) 
compared the effect of dietary protein level on egg production perfor­
mance of hens on all-vegetabl e diets or vegetabl e and animal protein 
diets. They used fish meal as the protein suppl Elllent to the basal diet 
and round that an 1 1 J crude protein l evel supported egg production 
equal to that of higher levels. Finally , Ross et � ( 1 976 )  shewed no 
significant difference in egg production performance of layers on 1 4S 
protein level s  versus 16% protein l evels,  with no effect of dietary 
protein level on egg shell thickness or specific gravity . Also ,  
Hamilton ( 1 978 )  reported no dietary protein level effect on kg. 
feed/dozen eggs , but that protein bad a significant effect on kg. 
feed/kg. eggs . They further showed that there was no protein level by 
strain interaction and no dietary- protein l evel effect on ortality . 
II . THE EFFECT OF HEAT PROCESSING TREATMENT ON PROTEIN QUALITY 
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Proce ssing animal and poul try feed st uffs with heat treatment 
has both beneficial and adv erse effect s, particularly when excess heat-
ing occurs. Heat temperatures beyond certain limits in  processing 
soybean meal , sunflower meal , and meat and bone meal have resul ted in 
reduction of the nutritive value of the protein. Thus , sev eral workers 
have carried out studies on the effect of heat on protein qual ity of 
these feeds to assess the optimmn temperature that woul d affect maxi.mun 
protein qual ity as measured through biologi cal assay s. 
Clandinin _n. � ( 1 947 ) reported on a study with White Leghorn 
chicks fed soybean meal proce ssed at 6 . 8 kg. pressure for four to eight 
hours duration and indicated deficiencies of known vitamins , lysine , 
arginine , tryptophan, and methionine . Their resul ts agreed with those 
of Bird and Burkhardt , ( 1 943 ) who evaluated th e nutritive  value of 
soybean flakes by autocl av ing at 9 . 0 9  kg. pressure for varying l engths 
of time. 
Wilgus .n. � ( 1 936 ) in their biological assay study of growth 
in chicks with heated soybean meal s indicated that the maximum heat 
treatment with the expeller proce ss shoul d be between 2 84 °F and in the 
hydraul ic process 22 1 °F for ninety minutes  in the cooker and in  the 
solvent 
0 extraction process 208 . 4  F for fifteen minutes. Their results 
agreed with those of Hayward .n. � ( 1 937 ) who reported 221 °F-2 9 . 8°F 
0 0 two and a hal f minutes in the expeller process , 221  F-249 . 8  F for 
0 ninety minutes in the hydraul ic process and 208 .4  F for fifteen nutes 
in the solvent extraction process. Growth of chicks was doubl ed that 
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fed on poorly heated or raw soybeans. Further, they claimed that the 
improvement in the nutritional value correlated with the availability 
of the sulphur amino acids in raw soybean protein. 
Fritz Jtt_ .i:L.. ( 1947) with turkey poults showed evidence that the 
best nutritive value of ground raw soybeans is obtained with 6. 8 kg. 
pressure for 2 0-30 minutes of autoclaving. Further, they indicated 
that dry heat was not as desirable as moist heat. Dry heat caused 
damage to the protein of the soybean which was not corrected by lysine 
and methionine supplementation. Similar damage could be caused by ex-
cessive moist heat as well. Conclusiv ely, they said that autoclaving 
at 6.8 kg. pressure could only become injurious when continued beyond 
one and a hal f hours. Hayward and Hafner ( 1941) substantiated that 
claim. 
Mattingly and Bird ( 1945) carried out growth trial studies with 
Hew Hampshire chicles on the recommendations of Bird and Burkhardt 
( 1943) and found that dry ing the soybean ea1 to two percent oisture 
content did not interfere with the effect of autoclav ing on the nutri­
tive value of the meal. But, they also reported that drying the 
soybean meal to a constant weight at 221 °F did interfere with the sub­
sequent beneficial effect of autocl aving on nutritive value. 
Parsons and Walliker (1941) also indicated that moist heat had 
a greater beneficial effect on the quality of soybean protein than dry 
heat. Howev er, Parsons (1943 ) reported that the beneficial effect of 
oist heat on soybean protein qual ity was po ssible onl y under oderate 
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heating temperature conditions and that it could produce adverse 
effects al so  if autoclaving was prolonged or the pressure raised. 
Hayward .n. .ll.... (1936) and Johnson §.t. JY:... ( 1939) working with 
growth rate assays in rats, and Evans and McGinnis (1946) working with 
chick growth explained the beneficial effect of heat treatment on 
soybean protein as being the unlocki ng of the sulphur amino acids in 
raw soybeans, which are unavailable to monogastric animals. Evans and 
McGinnis ( 1946) uid1 cated that the availability of the sul fur amino 
acids was improved at temperatures of autoclavJ.ng of 212°F ,  230°F,  or 
248°F and that above 248°F for 30  to 60 minutes destroyed the 
availability of these anino acids. Their f'indings agreed w ith those of 
Hayward il _11. ( 193 6) ; Hayward and Hafner ( 1941) ; Alnq uist .n. y_.._ 
( 1942) ; and Bornst ein et � ( 1961) . 
Horgan and King ( 1926) reported adverse biological value in a 
st udy with rats fed cereal and casein proteins treated with dry heat at 
392°F and 302°r for a duration of' thirty to forty- five minutes. 
Greaves et al, ( 1938) duplicated Morgan and King' s work to verify the 
temperatures at which adverse biological value of the proteins occurred 
on such heat treat.ments. They experimented with rats on casein protein 
and found that beating the casein at 212°r for eight hours or at 248°F 
f'or two hours did not affect growth rate, ut heating at 248°r for 
eight hours or ore could reduce growth rate. Heating at 266°F for 
th irty m.i.nutes caused perceptibly reduced growth , and such reduced 
growth was progressively pronounced as the heating ti e was lengthened 
to two, eight, and twenty- tour hours. Their indi ngs agreed with the 
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earlier results of Morgan { 1 93 1 ) and Morgan and Kern ( 1 934) 
respect! vely. 
Alexander and Hill ( 1952) studied the effect of heat on lysine 
and methionine in beat treated sunflower meal. They autoclaved the 
meal at 6.8 kg. pressure and appl ied dry heat at 249.8°F respectively 
and indicated that lysine was largely destroyed; but there was no ef­
fect on methionine. Thus, they concluded that destruction of ly sine 
during processing is the probable major cause of the poor nutritional 
val ue for chicle di ets of commercial expeller processed sunflower meal. 
lobrrison et .1:1.._ ( 1 953) showed that processing conditions affec-
ted the nutritive value of sum-lower meal .  Nutritive val ues of 
sunflower meal increased with lowered processing t emperatures, and that 
opening the choke on the expeller produced superior sunflower meals 
than similar conditions when the choke is in regular position. 
Finally, they showed that sunflower eal - of eq u1 val ent nutritive value 
to sol vent extracted soybean meal can be produced by lowering the tem-
o O O 0 perature in the cooker fran 116-4 F to 392 F a nd fran 5 00 F to 428 F in 
the conditioner. 
Glimp � .ll..a.. ( 1967) reported a study on growth rate, dige� 
tibility, and nitrogen retention with crossbred twin lambs fed either a 
1 2'  protein di et with soybean eal dry heat treated at 300.2°F for four 
hours or a control group with 17S protei.n di et with soybean eal 
wi.thout heat trea ent. Their data indi. cated superior performance or 
Uie 1 bs o n  the the 1 2'  protei.n to that of tbe 1 7S non- heat treated 
group and attri.buted the beneficial. effects due to reduced icrobial 
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rminal degradation of the heat treated protein. Th e  heat treat.ment 
reduced solubility of the protein fran 7 2  to 35J. 
Becker .n. .AL- ( 1953) reported the effect of heat treat.ment on 
the nutritive value of soybean meal in swine nutrition. They carried 
out a growth trial study on some sixty- tour pigs of weaning age with 
hexane extracted-desolventized, hexane . extracted-partially toasted, 
hexane extracted-regularly toasted, or hexane trichloroethylene 
extract ed-regularly toasted soybean meals and found that all except the 
desolventized group were significantly inferior in growth rate. This 
explained the be neficial effect of heat treatment on the nutritive 
value of soybean protein. However, Robison ( 1951) reported that a 
"moderately" toasted solvent soybean oil meal was sl ightly inferior to 
an expeller soybean oil eal. 
soybean 
Plegge et � ( 1982 ) studied the effect of heat treat.ment of 
eal at 
0 
temperatures of 215 F, 
37 2. 2
°
F in ruminants and indicated that heat roasted soybean meal at 
either 262
°
F or 2 91.2
°
F increased better utilization of soybean meal. 




F nitrogen retention increased. Chicle biological as­
say studies showed no di fference in growth rate with either 262
°
F or 
291 .2° F, but soybean eal roasted at 318.2
°
F depressed growth rate in 
the chicles. 
Sherrod and Till an ( 196 2) studied the eff"ect of heat on the 
nutritive value of cottonseed and soybean protein ror digestibility and 
n1 trogen retention using growth trials in sheep and rats. The proteins 




kg . pressure at 82 °F 
under the same pressure 
for forty-five minutes , and (3) 
for ninety minutes . Thei r results 
indicated 
nitrogen 
that the two heat treated groups did not differ as to fecal 
loss ( increased), urinary ni trogen loss (decreased), and 
nitrogen retention ( increased). Heat reduced ruminal ammonia levels 
and plasma non-protein nitrogen levels . The 4 5  minut es heat treated 





to the non-heat treated control group . The rat growth trials 
that condi ti ons of processing to effect optimum nutritive 
cottonseed protein should be different from those of 
Several other workers such as Sharpless et .il_. ( 1939); Mussehl 
{ 1942); Ham _n. � ( 1943 ) ;  Michell et .§i. ( 1945); n ose et &. { 1946) ; 
Menick .n. .5Y... ( 1946); Block fil. �- ( 1946); Pader et Al_. { 1948) ; 
Altschul ( 1958) ; Ascarelli and Gestetner ( 1962); Featherston and Regler 
( 1966) ; Combs _n. .il,.. ( 1967) ; and Arnold .n_ .sY:.L ( 1971 ) reported the 
beneficial effects of oderate heat treatment on the nutritiv e val ue of 
soybean protein. 
nose � .il..._ { 1946) reported the inactivation of growth in­
hibi ting substance in raw soybeans with heat treatment . Ham et � 
( 1945) and Me nick .ll. sl..._ ( 1946) respectiv ely ,  reported the release of 
essenti al amino acids by hydrolysis upon proper heat treatment of 
soybean protein. Wilgus � 111... C 1936) and Sharpless .fil. �- { 1939) 
reported inactivation of goi trogencity activities in soybean upon heat 
treatment and al so by action of fat solvents . 
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Hayward ( 1 937 ) reported that the sol vents used in oommercial 
extraction of soybean meal had no effect on the qual ity of the soybean 
protein. 
III. FA CTORS AFFECT ING PROTEIN LF..VELS IN EDG LAYING RATIONS 
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A close examination of the results of various early workers who 
investigated the adequacy of protein levels in laying rations reveals 
that there were a nl.lllber of factors some of them did not consider 
before reporting their findings. The problem of mirrl.mm protein level 
for maximt.111 egg production lies largely on the biological val ue of the 
protein in terms of essential amino acids and bal ance and al so on the 
source of protein supplEIIlent, environmental tanperature, and the strain 
of the bird. Thus , much of the controversial and contradictory reports 
were put to rest, when later investigations based on the above criteria 
satisfactorily showed that, with proper supplementation of deficient 
amino acids, a low protein diet supported egg production equal to that 
of a high protein diet. Under high enviranental conditions, high er 
protein levels are desirable for maximm egg production performance ; 
and that finally , there is a genetic interaction among breeds or 
strains of birds and the optimm protein l evel for maxi mtn egg 
production. 
Thus , John son and Fisher ( 1959) showed that a 10.4J protein 
diet plus adequate supplementation with ethionine and lysine supported 
egg production eq ual  to that of a 15.7J protein di et. Quisenberry 
( 196 5) reported that ethionine is the first l imit1.ng am ino acid in egg 
laying diets composed ainly of corn and soybean eal, and that proper 
supplementation of low protein corn-soy diets with ethionine improved 
egg production. Griminger and Fisher (1959) showed evidence of the 
importance of proper balance of amino acids in egg laying rations. 
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They augumented a low protein diet of 1 0  .J&S protein level with gelatin, 
zein or g]. utamic acid at a 2 .5S incl usion rate and compared it with a 
control diet of 1 SJ protein. They indicated that hens on the diet with 
the gelatin addition performed equally to those on the 1 5S protein in 
terms of egg production and body weight maintenance . But both the zein  
and glutamic acid suppl emented diets supported poor performance com­
pared to the control . They attributed the cause to an amino acid im­
balance and concl uded that , amino acid balance is  an important factor 
in the protein nutrition of laying hens on low protein diets. Thornton 
et .ll.... ( 1 957 ) suggest ed the need for increased protein l ev el s  in high 
enviromental temperature. Fernandez .n. AL.... ( 1 97 3) reported no sig­
nificant difference in egg production performance fran rations consi st­
ing of 1 1 . 5S ,  1 3J ,  1 5J ,  1 6 .3J , and 1 8S protei n  l evel s, respectively,  
when the lower protein corn-soybean di ets w ere adequately suppl emented 
with lysine and the sulfur amino accids.  Harms et Al.a_ ( 1 962) , and 
Harms and Wal droup ( 1 963)  indicated that ethionine hydroxyanalog 
Ca (MHA) suppl ementation of diets containing 1 3S protein improved feed 
utilization and egg production performance of laying hens. Bray and 
Garlich ( 1 96 0) reported that suppl ementation of a 9S protein corn­
soybean diet for laying hens with amino acids , equival ent to the amount 
suggested by Johnson and Fisher { 1 959)  produced significant increase in 
egg production and n1 trogen retention. However, they failed to get a 
response in anoth er experiment in which a 9 . 4S protei n  level was sup­
pl ented and compared to the oontrol 1 6S protei n ration. Adams et � 
( 1 958) used corn- soybean eal diets on White Leghorn layers and found 
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that a 12j protein level gave as satisfactory egg production as higher 
protein levels when all known vitamins were suppl emented. They carried 
out a second experiment with a 10J and 12J protein levels and a third 
experiment at the 10J protein level with addition of all known 
vitamins, and the results were essentially the same. Thus, they con­
cluded that addition of more vitamins to a 10J corn-soybean diets may 
be beneficial. They made an overriding statement that a protein level 
between 12 and 1llJ in corn-soybean meal diets for Leghorn layers in 
floor pens was optimm for satisfactory egg production. 
Naber and Touchburn (1963) utiliz ed three methods of sup­
planenting low protein diets with amino acids. They supplemented a 12J 
protein diet to provide the National Research Council ( NRC) (1960) min­
iml.lll requirments and obtained a response fran lysine but not fran 
methion1.ne. A comparison of the amino acid patterns of the 12J and 16 J 
protein diets showed negative deviations in the amino acid �ttern of 
the 12' protein diet for lysine and arginine. F.gg production improved 
when lysine alone was supplemented, but the combination of ly sine and 
arginine supplementation depressed the rate of lay. When they used the 
amino acid profile of the whole egg as a basis for supplementing the 
low protein diets, they found responses fran ly sine, threonine, tryp­
topban, and valine when suppl ented in the appropriate combinations. 
Britz an and Carlson (1963) obtained the following results in 
supplementing low protein diets : 
1 .  A significant 
obtained with lysine and 
diet. 
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increase in hen-day egg production was 
ethionine suppl ementation in a high energy 
2 .  Methionine only elicited a significant response in a low 
energy diet . 
3 . By using a combination of glycine , Val ine , arginine ,  
isoleucine , trytopban, lysine ,  and methionine , they obtained a sig­
nificant increase in egg production. However,  a third experiment 
showed that this response was due to tryptophan, lysine , and methionine 
and not the combinations of amino acids .  
Deaton and Quisenberry ( 1 964 )  reported that l�ers which 
received a 1 41 protein diet with yellow-corn as the grain portion of 
the ration significantly out-performed those which received sorghum 
grain. Further,  they showed that hens which were fed a 1 6J protein 
diet of animal and plant protein were significantly superior to hens 
which received 1 4J all plant protein. The mixed protein group bad much 
better feed effici ency . 
Deaton and Quisenberry ( 1 965) reported a significant improv� 
ment in body and egg weights with hens which received a 1 lJJ sorghm 
protein diet when it was suppl emented with lysine , ethionine , tryp­
topban, threonine , and arginine .  Further, they al so  found that there 
was no significant difference between the two groups in respect to hen­
day egg production and feed efficiency ; al though the hens with the 
ino acid suppl ented diet showed a 2 .25J non-significant increase in 
hen-day egg production. Fina1ly ,  they indicated that there was no 
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beneficial effect fran amino acids supplementing a corn diet and that 
the corn diets supported significantly higher egg production, egg 
weight, and feed efficiency with or without amino acid supplements. 
However, Berry ( 1958} found no significant difference in ilo and corn 
all- mash diets, although his resul ts also indicated a slightly higher 
egg production performance in favor of the corn diets. Further, Adolf 
and Grau ( 1956} compared commercial layers in fiv e  California ranches 
for two six-week periods. They fed a 1 7  . 43J protein predominantly corn 
ration and an 1 8. 03J protein predominantly milo ration and found no 
differences between the two treatment groups in egg production. 
The third criteria listed as one of the possible sources of the 
controversy in earlier reports of establishing the adequate protein 
level for ax1 llD egg production was enviranental temperature. 
Understandably, some of the early workers were less aware of the in­
fluence of enviromental tanperature upon voluntary food intake. 
Layers consume ore feed during cold seasons and less feed during hot 
seasons. Thus, this knowledge is utiliz ed in formul ating diets with op­
timun protein levels to reflect the seasonal variations. 
Bray and Gessel ( 1 96 1 ) studied the ef"fect of enviromental tem­
peratures upon suboptimal levels of protein on egg production perfor­
mance. They f"ed White Leghorn pul lets corn- soy based diets, where corn 
furnished ll5S of the total protein, at protein levels of 1 1 .5,  1 2. 0, 
1 .OJ.  They carried out two experiments. 
and the second at 76°F and 86°F each 
The first conducted at 
for an eight-week assay 
period. They indicated that the extreme t peratures of 2°F and 86°F 
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altered teed intake but did not affect the rate of lay provided protein 
intake was adequate. They reported a higher rate of decline in egg 
production with the suboptimal protein di ets fed at th e  higher tanpera­
ture, and concluded that, an inverse relationship exi sted between tan­
perature and egg production at suboptimal. protei n  levels. 
The subject of strain and protein level interaction is a con­
troversi al one . Sane investigators have reported po si tive interactions 
while others reported negative interactions. 
Thornton and Whittet ( 1960), Aitken .n_ y_. ( 1973), Fernandez et 
�- ( 1973) , and Hamilton (1978) respectively, reported no protein 
level by strain interactions. 
But Sharpe and Morri s (1965) and Sharpe et .Al.... ( 1965) have 
reported protein level by strain interactions. Sharpe and Morris test­
ed a strain or RIB X L S  and a ercial. hybrid or White Leghorn type 
and fed them diets ot 16 . 5, 1• . 5, 12 . 5, and 10 . S J  protein and 27 65 k 
cal HE/kg. A tit"th diet contained 10 . 5 J  protei n  with 2165 k cal .  
HE/kg. They reported that egg siz e was reduced by protein restriction 
in the heavy strain, but the light strain was not af"tected.  They indi­
cated that RIR X LS pullets showed no signi ficant response in either 
egg n ber or egg weight to protein levels above 12 . 5 J while the light 
hybrids showed a linear regression ot rate of lay due to protein and 
showed the need tor 16 . 5 J  protein in the diet. 
Sharpe .n_ .AL.. ( 1965) t ested the effect of changing dietary 
protein levels in two strains of pullet s during the laying y ear fran 
low to high and vice versa . They fed a "h igh• protein diet of 1- J 
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crude protein with 2490 k cal ME/kg . and a •1 ow •  protein diet of 1 0 .5J  
crude protein with 2420 k cal  ME/kg. They found that the heavy strain 
layers produced e ggs sati sfactorily on both low and high protein diets 
and were not af"fected by changing fran high to low, while the change 
fran low to high stimul ated an increased rate of lay above the lev el of 
that of the hens that received the high protein diet throughout the 
trial period. But, the low protein diet did not support egg production 
in the light hybrid hens. 
Moreng fil. .ill.... ( 1 964) studi ed the effect of strain dif1"erence s 
among four strains of commercial egg type bi rds on 1 3, 1 5, and 1 7J 
protein level s .  The four lines were arbi trarlly designated A, B, c, 
and D.  Egg production results indi cated that strain C produced sig­
nificantly ore eggs at 1 7J than at 1 3J with no difference between 1 3  
and 1 5J , and 1 5  and 17J, respect! vely. Strains B and D showed no sig­
nificant difference at the three treat.ment protein levels. Strain A 
produced significantly less eggs at 1 3J c pared to 1 5  and 1 7J 
respectively . 
Similarly, Deaton and Quisenberry ( 1 965) reported a highly sig­
nificant strain X protein level interaction 1"or body weight, egg 
production, egg w eight, feed efficiency, and Haugh uni t val ue for f"our 
canmercial strains of White Leghorn bi rds on diets with 1 JJ, 1 5, and 1 7J 
protein levels.  
Harms and Waldroup ( 1962) tested two strains of layers fran the 
same breeder w hich were composed of C and A line strains .  Th e  birds 
were 1"ed 1 1 , 1 3, and 17J protein diets, and the resul ts indi cated that 
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the C strain had protein requiranents in excess ot 1 3j whil e that level 
adequately supported egg production ot strain A layers. 
Harms .§.t. AL.. ( 1 966 )  studied strain or breed X protein level in­
teractions with four strains of commercial egg type and a group of New 
Hampshire layers ted 17 , 1 5 , 1 3 ,  and 1 1j protein corn- soybean diets. 
Their findings agreed with those of Sharpe and Morris ( 1 96 5 ) , whereby , 
the heavy breed laid ore eggs on the 1 1 j protein di et .  This diet was 
not adequate for the light commercial egg type strains.  
Balloun and Speers ( 1 969) conducted three experiments with two 
commercial and three experimental strains of egg laying type birds and 
indicated signj.ticant ditterences among the strains in protein require­
ments. With Bylines,  they found that a 1 6j protei n  diet supported 
satisfactory egg production with adequate body maintenance at peak 
production and teed conversion efficiency . The larger es inoross 
birds n�eded a 1 j protein diet for satisfactory egg production. 
The three experimental Leghorn strains dittered greatly in 
their protein requir ents. The all siz e strain required less than 
1 0  g protein intake for axim egg production. The medi siz e and 
the large size required 1 8  g protein intake . 
Finally ,  Pilbrow and orri ( 1 97  ) indicated that genetic dif­
ference s in protein requir ent s ay ari.se tran one of two ajor sour­
ces. The tirst ay be due to body weight aintenance and rate ot 
producti.on, and the second way ay be due to efficiency in digestion 
and absorption ot ino aci.ds. Thus, one breed or strain ot breed ay 
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requi re ore protein than another tor each unit ot body weight 
mai ntena nce and egg sy nthesiz ed. 
IV .  INFLUEN CE OF FREE PLASMA AMINO ACIDS 
ON IDG PROOOCTION . 
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Several workers, Richardson et al .  ( 1 953 ) ; Hill and Ol sen 
( 1 953 ) ;  Charkey fil. al. ( 1 953 ) ; Hill et al. ( 1 96 1 ) ;  and Zimmerman and 
Scott ( 1 96 5 ) ; found a relationship between the amount of free plasma 
amino acids and the amino acid composition of the di et .  When dietary 
lysine was increased f"ran O .5J to 1 . 9% , the pl asna lysine concentration 
al so increased progressively fran 2 . 5 mg. to 1 0 . 5 mg. / 1 00 ml . Hill and 
Ol sen ( 1 963 )  and Zimmerman and Scott ( 1 965 )  fed growing chicks graded 
level s  of either lysine or valine over a wide range or levels  above and 
belCM the normal requirement for maximun growth . Thei r  results showed 
that accumulation of lysine occurred ev en when the dietary levels were 
belCM the normal level ,  but val ine did not accumulate in the pl asma 
when dietary level s  were suboptimal . Richardson et 1Y:.a.. ( 1 953 ) studied 
the influence of amino acid supplement s and protein on free plasna 
amino acid concentration level s  and f"ound that a relationship existed 
between dietary content of amino acids and protein  on one hand, and 
pl asma amino acids on the other. However ,  they noted that there was no 
apparent association between growth rate and plasma amino acid 
concentration. 
The amount of normal pl a a amino acid  pool is usually very 
small ; and therefore ,  its useful ness in easuring changes in pl as:ma 
amino acid concentration is dependent upon the extent to which th ey 
ref'l ect changes in  other tissues of th e body . Thus ,  Richardson et al. 
( 1 96 5 )  reported that lysine deficiency coul d refl ect decreased pl asma, 
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liver and muscl e lysine levels ,  and an increased threonine l ev el in 
th ese tissues and decreased argi nine l evel s  in pl asna and muscl e.  In 
additi on,  th ey indi cated that aspartic acid had the highest concentra­
tion in  the l iv er ,  and al anine had the high est concentration in the 
muscl e , respectively . Their observations gav e rise to the sugge stion 
that al ani ne was a maj or carrier of amino nitrogen degraded fran non­
essential and branched amino acids in th e muscl es to the liver. 
Taylor et al. ( 1 97 0) reported change s in pl asma concentrations 
of free amino acids in relation to egg production in l aying h ens and 
indicated the following observations : 
1 .  Amino acid concentrati ons are invariably high er during the 
night than day time. 
2 .  Egg formation proce ss i s  generally associated with an in­
crease in non- essenti al amino acid concentrations with cy stine and 
glutamic acids behaving l ike the essential amin� acids . 
3 . Voluntary food consumption during egg formation proce ss may 
be infl uenced by changes in concentration of essential am ino acid 
level s  in pl asma. Arginine might be the po s sibl e  amino acid influenc­
ing such voluntary food consumption ch anges . 
Taylor et al. ( 1 970) , in the final concl usion of thei r inves-
tigation ,  sugge sted that free pl a a ino a ci ds in laying hens might 
not provide an adequate measure for the am ino acid requi rement s  of the 
laying hen nor the nutritive value of a pa rticul ar protei n or proteins 
for egg production.  But Bray ( 1 97 0 )  in hi s inv estigation of l euci ne 
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imbal ance in lay ing hen diets showed a positive correlation between 
dietary leucine and plasma leucine, isoleucine, and valine levels . 
V. AMINO ACID RW UIR EMENTS FOR ma LAilNG HENS 
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According to Sunde ( 1 97 2), amino acids are the most important 
units in proteins. It is a lmown fact that the q uality of a protein 
depends upon its amino acid composition, balance, and availability. 
Factors such as environmental tE111perature, age of the bird, protein and 
energy level of �he diet, and the stage of production are known to in­
nuence the dietary amino acid req uiranents of the laying hen 
(Britz man, 1 96 4 ;  Novacek, 1 970 ; Choudhury, 1 97 2 ;  and Kashani, 1 975) . 
Amino acid req uirements for monogastric animals are often expressed 
either as a percentage of the total diet or as a percentage of protein 
in the diet. IT expressed as a percentage of the protein in the diet, 
then the amino acid req uiranent will drop as the level of the protein 
is increased above the level req uired to supply adeq uate amounts of 
other amino acids. How ever, when the percentage of dietary protein is 
increa_sed, the minimm levels of many essential amino acids al so  appear 
to increase when expressed as a percentage of the diet. Combs (196 9) 
attributed this Ji)enanenon to the effect of a reduced protein level in­
creasing voluntary food intake. 
A. FSSffiTIAL AN D  NON- �SffiTIAL AMINO ACIOO : 
Amino acid requiranents generally involve the balance between 
essential and non-essential amino acids. Wilcox and Hopki ns (1906) and 
Osborne and Hendel (1914) reported that certai n amino acids were essen­
tial in proper nutrition. Rose ( 1938) defined essential amino acids as 
•those which cannot be synthesized by the animal organisn out of 
materials ordi narily av ailable at a speed commensurate with the demand 
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for normal growth . " Earl ier studies to determine the essentiality of 
amino acids included feeding of a singl e purified protein known to be 
devoid or low in one or more amino acids (Rose ,  1 93 8) , or substituting 
synthetic mixtures  of anino acids in place of proteins, (Abderhalden 
1 91 2 ;  Hegsted 1 944 ; Grau and Almquist , 1 944 ; and AlDX2 uist and Grau, 
1 944 ) . 
The succe ssful determination of amino acid  requirements by 
Mitchell ( 1 950 )  utiliz ing carcass analy sis to determine growth rate led 
to the investigation of 
production. Consequently , 
possible 
Johnson 
amino acid requirements for egg 
and Fisher ( 1 956 ) determined the 
requirements of essential amino acids for egg production. They report­
ed in their  study that with the exception of glycine ,  all the amino 
acids essential f'or chick growth were al so essential for egg produc­
tion. The anission of either lysine , arginine ,  histidi ne , methionine , 
leucine , isoleucine ,  val ine , threonine , trypt ophan, and phenylalanine 
resul ted in a pranpt drop in feed consllDption and pause in egg produc­
tion. Further , they al so observed that while th e an ission of glutamic 
acid did not affect f'eed consumption, normal egg production could not 
proceed in its absence . 
In f'urther investigations Johnson and Fish er ( 1 958 )  determined 
the inimun requirements of the essential am ino acids for the laying 
hen. They used the lysine content in whole egg protein as the basis  
for the ratio to  the rest of the amino acids . They fed such calculated 
amino acid l evel s to laying hens and compared them with the same level s  
increased by 1 Oj and found that the lower level s  mai ntained a high rate 
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of egg producti on. Johnson and Fi sh er ( 1 95 9 )  again attempted to rel ate 
their data obtai ned with syntheti c amino acids to practical rations and 
indicated that practi cal di ets with 1 0  to 1 1 % protei n mai ntained a high 
rate of egg production ov er a prol onged period. Later workers such as 





resul t  
B .  AMINO ACID BALANCE : 
Amino acid bal ance is th e rel ativ e proportional presence of' all 
acids in a giv en di et . Theref'ore,  the absol ute q ual ity of' a 
protein or nutritiv e value of a giv en di et depe nds on its amino 
bal ance . Thus ,  any deviati on f'ran the optimun bal ance of' amino 
for body weight maintenance and egg production will  utimately 
in less eff'icient util iz ation of protein, since th e req uirement 
of' one amino aci d  i s  af'fected by th e rel ativ e content of the oth er ; and 
hence , the interrel ationship or interactions among am ino acids needs to 
be determined.  D' Mello and Lewis ( 1 957c )  indi cated that di ets should 
contain a sati sfactory amino aci d bal ance in order to  determine the 
chicks ' req uirement s f'or the essential amino acids . 
Few st udies have been reported on the determination of the op­
timllll ratio between essential and non- essential amino acids for maxi.mun 
protein utiliz ation. Sugahara and Aryoshi ( 1 96 8) reported a ratio of 
1 :  1 f'or opti feed efficiency in layer s  and 1 . 5 :  1 f'or maxi \.Ill growth 
in chicks . Shapiro ( 1 96 8) indi cated that the ratio co ul d  v ary fran O . 8  
t o  1 . 2  in lay ing h ens for peak ni trogen retention. Ma.noukas and Young 
( 1 969)  and Rei d et al, ( 1 972)  suggested that th e ratio of essential 
ino aci ds to non- essential amino acids coul d  vary fran O .  7 to 1 . 1 5  
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without an;y adverse effect on egg producti on performance of the hen, 
provided the hens consl.llled 14 to 1 5  g of protein daily . 
A study of the comparison between e sse ntial and non-essential 
amino acid ratio requirE111ent s  for layers and chicks indicated that 
hens , by and large , require rel ativ ely lower ratios than chicks ; and 
the data agree with the suggestion of Manoukas and Young ( 1 96 9) that 
non- essential amino acids are utiliz ed for body functions other than 
synthesis of egg protein during egg production. 
C.  AMINO ACID ANTAGONISM: 
1 .  Lysi ne-Arginine : 
Antagonisn is a hostil e relationship which exi st s between two 
amino acids ,  whereby the excess of one requires corresponding increased 
amounts of the other . Thus ,  antagoni stic rel ationships between lysine 
and arginine , whereby excess lysine nece ssitated higher arginine 
requi rement s, have been reported by several workers ( Snetsinger and 
Scott , 1 96 1 ;  O ' Dell et al, , 1 96 2 ;  Jones 1 96 4 ;  O ' Dell and Savage 1 966 ; 
Boorman and Fi sher ,  1 966 ; Smith and Lewis, 1 96 6 ; Jones et al, 1 967 ; 
and D 1 Hello and Lewis, 1 97 0a) . Wilburn and Full er ( 1 97 5 )  reported that 
the addition of lysine to a oorn- soy diet up to  a l evel to that in a 
casein diet increased the arginine requirement of broil ers fran 1 . 53 to 
1 .  7 3j . Savage ( 1 972 )  observ ed accentuated argini ne  defici ency sy ptans 
when lysine was incorporated as a aj or source of protein in a casein 
diet . The arginine content of casein is approximately one-half that of 
ly sine .  Fi sher et al ,  ( 1 960 )  and Dobson et al ,  ( 1 96 4) showed that the 
high lysine content of casein is th e princi pal cause of high argi nine 
req ui ran ent s of ch i cks on a casein di et . 
The mechani sm causing th e ly si ne- argini ne antagoni sn has been 
ext ensively studi ed . Austi c  and Nesh eim ( 1 97 0 )  reported that argi nine 
metabol isn occurs mai nly through th e argi na se  pathway . Jone s et al. 
( 1 967 ) indi cated that an exce ss of di etary ly sine ( . 2% ) el evated th e 
kidney argi nase activ ity in chicks to fiv e times th ei r normal l ev el and 
further observ ed that pl asna argi ni ne dropped 50% bel ow th e control in 
twelve day s.  
Nesheim ( 1 96 8 )  and Austi c and Nesh eim ( 1 97 0 )  al so reported in­
duction of ki dney argi na se activ ity through increased di etary ly si ne 
l ev el s. 
How ev er ,  ly si ne and argi nine antagoni sn is of rel ativ ely insig­
nificant concern in practi cal laying di ets since such di ets are gener­
ally d�ficient or marginal in ly sine and adequate in argi ni ne .  But 
thi s  antagoni sn i s  of concern, and nutriti oni st s  sh oul d  be well aware 
of it and guard agai nst it . 
2 .  Leuci ne , isol eucine , and v al ine interrel ationships : 
D '  Hell o  and L ewis ( 1 97 0b )  showed that excess l eucine retarded 
th e growth of chi cks fed di et s argi nal in v al ine and i sol euci ne , and 
that addi ti ons of val ine and i sol eucine corrected th e si tuation. In a 
furth er report , D '  Mell o  and Lewis ( 1 97 0c )  indi cated th at th e  chick ' s 
di etary requi ranent s for val ine and isol euci ne increase with an in­
crease in l euci ne .  
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D '  Mello and Lewis ( 1 97 1 )  conduct ed a paired feeding growth 
trial of chicks and reported that an intake of excess l eucine lowered 
the free pl asma valine and isol eucine concentrati ons. Tuttl e and 
Ball oun ( 1 976 ) carried out two st udi es with turkey poults and indicated 
that excess l eucine reduced pl asma level s  of both val ine and 
isol eucine , and val ine al one in another trial . Based on those find­
ings , they concl uded that interacti ons of l eucine-val ine , leucine­
isol eucine , and val ine- isol eucine exi sted for the po ul t .  Bray ( 1 97 0 )  
reported interactions among l eucine , isol eucine , and v al ine i n  a laying 
pull et s  st udy . Del etion of O . 3J DL- isol eucine , fran a l ow  protein di et 
( 8 . 5% )  which was suppl anented with th e  l imiting amino acids , resul ted 
in 25 .7  and 55 .7% depressions in egg producti on when imbalanced ; and 
leucine bal anced di ets were used, respectively . Val ine was reported to 
be the second l imiting amino acid in that st udy where 85% of' the 
pro�ein was suppl ied by corn. In anoth er trial Bray ( 1 97 0 )  reported 
egg production to be maximt111 when both isol eucine and val ine were added 
to the di et . 
Muller and Balloun ( 1 97 3 )  indi cated that the detri ental effect 
of L-Leuci ne ( 0 .75% )  in a 1 2%  protein di et coul d be reversed when both 
L-isol euci ne ( 0 . 1 7 5% )  and IL-val ine ( 0 . 3 5% )  were added to the di et ,  and 
that addi tion of isol eucine ( 0 . 3 5% )  al one caused further reduction in 
egg production. 
In a later st udy , Mull er and Balloun ( 1 97 6 )  show ed that a low 
protei n  di et ( 1 0% )  was imbal anced by a 0 .7 5S L-leucine addition, whil e 
a high protein di et ( 19S ) was not affected by egg production and teed 
h 
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consumption data. They indi cated that with the 1 0% protein di et , the 
exce ss l eucine co ul d  not be reversed with O .  1 %  DL- isol euci ne additi on. 
3 .  Amino acid sparing effect s : 
Sul fur containing amino acids--methionine and cystine . 
(Methionine-chol ine and methionine- threonine interrel ati onships ) .  
Methionine can adeq uately furni sh  the sul fur amino acid requi ranents 
for laying hens . According to Graber and B aker ( 1 97 1 ) , it is most 
econanical to suppl ement poul try di ets marginal in sul fur amino acids 
with methionine but al so cautioned that consideration shoul d  be given 
to other sul fur amino acids and inorganic sul fates. 
No di etary requirement has been det ermined for cy stine , which 
is  the oxi dation product of ey st eine.  Cystine is  added to  diets in  or­
der to supply th e need for cy steine . It has been known that cy sti ne 
can furni sh about 50% of th e sul fur amino acid requiranent s  in growing 
chicks ( Graber et al, 1 97 1 ;  Sasse and Baker , 1 97 lla; and Soares 1 97 4) . 
Graber and Baker ( 1 97 1 )  indicated that the requirement for sul fur­
binding amino acids was l ower when a combinati on of methionine and cys­
tine was used than when methionine alone was used. Baker ( 1 976 ) 
reported that methionine is about 80j efficient in being conv erted to 
cystine , based on mol ecul ar weight conversion ( 1 ll9 vs. 1 2 1 ) .  
tine , 
1 939) ; 
Wh1l e methionine 
the latter cannot 
can spare the di etary req uirement s  for cys-
be converted to 
and al so  methionine can spare 
methionine (Rol e  and Rice , 
th e ne eds of cbol ine and 
threonine ;  but th ey ,  too, cannot be converted to  ethioni ne .  
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Finally, 1 t has been shown that about 1 5J of the cy stine 
dietary requirements f'or the chick may be furni shed by sodim or potas­
sim sulfate ( Sasse and Baker, 1 97 4a, b; and Soares, 1 974) . 
4. Pheny lal anine- tyrosine interrelationship : 
A lrrquist and Grau ( 1 944) reported that a high ph eey lalanine 
lev el eliminates or spares the need f'or ty rosine. But Grau ( 1 947) in­
dicated that while ph eny lalanine can be conv erted to tyrosine, the lat­
ter cannot be converted to ph eny lalanine and that only ph enylalani ne 
alone can satisfy its dietary requirements . The situation is similar 
to the interrelation existing betw een methionine and cystine . Further, 
Grau ( 1 947) show ed that the conv ersion of' ph eny lal anine to ty rosine was 
efficient . Sasse and Baker ( 1 972) confirmed Grau '  s data and showed 
that the total aranatic amino acid requiranent was not higher when 
pheny lalanine alone was fed than when a proper combination of 
pheny lalanine and tyrosine was f'ed. 
How ev er, Johnson and Fi sher ( 1 956) indicated that laying hens 
conv erted ph enylanine to tyrosine with di fficulty and inefficiently . 
5. Serine-glycine inter relationship : 
The following workers hav e reported that serine can completely 
satisfy the glycine dietary need for chicks ' growth ( Akrabawi and 
Kratz er, 1 968; Baker et al. ( 1 968) ; and Rabbani et al .  1 97 3) . og and 
Coon ( 1 976) indicated that :feeding opti levels of glycine to chicks 
during the f'irst nine days of life reduced the need f'or glycine and 
serine during their remaining 21 -day feedi ng period . Johnson and 
Fisher { 1 956) , in their hist oric de termination of es sential anino acids 
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for the hen, did not cl assify serine nor gl ycine as an essential amino 
acid. So far, there is no evidence to show that deficiencies of these 
two amino acids in the diet could affect maxi.mun egg production. 
However, Baker & !iL.. (1968, 197 2) and Featherston (197 5) have shown 
data that deletion of gl ycine and serine in broiler diets depressed 
growth rate by 20 to 25% in the second week of life. 
6 .  Argi nine-proline- g1 utamic acid interrelationships : 
Argi ni ne, proline, and glutamic acid have a common pathway of 
metabolism ; though proline is a non-essential amino acid and can be 
synthesized by the chick . Nevertheless, a proline deficiency can ef­
fect a 10-20% growth retardation and reduced feed efficiency ( Roy and 
Bird, 1959 ; Greene et al. 1962; Adki ns et al. 196 2; Bhargava et al. 
1971b ; and Austic 197 3) . Austic (1973) reported fran a st udy based on 
C 14-labeling that 7% of the arginine was di rectly co nverted to proline 
when the diet was lacking in proline and was only adequate in arginine 
for chicks . Further, Austic ( 197 3, 197 6) indicated that arginine is 
pref er ably conv erted to gl utamic acid . 
Maruyama fil al. ( 197 6a), in a st udy using only essential amino 
acids in chick diets, reported that glutamic acid was more effective in 
pranoting chick growth than any oth er non- essential amino acid ; al­
though Johnson and Fisher (1956) did not classify glutamic acid as an 
essential amino acid . It was significant to note that the deletion of 
gl utamic acid in their studies resul ted in a drop in egg production 
with no easurable effect on feed consumption . 
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VI. ABSORPl'ION OF AMINO ACIDS 
Lerner ( 1 97 1 ) , Hudson et al. ( 1 97 1 ) ,  and Kan ( 1 97 5) reviewed 
the intestinal absorption of anino acids and peptides  in domestic fowl 
and observed the following probl ems associated w ith absorption of amino 
acids in general : 
1 .  The active transportation of amino acids and peptides 
against concentration gradiant s fran the intestinal lumen to the bl ood. 
2 .  Occurrence of interaction during absorption of amino acid 
mixtures resul ting ei ther in stimul artory or inhibitory effect s on ab­
sorption as compared to only a stimulatory effect where only a sing! e 
amino acid  i s  transported and absorbed. 
3 .  Presence of sugars which may inhibi t  amino acid  
transportation. 
JJ .  The animal s own physi cal and physiologi cal conditions which 
may be infl uenced by age . Further , di etary defici enci es such as lack 
of vitamins and essential fatty acids ;  and presence of antibioti cs , or 
restricted feeding, may have  an effect on i ntestinal amino acid 
absorption. 
Several workers have reported that amino acids are actively 
transported .  The first reports came fran Gibson and Wiseman ( 1 951 ) • 
How ever,  Kratz er ( 1 94 ) had earl ier reported that amino acids were 
transported by diffusion, al though his data ight hav e  been due to the 
very high concentrations he used in his st udies. Wiseman and Gibson 
( 1 95 1 )  and Tasaki and Takahashi ( 1 966 ) , the former in a study with 
rats and the latter in a study with chickens, respectively , provided 
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concl usiv e data to show that amino acids are activ ely transported. 
Furth er , Tasaki and Takahashi ( 1 966 ) and Scharrer ( 1 97 1 )  compared amino 
acid transportation in rats and chickens and reported identical resul ts 
except for ly si ne and histidine. The high est rate of absorption was 
for the 
lastly 
neutral amino acids , follai,ed by the basic amino aci ds ,  and 
the acidi c amino acids .  Wiseman and G ibson ( 1 95 1 ) had earl ier 
concl usively reported that the L- form of am ino acids are absorbed fast­
er than the D-form of amino acids.  Many other workers have reported on 
the active transportation and absorption of the L- form of amino acids 
in chickens (Perry et al. 1 956 ; Fearon and B ird, 1 967 ; Hol dsworth and 
Wil son, 1 967 ; N el son and Lerner , 1 97 0 ;  Waki ta et al .  1 97 0 ;  Yokota and 
Tasaki , 1 97 0 ;  H erz berg et al .  1 97 1 ; Scharrer , 1 97 1 ;  Burrill and L erner , 
1 972;  Sherrin and Bird, 1 972 ;  and Kushak et al .  1 97 3 )  
Lerner and Taylor ( 1 967) , Herz berg et  al .  ( 1 97 1 ) , and B urrill 
and L erner ( 1 97 2)  showed that th e  D-amino acids usually inhibi t  th e  
transportation of the L- anino acids ,  but they al so  observed that in 
some instance s th e effect was stimul atory . Further, they al so  observ ed 
that amino aci ds handl ed by the same transport sy stem usually inhibit  
each other ' s tranportation while preincuba tion with anino acids often 
sti ulates the transportation of other amino acids via an exchange dif­
fusion. Amino acids handl ed by different transport sy stems wil l  ei th er 
sti ul ate each others transportation or not , for the resul t s  are not 
alway s reciprocal . These findings agreed with several st udies reported 
in chickens by Paine et Al.- ( 1 95 9 ) , Hudson ( 1 96 9) , Herberg et al .  
( 1 97 1 ) , LaBel l e  et al . ( 1 97 1 )  , Lerner and B urrill ( 1 97 1 ) , Burrill and 
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Lerner ( 1 97 2 )  , Laz arov and Al exandrov ( 1 97 2)  , Lerner and Mil 1 er ( 1 97 2) , 
Herberg and Lerner ( 1 973) , Kushak et al .  ( 1 973 ) , Mill er et AL. ( 1 973 ) , 
and Tucker and Kimmich ( 1 973 ) . 
Fearon and B ird ( 1 967 ) , Teckell et .iY:..t- ( 1 967 ) , Hudson ( 1 96 9) , 
Wald ta .n. .Bl_. ( 1 97 0 )  , Yokota and Tasaki ( 1 97 O )  , and Scharrer ( 1 97 1 ) 
reported that the il e\111 is the site for maxim\.111 am ino acid  absorption 
in the chicken and that no absorption of amino acids take s place in the 
duodenun , colon- rect um ,  or cecum . However ,  they indi cated that the 
embryonic ce cum and colon can actively absorb amino aci ds .  
Herberg et al. ( 1 97 1 ) , Lerner and Burrill ( 1 97 1 ) , and Hiller et 
al . ( 1 973 )  reported that amino acid transportation is dependent on 
sodim concentration and that exclusion of so di l.D  :frcm the external 
medi m will resul t in great inhibition of amino aci d transportation. 
Further , they al so observed that transportation of basi c  amino acids is 
less sensi tive to sodi\.111 concentration, the acidi c amino acids are the 
most sensitive ,  and the neutral amino acids lie in between or are in­
termedi ate in sensitivity . 
n an ( 1 97 5 ) , in his review, stated that generally the non­
metabol izabl e but actively transported sugars inhibi t  transportation of 
amino acids w hil e th e  metabol izabl e  sugars that are actively transport­
ed stimulate amino acid transportation. Further , nan ( 1 975)  reported 
that vitamins B6 , D, E, and B 1 de:ficiences lower amino acid absorption 
and that vitamin C has no effect . However ,  Clez et M..a.. { 1 96 9)  :fed rab­
bi ts with vitamin B6 defici ent diets and found no errect on amino acid 
absorption rate .  However ,  Tasaki and Yokota ( 1 97 0 )  studi ed the effect 
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of deoxypyridoxine in chickens and indi cated that under certain 
condi ti ons, vitamin B6 deficiency inhibits amino acid absorption. 
Antibioti cs such as ol igomy cin, cy cl oheximide and actinanycin, 
which di rectly inhibit energy production .and protein sy nthesi s, and 
digi tal is- like compounds which inhibit th e sodi an  pump, al so  inhibit 
amino acid absorption. Surgical operations, such as hypophy sectany and 
adrenal ect any , al so inhibit amino acid absorption. But Draper ( 1 958)  
showed that penicillin enhances ly sine absorption. Lotenkov and 
Podl uz naya ( 1 967 ) reported that chl ortetracy cl ine stimul ates the ab­
sorption of L-arginine ,  IL-val ine ,  L-histidi ne ,  IL- leucine , IL- lysine ,  
IL-methionine , IL-phenylalani ne ,  and IL-threonine . Kimmich ( 1 970 )  
reported that ol igomycin inhibits L-val ine absorpti on in i sol ated in­
testinal epithel ial cel ls. Lazarov and Al exandrov ( 1 973 ) indi cated that 
test ost erone-propionate or progest erone reduced the absorption of 
35s-methionine and 3
5
s-cy stine fran the duodenan of 4-6 week ol d 
chicks . Preston-Ma.fham and Syke s ( 1 97 0 )  r eported that Eimeria acer-
vul ina infection resulted in a decreased absorption of L- histidine both 
1Jl. Yll..Q. and in vitro, with the axim effect being r eached on day 5 
po st infection. 
'lbere hav e  been e reports on th e influence of metabol ic in-
hi.bi tor s and anoxia on intestinal amino acid transportation and absorp­
tion.  Since scientific evidence has shown that amino aci ds are activ e­
ly transported, i t  is only logical to bel ieve intui tively that 
metabolic inbibi tors and anoxi a which inhibi t  aerobi c energy generation 
migh t equally affect amino acid transportation. Howev er ,  th e di rect 
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source of such energy is not known ; but the specul ation is that ATP 
woul d be the likely source. However, Bronk ( 197 2) showed that when the 
plasna ATP concentration fal ls to 10J of the normal content, active 
transport still exists. Reiser and Christiansen (1971) found with iso­
lated intestinal epithial cells of rats that ATP hindered amino acid 
absorption ;  but ADP, 5 ' -AMP, cyclic 3, 5 ' -AMP, GTP, and inorganic phos­
phate did not. Howev er, Kinz ie et al, ( 1973) reported a contrary view 
that ATP and AMP have no influence on leucine absorption in rat ' s  
jejun\lJl, but observed that dibutyrl cyclic AMP or cyclic 3 ' ,  5 ' -AMP 
together with th eophylline enhance absorption. Further, they al so  in­
dicated the latter substance had no st ul atory ef'fect on leucine ab­
sorption in the ileun of the rat. 
Many reports have indicated that peptides are al so  absorbed in 
the snal l intestine. The peptides coul d be absorbed in the intestine 
and be hydroly zed either superficially or intracellul arly, and the free 
amino acids circulate in the blood. But som e  peptides such as 
glycy lg].ycine and hydroxy proly lproline are very resistant to 
hydrolysi ; and so, part of thElll ay appear in blood tmcl eav ed. 
Sev eral workers have reported that peptides are absorbe d  faster t.han 
amino acids. Such evidence was shown by Kushak et al ,  ( 1973) with 
chickens in a study of glycine uptake fran th e  peptide gl ycy lleucine. 
Crampton g 1LJ-. (1971) showed similar resul ts in a st udy with rats. 
'Ibey indicated that a tryptic hydroly sate of several proteins which 
contai ned a peptide with 2-6 a:n ino acids was absorbed faster than an 
amino acid mixt ure. 
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Age , di etary , and di sease condi ti ons are lmown to  inf'luence the 
absorption of amino acids .  Penz es ( 1 97 2) reported such an influence in 
several st udies he  carried out with rats  which involved change s in 
amino aci ds throughout a lifetime . Restri cted feedi ng enhanced amino 
acid absorption,  and the same is al so true t:or high protein l evel s, 
7 0-80% of th e di et .  Further , marked difference s do exi st in chickens 
betw een embroyoni c  time around hatching and po st embroy oni c hatching 
time as rel ated to rates of amino acid absorption.  Such st udi es were 
reported by Hol dsworth and Wil son ( 1 967 ) , Hudson ( 1 96 9 ) , Pratt and 
Terner ( 1 97 1 )  respectiv ely . Lotenkow and Podl uz naya ( 1 967 ) indi cated a 
decrease in amino acid absorption during th e first 1 -7 5  days or life. 
Laz arov and Al exandrov ( 1 97 2 )  withheld f eed but allowed w ater ad 
libi tum and observed a decrease in meth ionine absorption rran th e 
duodenun , th e minimun bei ng r eached at:ter 1 5  days of feed withdrawal .  
It woul d appear t:ran the data indi cated that amino aci ds and 
pepti des  have separate transport sy stems.  This sugge stion is  supported 
by the seeming spatial difference in maxi.mun absorption and the non­
interaction between amino aci d and peptide s  absorption. The idea is 
further supported by th e incidence of two hunan di sease s, Hartrup di s­
ease and cy sti nura, in which th e absorption of certai n free amino acids 
i s  negl igi bl e  in th e intestine , whil e the pe ptide s  contai ni ng the same 
amino acids are normally absorbed. Addi si on et al. ( 1 972 , 1 97 3 )  showed 
ev idence of activ e transport of sl ady hy droly sed peptide s  in th e 
j ej unun of a hamster and an interaction beteen th e peptides  during 
absorption as well . 
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Reports hav e been made by some investigators that amino acids 
are absorbed at different rates. Adi bi et al. { 1 967 a, b )  reported in  
their study of amino acid absorption fran the snall intestine of young 
men that methionine , isol eucine , and l eucine were absorbed rapidly . 
The rates of prol ine ,  arginine ,  al anine ,  and phenylalanine were much 
sl ower . Th ey  further observed that g]. utamic and aspartic amino acids 
{ dicarboxylic acids )  were either absorbed more sl owly or , perhaps , were 
repl aced by the al pha keto acids in the proce ss of transamination. 
Tasaki and Takahashi { 1 966 ) , in their  study with the domestic fowl, 
reported  that the rates of absorption of argini ne ,  tyrosine , aspartic 
and g]. utamic acid, and glycine were rel ativ ely sl ow  compared to the 
rest of the amino acids .  
In summary , the subj ect of amino acid absorption in  the intes­
ti ne is not yet totally cl arified. There is still some discrepancy in 
th e l iterature. There is no agreement that all th� anino acids absor­
bed in  the intestine appear in the bl ood . Jacobs and L argi s  { 1 96 9) ob­
served the presence of free amino acids fran dietary sources in the 
lymph . Secondly , the uptake of amino acids in the intestine may not be 
a one-way traffic ; it  is l ikely that some may fl ux back to the intes­
ti nal lunen as reported by Sch edl et al ,  ( 1 96 9) . Thirdly , the 
transport agent ' s  nature is still in doubt , ev en though Rei ser and 
Christiansen { 1 968) found a heptane solubl e fraction of th e brush bor­
der which bi nds to amino acids . 
VII. 'IHE EFFECT OF DIETARY AMINO ACID COMPOSITION ON 
ma ALBUMEN AMINO ACID PROFIL E 
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Egg protein has been accl aimed to be  of th e high est biol ogi cal 
val ue in h1.1nan nutrition. It serv es as a rel ativ e index to  ev al uate 
th e biol ogi cal val ue of other protei ns. Since the egg derives its 
protei n fran di etary sources, it is of importance to know the erfect of 
di etary protein on egg protein composition. 
Csonka et al ,  ( 1 947 ) reported a signif'icant increase in both 
methionine and cy stine contents of egg al bum en w hen di etary protei n was 
increased with ca sein suppl anentation. How ev er ,  Ingram et al, ( 1 950 ) 
indicated no difference in concentrati ons of ly si ne , trypt ophan, 
methionine ,  and cy stine in egg al bumen when l aying hens were fed with 
di et s deficient in those amino acids .  Simil ar results were reported by 
Ingram et al, ( 1 95 1 ) and Milligan et al, ( 1 95 1 ) .  Milligan et al ,  
( 1 95 1 )  fed a 9 %  protein di et and found no di fference in lysi ne  and 
methionine content s of the egg albumen. aioudhury ( 1 97 2) , howev er ,  
reported a n  influe nce of di etary amino acid com po sition on e gg  al bumen. 
He reported an increase in amino acid conce ntration of egg al bumen due 
to feeding high er di etary protein l ev el s  or by suppl ementing l ow  
protein di ets with O . 1 % DL- threonine or O . 5 %  val ine . In contrast , 
Kashani { 1 97 5) did not find consi st ent change s in  amino acid composi­
tion of egg al bumen when methionine , lysi ne , tryptophan, and i sol eucine 
were adde d to a 1 2%  protein di et .  
VIII . NUTR IT IV E  VALUE OF SOYB EAN S  AND SOYB EAN �AL 
IN POULTRY AND OTH ER FARM AN IMAL S 
A. POULTRY : 
1 .  Egg L aying Perr ormance in Hens : 
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The nutritive value of raw soy bean meal and heat treated 
soybean m eal has been eval uated in compari son studi es with lay ing hens . 
carver et al , ( 1 946 ) , Fi sh er et al , ( 1 957 ) , Griminger and Fi sh er 
( 1 96 0 ) , and Saxena et al, ( 1 96 3a, b )  reported comparabl e and sati sfac­
tory egg produ ction performance of hens fed raw soy bean meal and h eat 
treated soybean meal di ets.  carv er et al, ( 1 94 6 ) fed a 1 3j crude 
protei n l ev el of extracted raw soy bean meal and h eat treated extracted 
soy bean meal , whil e Fi sher fil. al, ( 1 957 ) fed a sem ipurifi ed raw extrac­
ted soy bean m eal suppl emented with meth ioni ne and v itamin B
1 2  
at a 
1 2 . 2 1 %  crude protei n l ev el .  Al so ,  Saxe na et al ,  ( 1 96 3 a, b )  suppl anent ed 
a raw soy bean meal di et with methioni ne , whereas Gr�inger and Fi sh er 
( 1 96 0 )  fed raw unextracted soy bean meal as th e maj or souce of protein. 
On th e contrary , Renner and Hil l  ( 1 96 0 ) , Hil l and Renner 
( 1 96 3 ) , and Regl er et 1Y:.&. ( 1 96 4) indi cated that egg production perfor­
mance of hens fed a raw soy bean meal di et was poor compared to th at 
with a heat tr eated soy bean meal di et . 
Rogl er et al, ( 1 96 4 ) , foll owing the cont radi cti on in th e ear­
lier reports on com parabl e sati sfactory egg produ cti on perform ance by 
hens on a raw soy bean di et or a heat treated soy bean di et ,  conduct ed 
two experiment s to r� eval uate th e reports.  They fed di ets containing 
raw soy bean meal as a 1 00j repl acement of commer ci al soy bean meal to 
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st udy the effect of both diets on egg production , feed efficiency , 
pancreatic hypertrophy , and fatty acid content of tissue and egg yolk 
lipids. The following findings were reported: 
I. Egg production and feed efficiency were redu ced in the 
birds fed raw soybean meal diet and pancreatic hy pertrophy was 
produced. 
to 
II . Heat treated unextracted soy bean meal 
commercial soybean meal fed hens in egg 
efficiency. 
fed hens were eq ual 
production and feed 
III.  Hens fed a heat treated unextracted soybeans diet produced 
an increase in linoleic and linolenic acids in the thigh and e gg  yolk 
lipids at the expense of palmitic ,  palmitoleic , and oleic acids. 
These findings as to egg production agreed with those of Renner 
and Hill ( 1 960) , Hill and Renner (1 963) , and with later reports of 
Hitsan ( 1 965) , Nesheim and Garlicb ( 1 966) , and Lepkovsky et � ( 1 965) . 
The latter reported poor digestibility of raw soy bean meal compared to 
heat treated soy bean meal . 
2. Unidentified Gra.,th Factor: 
Numerous reports have been published on st udies of an mli.den­
tified growth factor in soybean meal protein for stimul ating growth in 
chick and turkey poul ts (Hill , 1 948 ; Hill and B riggs, 1 950 ; Savage et 
Ala_ 1 950 ; Patrick , 1 953 ; Kratzer et al. 1 958 , 1 95 9 ;  V oh ra et al. 
1 959 ; Wilcox et al, 1 96 1 a, b ;  Westerfield and Barman, 1 96 2 ;  carlson et 
al, 1 963a, b ;  Griffith and Young, 1 96 4 ;  Kratz er et � 1 964 ;  and Jensen 
and Mraz , 1 966 ) . 
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Hill ( 1 948) showed evidence of variations in \Dlidentified 
growth factor acitivities in soy bean meal due to di fferent origi ns. 
Kratz er et al. ( 1 95 8 ,  1 95 9) indicated that a methanol extract 
of soybean meal greatly improved growth rate when added to an isolated 
soybean protein-glucose type ration . 
Wilcox fil al. ( 1 96 1 a) reported th_at a water extract of soybean 
meal added to the ty pe of diet used by Kratzer et al. ( 1 958 , 1 959) im­
proved gr owth rate in turkey poults .  Wilcox et al. ( 1 96 1b )  indicated 
that both a dialyzable (inorganic factor) and a non- dialyzable (organic 
factor) f'raction of a water extract of soybean meal eq ually stimulated 
growth of turkey poul ts. 
earl son et al. ( 1 963a, b) reported a growth stimul ating effect 
of water extract of soy bean meal when added to an isolated soybean 
protein diet , but it only partially remedied the rachitogenic effect of 
isolated soy bean protein . 
Grif'fith and Young ( 1 964) , Kratzer et al. ( 1 964) , and Jenson 
and Mraz ( 1 966) ; all indicated that the unide ntified growth , the 
rachitogenic , and the calcification effect factors in soy bean meal 
protein were different factors . 
Scott J!t. � ( 1 96 2) suggested the presence of" an tmknown factor 
in soybean meal which increased the phosphor us av ailability of an­
hydrous di calci m phosphate for turkey poul ts that were fed isolated 
soy bean protein . 
B .  SW IN E :  
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Many investigators studied the nutritional value of raw 
soybeans :for growing-finishing swine and indicated that it was a poor 
protein suppl ement when :fed as the only source of protein. In corn­
based diets raw soybeans were detrimental because of their soft pork 
effect and growth depression effect , respectively , ( Weaver , 1 929 ; 
Robinson ,  1 930a; Bull J!t_ _ilL.. 1 93 1 ; Hel ser n � 1 93 9 ;  Hostetler and 
Halverson, 1 940 ; J imenez J!t_ �. 1 963 ; and Combs et .!Y:_. 1 967 ) . 
Wahl stran .fil. � ( 1 97 1 )  investigated the effect of infra-red 
cooked soybeans :for growing-fini shing swine :following an earlier report 
of Featherston and Rogl er ( 1 966 )  that an infra-red cooked soybean 
protein supplement supported maximun growth in chicks . Wahl st ran et 
.Bl.a. ( 1 97 1 )  utiliz ed 72 crossbred pigs in their  experiment and :fed di ets 
with the protein suppl ement consi sting of only soybean meal , 50S 
soybean meal plus 5 0% cooked beans, cooked whole beans, and :finally 
cooked beans supplemented with 0 . 1 S L- lysine and 0 .25j DL-methionine .  
Th e  pigs were :fed :fran an average weight of 2 9 . 5  kg . t o  a finishing 
weight of 93 kg. , and they reported the :following resul ts :  
1 • Rate o:f cuuly body weight gain and :feed efficiency of pigs 
fed cooked soybean di ets were either equal to or superior to those fed 
soybean meal diets.  
2 .  Pigs on cooked soybean diets consumed l ess feed. 
3 .  The dressing percentages of the pigs on the cooked soybean 
diet were significantly higher. 
� - Pigs fed cooked soybean di ets had higher back fat 
thickness. 
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5 .  Pigs fed cooked soy beans had l ess finn carcasse s with more 
l inol ei c acid resul ti ng in higher iodi ne numbers. 






et .§:L. ( _1 97 0) 
of' Wahl stran et .@l..... ( 1 97 1 )  agreed with those of 
who 
characteri sti cs 
had fed cooked soy beans and :found the same 
of pork carcass fat with high er iodi ne 
Combs .n. .sU...a_ ( 1 967 )  made a compari son of the effect of raw and 
heated soy beans on gain, nutrient dige stibil ity ,  pl asma amino acids ,  
and oth er bl ood consti tuent s of growing-fini shing swine and reported 
th e :foll owing resul t s :  
1 .  Coeffici ent s of digestion for dry matter , ether extract , 
and pl asma content s  of urea,  nitrogen, chol estrol , cal ci u:n ,  and phos­
phorus w ere simil ar for both treatments. 
2 .  Heat treatment improved body weight gain and protei n 
digestibil ity .  
3 .  Protei n  and calorie suppl enentations w ere not effectiv e in 
overcoming th e growth depression by raw soy beans. 
Simil ar beneficial effect s of heat treated soybean meal s  over 
raw soybean di et s  w ere reported by Becker et al. ( 1 953 ) and Nickel son 
( 1 96 0 ) . How ev er ,  ickel son et al. ( 1 96 0 )  indicated that there was no 
stati stically significant difference between carca ss qual ity of pigs 
fed raw soybeans and beat treated soy bean meal s. 
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Soybean fl our has been fed to early weaned pigs in milk 
replacer diets . Improvements with enz yme supplementation on such diets 
have been reported ( Hays et al, 1 95 9; Combs et al, 1 96 3; Meade , 1 967; 
Lewis � .iYr...,_ 1 955) . But Cunningh am and B ri sson ( 1957) , Combs et y_,_ 
( 1 96 0) ,  and Maner et al .  ( 1961) reported a contrary view that there was 
no improvement with enz yme supplanentation . 
However ,  Lennon et al ,  ( 1 97 1) ,  follc:Ming reports by Colvin and 
Ramsey ( 1 968 , 1 96 9) of success in using a alkali or acid treated 
soyflour in milk replacer diet for calves , duplicated the idea for ear­
ly weaned pigs . The alkali treated diets w ere subj ected to a pH of 
1 0  .6 f'or e1 ther 30 minutes or f'ive hours prior to incorporation in the 
diet s. The f'ollc:Ming results were reported: 
1 .  Pigs on the soyflour alkali treated diet gr ew  f'aster and 
had better f'eed ef'f'iciency than the untreated group . 
2 .  There was no dif'ference between either 3 0  minutes or five 
hours duration of' exposure to an alkali medi\.D . 
3 .  Marked improv anent was also shown when ground soy bean meal 
was treated with al kali. 
4 .  Acid treated soyflour did not improve performance . 
5 .  Supplementation with methionine ,  threonine ,  and ly sine did 
not elicit any 1.mprovanent . 
6 .  Analy sis of' the alkali treated diet and the untreated one 
did not show any dif'f'erence in amino acid co ntent . 
Lennon � .iU:.L { 197 1) , like Colvin and R amsey ( 1 96 8 ,  1 96 9) , 
coul d not explain any scientific reasons respon sible for t.he t'avorable 
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change s brough t about by the al kal i. 
al. ( 197 1) ; Colvin and Ramsey ( 1968) 
How ev er, contrary to Lennon et 
had eq ually favorable resul ts 
with either al kali or acid treated soy fiour as a mil k  replacer di et for 
cal ves. How ev er, Crenshaw and Dani elson ( 1985 ) studi ed the nutritional 
effect of raw soybeans for ge stating and l actating sow s. They carried 
out three experiments on sixty crossbred gi l ts through three parities 
and f ed them with raw soybeans and regular soy bean m eal di ets, respec­
tively . Di ets were fed at a 14% c rude protein level up to 110 day s of 
gestation, and al l  treatment groups were switched to a 15% protein l ac­
tation diet with regular soybean meal. All diets were corn based. The 
fol lowing f indings were reported : 
1. No difference in the nmber of pigs farrowed alive between 
the two treatment s. 
2. No difference in average nmber of pigs weaned. 
3 .  An increase in birth weight for th e  _raw soy bean di et 
(P <0. 0 5 ) , but there was no difference in weaning weights. 
4 .  No difference in feed consum ption during l actation. 
5 .  o difference in sow '  s weight during ge station or lactation 
betw een the two treatments. 
6. An increase in milk fat at day-3 of l actation for the raw 
soybean diet. 
7 .  The authors concluded fran th eir data that raw soy beans 
coul d repl ace soy bean meal diets for ge station. 
B. RUMIN TS :  
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Soybean protei n has been fed to rminant s as an acid or alkali 
treated soy fi our ( Colvin and Ramsey , 1 96 8 , 1 96 9) , as  heat treated 
soybean meal ( Glimp et al. 1 967 ; Hudson et .iY:.&- 1 96 4 ) , and as soybean 
meal ( Pl egge .n_ al , 1 982 ) • 
Colvin and Ramsey ( 1 96 8) st udi ed th e nutritiv e val ue of acid 
tr eated soy fi our protein in a milk repl acer for nursing calves. Fully 
cooked ground soy fi our was treated with aci d and f ed as the only source 
of protein, and the resul ts indi cated greatly improved performance of 
the calves in rate of gai n. 
Thus ,  Colvin and Ramsey ( 1 969 ) , bei ng encouraged by their ear­
lier data of acid treat.ment , investigated th e effect of alkaline treat­
ment on soy fl. our protein in a milk repl acer for calves. They obtained 
resul ts simil ar to th eir earl ier study .  Th e  calves grew as much as 
th ose on acid treated soyfiour. Both experimental data indicated that 
calves f ed the acid and alkaline treated soy fi our grew twice as fast as 
the untreated control s. 
Colvin and Ramsey ( 1 96 9 )  investigated the ev idence for the ap­
parent better performance of the acid and al kal ine treated soy fi our fed 
calves over the control s by comparing the rate of passage between the 
treated soy fiour di ets  and whol e mil k which was th e control di et . They 
found that the rate of passage of dry matter and total nitrogen was 
ore rapid for th e  treated soyfi our di ets than w hol e mil k ;  and second­
ly , th e  pH decl ined more rapidly with whol e milk after feeding than 
with th e treated soy fiour diet.  But th ey coul d not find any 
statisti cal signi ficance between the two rates of passage ,  and 
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th erefor e ,  could not give any sci entific expl anati on as to why the 
calves f'ed the acid or alkal ine treated soy fi our di ets  performed better 
than the control group.  
Hudson fil. al. ( 1 96 9 )  conducted a n  experiment t o  evaluate the 
nutritive val ue of heat treated soybean meal protei n on growth perfor­
mance of growing l ambs. Crossbred l ambs weighing approximately 1 6  kg. 
were randomly alloted to three di etary treat.ment s of 1 0 ,  1 2 , and 1 4% 
heated soy bean protein di ets to determine rate of growth ,  diges­
tibil ity , and nitrogen retention, compared to  untreated control groups. 
The soy bean meal was heated at 1 49°C for four hours. The following 
resul ts w ere reported : 
1 .  Daily weight gains increased significantly ( P <0 .05 )  with 
increased protei n level s  which indi cated that the crude protein 
req ui renent f"or growing l ambs migh t be high er than th e level reported 
by Last er ( 1 96 4) • There was no improvement on �i ns at 1 0 and 1 4% 
protein l ev el s ;  but significant improvement occurred at th e 1 2J protein 
l evel , which indi cated that the 1 2'  protei n l ev el might be near the 
margi nal protein requi renent level f'or l ambs of that age . That sugges­
tion woul d seem to collaborate with the findings of Cuthberson and 
Chal es ( 1 950 ) ; which showed that the amount of ammonia produced i s  
only a criti cal factor when suboptimal protei n  is f'ed and not where the 
protei n l ev el simply meets th e animal s req uirement s. 
2 .  Rumen ammonia increased with increased protein  (P<0 .0 1 ) and 
decrease d  with heated soybean level ( P<0 . 0 5 )  which agreed with the 
reports of Chalmers et al, ( 1 954 )  and Sherrol d and Till an ( 1 962) . 
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3 .  Feed efficiency significantly improved with 1 2j  over 1 OJ 
protein but not ov er 1 4% ,  which once again i ndi cated that the 1 2% 
protein l evel is cl ose to the minimun level of protei n  requi red by ear­
ly weaned l ambs. Heating the soybean meal al so  improved :feed efficien­
cy ( P<0 . 05 )  and agai n with 1 2%  over 1 0% but not with 1 4% over 1 2% .  
4 .  No difference in volatile fatty acids concentration was ob­
tained, contrary to the report of Glimp et al. ( 1 967 ) , who indi cated 
reduced l evel s  of branched-chain fatty acids , and Stakcup and Dav is 
( 1 966 ) , who reported higher concentration of iso-val eric and n- valeric 
acid for feeding similarly heat treated soybean meal . 
5 .  Cellul ose digestibil ity improved significantly ( P<0 . 0 1 )  
with protein increased fran 1 0% to 1 2% but not when it increased  :fran 
1 2% to 1 4% .  Apparent digestibility of protein improv ed significantly 
( P<0 .0 1 )  with increases in protein level , but the heat treatment 
sl ightly reduced protein digestibility .  'Ibis agreed w�th the reports 
of Tillman and Kruse ( 1 962) • However , Sherrod and Tillman ( 1 962 )  , and 
Gl imp .n_ � ( 1 967 ) reported contrary data in which th ey  showed an in­
crease in nitrogen retention :fran heat treatment soybean meal . 
6 .  Plasna urea level s  increased with increased protein level s  
( P<0 .0 1 ) , but heat treatment of soybean meal had n o  effect . 
7 .  loi:>lar concentrations of acetic,  iso-val eric and n- val eric 
acids were not affected by an increase in protein l ev el s  and neith er 
heat treatment had any effect on these parameters. Propionate produc­
tion decreased with increased protein level s  ( P <0 . 0 1 ) whil e buty rate 
increased (P<0 . 0 1 ) .  According to El- Sha.rzly , the proportion of butyric 
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acid production is an indication of the ext ent of degradation of 
ingested protein. 
Plegge et � ( 1982) reported increased utilization of soybean 
meal when 0 roa sted at 262 .4 F or 0 291 . 2  F resulting in higher nitrogen 
retention . 
C. DEL ETERIOUS EFFECTS IN RAW OR IMPROPERL Y HEAT TREATED 
SOlB EAN HEAL DIETS : 
1. Rach itogenic Ef'fect : 
Carlson et al. (1964a), in a four-week study on the growth 
stimulating effect of a water-extract of soybean meal discovered that 
isolated soybean protein produced rickets in Broad Breasted turkey 
po ul ts .  Carlson et al. (1964b )  investigated the rachitogenic effect of 
soybean protein further to determine w hether the property al so  exist ed 
in raw soy bean protein. Both commercial soybean meal and raw soybean 
meal water-extracts were prepared and incorpc;>rated into diets calcu­
lated to contain all the necessary known ingredients for optimun poul t 
growth.  The overal l results obtained in a series of six experiments 
indicated that raw soybean meal contains the same ki nd of rachitogenic 
effect, but the effects were not as severe as those shown with isolated 
soybean protein. Raw soybean eal al so  has an anti-ricketic effect 
whi.ch modul ates its rachitogenic effect ; and hence, its rachitoge nic 
effect is not as pronounced as that shown by isolated soybean protein. 
Further highlights of' the experiments indicated that the rach itogenic 
effect was only partial ly ranedied by supplanentation w ith heated or 
raw soybean meal or by water-extracts of raw or heated soybe an meals, 
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but growth rate was markedly improved . Large amounts of vitamin n3 
supplementation only elicited suboptimal growth responses.  Raw or heat 
treated soybean protein seemed to contain factors necessary for optimum 
growth rate and bone calcification even when the l evel of vitamin n3 
was greatly increased . However, Carl son §t Yi ( 1 96 4b )  did not find 
any beneficial effect from adding Ethylene Diamine Tetra Acetic Acid 
( EDTA) to the isolated soybean protein diet . This is somewhat contrary 
to the claim of Davis �t i\l.t. ( 1 962)  that an EDTA addition to an iso­
lated soybean protein diet remedied the condition of the unavailability 
of zinc , manganese , and copper , which are chelated by a compound 
present in isol ated soybean protein. 
Following the reports of Carlson �t l\l..i. ( 1 96 4a , b )  Jensen and 
Mraz ( 1 966 )  carried out a similar study with chicks to determine if 
chicks develop rickets  in the same manner as seen in turkey poults. 
Secondly , they wanted to find out if the rachitogenic factor and the 
growth factor were one and the same or two different entities. 
Thirdly , they wanted to determine what influence the previous protein 
source and vitamin n3 level had on radio-active  absorption of calcium 
in intestinal loops. Their results indicated the following : 
1 .  Chicks fed on 40S isolated soybean protein with graded 
level s of cal ci , phosphorus, and vitamin D3 much higher than the 
National Research Council ( N. R. C . ) ( 1 977 ) reco endations showed 
reduced bone ash . 
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2 .  Suppl anenting the basal di et with commercial. soybean eal 
or heat treating the isolated soybean protein or reduci ng the level of 
isolated soybean protein improv ed bone ash . 
3 .  Water- extract s of soybean meal signif'icantly improved 
growth rate but f'ail ed to improve bone ash . 
Thus,  Jensen and Mraz ( 1 966 ) concluded that the gra,th 
stimul ating factor and th e rachitogenic factor were two separate or in­
dividual f'actors since the water- extract only improv ed growth rate and 
not bone ash . The Jensen and Mraz ( 1 96 6 )  report confinned the report 
of Griffith and Young ( 1 96 4 ) . The latter indi cated ev idence of two 
factors in soybean meal--a water- solubl e fraction in the residue which 
improved growth rate and an insolubl e fraction in the residue which im­
prov ed the biological value of phosphorus fran anhydrous dical citlD 
phosphate . Further ,  Kratzer et al. { 1 964 )  indi cated that increased 
amounts of _vitamin n3 f'ail ed to alter the growth response of turkey 
poul. ts f'ed diets suppl an ented with methanol extract s of' soybean meal . 
Thus, th ey indicated that the growth factor and the cal cification fac­
tor were two separate f'actors. 
4 .  calcian absorption fran the intestinal loops of fasted 
chicks previously fed an isolated soybean protein di et was th e same as 
that fran chicks prev iously fed a casein-gel atin di et . 
5 .  The authors concluded fran their  exper ental data that , 
raw isolated soybean protein does not interfere with the apparent 
metabol i and absorption of vitamin n3 but does interf'ere with normal 
absorption of either cal. cian or phosphorus or both .  This confi ed an 
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earl ier st udy on the uptake of vitamin n3 and cal ciun in rachitic 
chicks by Wasserman ( 1 962) . 
2 .  Growth Inbibi tor , Anti-Tryptic or Anti- Proteolytic 
Factor : 
The literature is full of nanerous publ ished reports on the 
growth inhibitory effect observed when raw soybean meal is fed to 
monogastric animal s such as swine , poul try , and rats.  These included 
for sw ine , Osborne and Hendel ( 1 91 7 ) , Weaver ( 1 929) , Robinson ( 1 930a) , 
Jimenez et Jll.. ( 1 96 3 ) , and Combs et al .  ( 1 967 ) ; for poul try ,  Ham et y_. 
( 1 94 5 ) , Evans and McGinnis ( 1 946 ) , Cl. andinin et al .  ( 1 947 ) , Brambil a  et 
AL. ( 1 96 1 )  and Saxena et al .  ( 1 96 1 )  ; and for rats ,  M.?rgan and King 
( 1 926 ) , Johnson et al .  ( 1 939) , Booth et al .  ( 1 96 1 ) , and Hayward et .§l_. 
( 1 963 )  • 
The consensus of opinion by all investigators  engaged in 
studies of the growth depression e:ffect of raw soybean meal is that it  
contains an active principl e  which inter:feres with normal protein 
metabol ism in y oung monogastric animal s, resul ting in retarded growth 
rate . 
All investigators showed evidence of the superiority of heat 
treated soybean meal to raw soybean eal when studies between the two 
:forms of soybean eal were conducted. E1 tber commercially sol vent ex­
tracted soybean eal or laboratory autocl av ed soybean meal has 
demonstrated the inactivation by heat treat.ment o:f the growth depresion 
effect . 
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D. lllFLOmCE OF AGE ON mE GRCM'IB DEPR �SION EFFECT OF RAW 
SOYBEAN MEAL : 
The literature appears to be littered with contradictory 
reports of the influence of age in overcoming the depression effect of 
raw soybean meal. Bornstein et al . ( 1961) indicated that sensitivity 
of chicks to raw soybean meal decreased with an increase in age. 
Fisher et al. { 1957) reported that the insensitivity to a growth 
depression effect in chickens is not evidenced until they are 1 4  weeks 
of age. Almont and i tsan { 1961) reported that the intestinal 
proteolytic inhibition induced by raw soybeans lasts until the birds 
are three weeks of age and that at four weeks of age the proteotytic 
activity is recovering and reaching a normal level at six weeks or age . 
Nesheim ( 1961) reported the disappearance of' a marked in­
hibi tory effect of' raw soybeans on fat digestion at :four weeks of age 
and :f: ndicated that the change was due to the effect of true age and was 
not an adaptation to raw soybean eal. 
Saxena et AL.. ( 1 963) reported that chicks of' six weeks of age 
are not susceptible to the growth depression effect of raw soybean 
meal. On the contrary , Bornstein and Lipstein (1963) reported that age 
had no eff'ect on the degree of susceptibility to the growth depression 
effect . 
Saxena n � ( 1963) al so  indicated that ino acid suppla:nen-
tation to counteract the growth depression ef'fect in young chicks fed 
raw soybean eal diet was ineffective. Their findings agreed with 




the former in chicks and the latter in rats , 
However, the Saxena et al, ( 1963) data differed f'rcm those of 
Fisher and Johnson ( 1 958) , Borchers ( 196 1 ) ,  and Fisher and Shapiro 
( 1 963) who reported success in counteracting the grcwth depression ef­
fect of raw soybeans with amino acid supplE111entation . 
Further, Saxena et al, ( 1 963) dif'fered with Bouthilet et .iY:...... 
( 1 950) , and Brambila et al, ( 1 96 1 ) .  The latter reported poor ni trogen 
retention in chicks fed raw soybean meal diet, whereas , Saxena et al. 
( 1 963) reported no effect on nitrogen retention. 
E. omER DELETERIOUS EFFECT OF A RAW SOIBEAN HEAL DIET :  
Miscellaneous deleterious effects have been reported fran a raw 
soybean meal diet such as goiter in chicks (Mccarri son , 1 93 4 ;  and 
Pat ton et al. 1 93 9) and rats ( Sharpless , 1 93 8;  and Sharpless et al , 
1 939) . Such affected subjects developed hypertrophy of' the thyroid 
glands in an attanpt to increase iodi ne 
iodi ne deficiency caused by goiter. 
etabolisn to make up for the 
cases of hy pertrophy of the pancreas hav e been reported in the 
chick (Chernick fil. al. 1 948; Bouthilet et al. 1 950 ; Saxena et al. 
1 963 ; L epkovsky et al. 1 965)) and in the rat ( Layman and L ep kovsky , 
1 957; Booth et §1... 1 960 ;  and Haines and Layman, 1 96 1 )  
Incidents of toxic substances i n  raw soy beans whi ch ,  when in­
jected into ani. als , cause fatality have also been reported (Falk 191 JJ 
in rabbits ; carnot and Gerard 1 91 9 in dogs ; Harris 1 91 5 in gui nea pigs ; 
Liener and Pallansch 1 952, and Liener 1 953 in rats). Further , Liener 
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and Pallansch ( 1952) also reported a ha:n aggl utinating factor. Liener 
( 1953) called this toxin extracted fran raw soybean meal •soy in ". 
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IX. NUTR ITIVE VALUE OF SUNFL CMER SEEDS AND SUNFL CMER HEAL 
FOR POULTRY AND OTHER FARM AN IMALS 
A. POULTRY : 
The nutritive value of sunflower meal in ch icks has been 
reported by a nmber of investigators (Grau and AlDX} uist, 1 945 ; Day and 
Levin, 1945 ; McG innis et AL_ 1948; O ' Neil, 1 948 ; Morrison et al, 1 953 ; 
Il ain fil. al, 1 956 ; Temperton et al .  1 96 4;  Thanas et .sbl. 1 965;  Wessels, 
1967 ; Waldroup et al .  1 970 ; Daghir et al. 1 980 ; and more recently by 
Al ao and Bal nave, 1 984) .  
Data on e gg  laying performance of hens fed sunflower meal have 
al so been reported (Tabakoff, 1 939 ; Pettit et al, 1 944 ; Hale and Brown, 
1 957; Wal ter et ..@L.. 1 959 ; Rose, et al. 1 972; and Uwayjan et � 1 983) .  
McGinnis e t  al, ( 1 948) duplicated these data with chic k  growth 
trials .  McGinni s  et al .  ( 1 948) fed mixed sex N ew  Ham pshire ch icks ex-
peller processed soybean eal and sunf"lower meal in diets to supply a 
21 j crude protein level and reported the following results: 
1 .  Both sunflower meal and soybean eal lacked an unidentified 
growth factor needed for maxi m'lD chick growth . 
2 . Soybean meal was round to be deficient in methionine . 
3 .  Sunflower eal was found to be deficient in lysine • 
• Sunflower eal does not req ui re supplementation with 
ethionine . 
The data reported by McGinnis et al. ( 1 948) in general col­
laborated the findings of 0'  eil ( 1948), lbrrison et al .  ( 1 953 ), Ilain 
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.n_ .AL.. ( 1956 ), Thanas et JY:.&. ( 196 5), and Vaughan ( 197 0) in that lysi ne 
is the first limiting amino acid in sunflower meal. 
Mitchell fil. � ( 1945) reported that sunflower seed protein had 
a lower bi ologi cal val ue than properly heated soyben meal protein for 
rats, and Grau and Alnquist ( 1945) s howed that sunflower meal furnished 
all the essenti al amino acids required for chick growth when added at 
20J of the total protein supplement in practical chick starter diets . 
However, Cuca et al, ( 1973) reported a significant response 
fran threoni ne supplementation in a broiler growth trial where a diet 
with 12' sunflower meal was supplement ed with methioni ne, leuci ne, and 
threonine at graded levels . The data indi cated that threoni ne could be 
a se cond limiting amino acid i n  sunflower protei n .  
Waldroup et al, ( 197 0) indi cated that 30j sunflower meal fran 
high oil yielding v arieties was satisfactory for broiler chick growth, 
prov ided such diets were pelleted. Furth er observations showed that in 
all ash di ets the inclusion rate should not be more than 15% of the 
diet. Similar studies with sunflower meal were reported by Rad and 
Keahav arz ( 197 6 ), Daghir et JY:.. ( 1980 ), and ilao and Bal nave ( 1984), 
respectively . Alao and Bal nav e ( 1984) co pared the nutritive value of 
olive eal with sunflower eal and observed that sunflower meal is su­
perior to oliv e meal . The broilers grew uch fast er with better feed 
effici ency and a higher concentration of bo dy  fat on sunflower protei n 
that on oliv e  protei n.  
Rad and Keshavarz ( 197 6) indi cated that 5 0% of the soybean meal 
protei n could be replaced with sunflower meal protei n without any 
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adv erse effect on growth rate or feed efficiency. '!bat amount was 
equival ent to 17 . 5'/, sunflower mea.l in the diet furni shing 7'/, total 
dietary protein. 
Dagb ir fil. al. { 1980) found no toxic effect fran sunflower meal 
fed to broilers at a 20'/, level of the diet. They indicated that a dry 
heat treatment of the sunflower meal reduced broiler weight gains 
sl ightly more than steam heating. 
Temperton et al. ( 1964a, b) investigated the phosphorus requi re­
ments of ch icks fed all plant protein and indi cated that replacement of 
soybean meal with sunflower meal on a protein equival ent basis at 6 .5'/, 
of the ch ick starter or grower diet resulted in growth rate j ust as 
soybean alone and that the cost of feed was reduced. However, ll ai n  et 
al, { 1956) indicated that al though sunflower meal is a rich source of 
niacin and choline, none-the- less, it is high in fibre, low in lysine, 
and oderately low in pheny la1 8:Iline and tyrosine. 'lbeir st udie s  showed 
that complete repl acement of soybean meal with s�lower meal depressed 
growth rate in chicles. 
The nutritive value of sunflower meal also has been inves­
tigated in a nmber of studies with egg lay ing hens ( Hale and Brown, 
1957 ; Wal ter et � 1959 ; Rose et al. 1972; and Oway jan et al. 1983). 
Hal e and Brown (1957 ) reported saisfactory egg production per­
formance in all mash-grain layer diets with sunflower meal but remarked 
that the high fibre content in sunflower eal might cause problems in 
maintaining energy levels. 
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Walter et al, ( 1 959) reported excellent egg produ ction 
performance fran all diets in which sunflower meal replaced 2 or 2.5% 
fish meal. Hen-day egg production, egg weight, and body wei ght main­
tenance were al l  satisfactory. nie rations were fed at 9 and 13% crude 
protein levels. 
Rose fil. 1Y:..... ( 1972) reported a st udy in which layers were fed 
diets containing sunflower meal with graded levels of lysine supplemen­
tation as compared to the same levels in soybean protein and indicated 
the following resul ts : 
1. Ben-day egg production was reduced slightly when sunflower 
meal replaced soybean meal at the 50 or 1 OOJ level. The effect was 
more severe at the 100J level of replacement ( P <0.01). 
2. Feed efficiency was reduced w ith sunflower meal (P<0.05) 
being worst at the 100% replacement level of soybean meal. 
3. The source of the sunf'l ower meal influenced the resul ts 
( P<0.01). Hens on the sunflower meal source with the high fibre con-
tent ate more feed. 
4 .  o difference was noted i n  mortality, but the hens on 100J 
sunflower meal protein were lighter than the rest. 
5 .  
6 .  
o differences were noted in egg weight. 
F.gg stains were observed. This was sh own to be due to 
chlorogenic acid which results in a characteristic blue-greenish stain. 
However, Rose fil al .  ( 1 972) acbitted that the problem of stai ns was due 
to faul ty anagement. The eggs were stained with the feed and water 
mixt ure. Routine egg washing did not remove such stains. 
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7. Final body weights of the hens at the end of the experiment 
showed that hens o� diets of 1 OO J sunflower meal protein were lighter 
(P<0. 05) . Al so, final egg weights were reduced significantly for this 
same diet group (P<0 .0 1 ). 
8 .  Egg production performance was reduced with 20-32J 
sunflower meal incorporation in the diet. Performance was poorest at 
the 27 and 32J levels . 
9 - Ly sine contents of the sunflower meal diets were adeq uate 
of 0 . 5J for lay ing birds . or even higher than the N. R. c. requirement 
Lysine supplementation did not improve 
consistently . 
egg production performance 
1 0 .  The problan of egg staining was overcome when the feed was 
fed in the crunbs f'orm. 
Owayjan tl .BL_ ( 1 983) eval uated the nutritive values of un­
processed w hole sunflower seeds and_ soybean eal as to egg laying per­
fo ance . All diets were yellow-corn based. Two experiments w ere con­
ducted in floor pens with White Leghorn layers . Parameters measured 
were hen-day egg production, egg weight, feed cons ption, feed ef­
ficiency, and body weight changes . In Experiment 1 ,  1 O, 20, and 30J of 
sunf'lower seeds replaced 1 5, 30, and 45J of soybean meal and 9 . 5, 1 9, 
and 28. 6J of corn. Experi ent 2 was conducted to ev aluate the highest 
level of sunflower seeds that could replace soy bean meal with O . 1  or 
0 . 01 lysine plus O . 0 1 J ethionine supplementation. The following data 
were reported : 
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1 • Hen-day egg production rates were sl. igb tly lower for the 
sunflower seed di ets but stati stically non- significant fran the soybean 
control s. A drop in egg production was similar at the 1 0  or 20% level s  
but higher at the 30% level of sunflower meal . 
2 .  Feed consumption dropped with the 1 0  and 30% level s  of 
sunflowers (P<0 . 0 1 ) ,  but not with 20J . 
3 .  Feed efficiency and egg weight were not affected by the 
sunfl ower seeds treabnents, al though there was a tendency for an in­
crease in egg weight with an increase in sunflower seed l ev el s. 
4 .  Mortal ity was not affected. 
The resul ts of Experiment 2 did not show any beneficial 
response fran either lysine or lysine plus methionine suppl ementation 
of' 3 0, sunflower seed diets. Hens on the sunflower seed di ets showed 
inf'erior performance compared to the control soybean meal group. These 
data agree with that of Rad et al. ( 1 976 ) who fail ed to show responses 
f'ran lysine when 50 or 1 00% of soybean eal was repl aced with sunflower 
meal . The ov erall performance of the lay ers in the second w as inferior 
as compared to the first experiment which was probably attributed to 
adv erse winter weather conditions. 
Studies to evaluate the nutritive value of sunflower meal in 
turkey growth trials have been reported by Slinger et Al.a.. ( 1 949)  and 
Gartl ey � JU...&. ( 1 950 ) , respectiv ely . 
Slinger � .iU...L ( 1 9  9 )  compared the nutritive value of soybean 
and sunflower meal s with Broad Breasted Bronze turkey poul ts. They 
indi cated that sunflower eal as a sole protein source was seriously 
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defici ent in the poul ts ' lysine requi ranents. Further, they ranarked 
that a mixture of equal parts of sllllflower and soybean meals as the 
protein suppl anent was i equate to support rapid early poul t growth. 
However, Gratley .n_ JY:..L ( 1950 ) reported contrary evidence in 
that sunflower meal, at a level of 21j or less in a 28j protein turkey 
poul t starter diet, was satisfactory for the first four weeks and that 
16 .5j s unflower meal in a 26% protei n di et supported adequate turkey 
growth f'ran 4 -8 weeks of' age . 
B. SWINE:  
A number of' investigations have been made to evaluate the 
nutritive value of either sunflower seeds or sunflower meal in swine 
nutrition (Cunha 1957, Delio � al. 196 4, Laudert and Allee 1975, 
Di nusson n al. 1980 a, b ;  Cook et al. 1980 ; Nielson and Aberne 1981 ; 
Kepler 1981 ; Thacker et al. 1984 ; and Hart.man et al. 1985) • 
Delio et .ll.-- ( 1964) investi gated the biologi cal value of 
sunflower meal as a major source of protein for gr owing-finishing sw ine 
and indi cated that al though sunflower meal. is a rich source of the 
amino acids tryptophan, arginine, and methioni ne, it is low in lysi ne .  
They concluded that it was inferior to soybe an meal as the only source 
of protein supplanent in swine rations. 
Cunha ( 1957) reported that sunflower eal could t"urni sb 20-30j 
of the total di et for growing swine and that levels above 30j depressed 
feed efficiency and growth rate. 
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Laudert and Allee ( 1 97 5 ) ; Dinusson fil al. ( 1 980 a,  b ) ; Cook et 
.Al.a.. ( 1 980 ) ; Kepl er ( 1 981 ) ;  and Hart.man fil. al. ( 1 985 ) fed sunfl ower 
seeds t o  pigs. 
Kepl er ( 1 98 1 ) fed gravid and l actating sows and gilts rations 
cont ai ni ng 25 and 50% sunf'l ower seed and reported that three sows 
ref"used to eat the 50% sunf'l ower seed di et .  Howev er ,  his ov erall data 
indi cated no dietary ef"fect s on feed consumption. 
Laudert and All ee ( 1 97 5 )  fed sunflower seeds to growing­
f"ini sh i ng  swine in corn-soybean meal di ets at O ,  20 , 40 , and 60% incl u­
sion rates. The resul ts showed a linear decrease in feed consumption 
and f eed ef':ficiency with increased sunflower seed. The fastest gains 
occurred w ith the control corn- soybean meal di et .  Further observations 
showed an increase in the total unsaturated :fatty acid content of back 
fat and longi ssnus muscl e in swine :fed th e sunflower meal di ets with 
the highest increase evident f'or l inol ei c aci d. nte l inol eic acid con­
centration in back :fat did not vary :for the swine fed the various 
sunflow er di ets, but intramuscular :fat increased with each increase in 
sunflow er seed l evel .  
Dinusson fil. .AL_ ( 1 980a) f"ed O ,  1 3 ,  26 , and 39% sunflower seed 
level s  in barl ey- soybean meal based di ets and reported a de creased rate 
of" gai n at th e  3 9%  level . Howev er ,  overall f'eed cons1.Dption and feed 
effici ency were not affected. In a second experiment Dinusson et aL 
( 1 980b ) f'ed O ,  2 .5 ,  5 ,  and 1 0j sunflower seeds in barl ey- soybean based 
diets to evaluate di et pal atabil ity and rate of gai n in growing-
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finishing swine . 'Ibey indicated no significant findings among the 
treatment groups. 
Cook fil.. al .  ( 1 980 ) reported on the di etary effect of sunflower 
seeds on pork carcass quality and indi cated that sunflower seeds 
decreased carcass q ual ity ,  carcass finnne ss ,  and marbling of the lon­
gi ssimus muscl e .  
March ello et al. ( 1 981 ) analyzed the fatty acid composition of 
the pork fat sampl es fran Dinusson et al .  ( 1 980b ) . They assayed l eaf 
fat , fl ank  fat ,  th e  inner and outer 
cul ar fat of th e  longi ssimus muscl e. 
layer s  of back fat ,  and i ntramus­
Analytical results indi cated with 
increased sunrlower seeds a relative decrease in myristic, palmiti c,  
stearic ,  palm.itol eic ,  oleic, and linoleni c  aci ds and an increase in 
linol ei c ,  eicosadienoic,  and arachidonic fatty acids .  Linol ei c acid 
showed the greatest proportional change with a mean range of fran 1 3  . 6  
to 4 8% of  th e  total fatty acids present . Further observations indi­
cated a po sitive correlation between linol eic aci d content of sunflower 
seeds with back fat linoleic acid content . 
Thacker J!1. � ( 1 984 ) investigated amino acid availabil ity and 
urea recycling in fini shing swine fed barl ey-based diets suppl emented 
with soybean or sllllflower meal to supply 1 4% crude protein and reported 
the following resul ts :  
1 .  The availability of th e  essential amino acids a s  shown by 
il eal assay av eraged 75 .9% for t.he sunflow er di et as against 74 .7% for 
the soybean eal diet . 
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2. In this test avail abil ity of arginine , histidine , 
isol eucine , phenylalanine , glycine , and tyrosine were significantly 
higher for sunflower meal than soybean meal ( P <0 . 0 5 ) . 
3 .  The apparent availability of essential amino acids as shown 
by fecal assay averaged 80 . 2J for sunflower meal and 78 .6J for soybean 
meal . 
JI . In this test methionine in sunflow er meal had higher 
availability than that in soybean meal ( P <0 . 0 5 ) . 
5 .  There was no difference in nitrogen intake , fecal nitrogen, 
nitogen digestibility , apparent protein utilization, and biological 
value of protein between the two protein sources .  Observations with 
both diets show ed approximately 32% of the nitrogen degraded in the 
hind gut . 
6 .  Little or no difference in concentration of essential amino 
acids between the two protein sources with the exception of lysine . 
These findings agreed with earlier reports of Rossom n BL. ( 1 972) ; 
Shirley § §l .  ( 1 973 ) ; Dinusson n §1 .  ( 1 980 ) ; and Niel sen and Abherne 
( 1 98JI ) . 
7 .  The authors concl uded that although significant differences 
in avail ability of essential amino acids between sunfla,er meal and 
soybean eal have been reported by Jorgensen n ill.... ( 1 984 ) , such dif­
ferences could be corrected by the dilution effect or cereal grains 
added in the diet . Therefore, the lysine deficiency in sunflower ea1 
not-with- standing ;  a 1 j protein di et using sunflower eal supplemented 
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with synthetic lysine could furnish the amino acids required for 
optimm performance of finishing swine . 
Jorgensen � .sY...... { 1984) also determined the availability of 
amino acids in soybean meal, fish meal, and m eat and bone meal diets as 
major sources of protein when fed to gr owing pigs to supply 1 4% 
protein. 'lb eir results indicated that sunflower meal and soybean meal 
were at a par except for the lysine factor. With lysine disregarded, 
the order of amino acid availability was ran ked in descending order as 
fish meal, soybean meal, sunfl ower meal, and meat and bone meal. 
Hartman et � { 1 985) conducted two experiments with growing­
finishing sw ine to st udy the effect of sunflower seeds on growth per­
formance, carcass quality, fatty acids oompo:ntion, and oonsmer accep­
tabil ity. In Experiment 1 sunflower seeds w ere fed at the 0, 5, 1 0, 
and 20% incl usion rate ; and in Experiment 2 the levels were 0, 2 .5, 5, 
and 1 0% .  All the rations were corn- soybean meal based. The foll owing 
data were reported : 
1 .  Rate of gain increased with increased levels of sunflower 
seeds up to 5%, whereas variable results were observed at the 1 0% 
level. The combined data fran the two experiments indicated slightly 
better perf"ormance as to rate of gain with the 1 OJ  level over the con­
trol group { O. 77 kg AOO vs O. 7 5 kg AOO) • Perf"ormance was worst at the 
20% level. 
2 .  Feed ef"ficiency was not aff"ected by the suni'lower seeds ad-
dition. How ever, feed cons ption was depressed signj.f"icantly at the 
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1 0  and 20J level s  in Experiment 1 but increased nunerically in 
Experiment 2 with increasing l evel s of sunflow er se eds . 
3 .  Iodi ne nu:nbers of fat indicated a decrease in carcass firm­
ne ss with increasing l ev el s  of sunfl ower seed. Iodine nunbers of fat 
fran pigs fed 1 0  and 20J sunflower seeds were similar to the values 
reported by Wahl stran et al. ( 1 97 1 )  for a di et co ntai ni ng cooked,  whol e 
soybeans. 
4 . Fatty acid composition of back fat indi cat ed a marked in­
crease in linol ei c  acid and a decrease in other fatty acids as the 
dietary level of sunflower seeds was increase d. Thi s change al so  
de creased the f'irm ne ss of' the carcass. 
5 .  There were no dietary eff'ect s of sunfl ow er seeds on other 
qual itative carcass characteristics , ch emical compo siti on,  or tast e 
panel scores. Neither was there any difference in th e cutting qual ity 
of th e  pork among the di etary treatment groups • . 
6 .  The authors specul ated that the decrease in  carcass firm­
ne ss of pigs f'ed high level s  of sunflower seeds coul d make it l ess ac­
ceptabl e for normal processing procedures but concl uded that it might 
not af"fect eat packer proce ssing procedures. 
C. RUMINANTS :  
Few st udi es have been reported on the nutritive value of 
sunflower eal f'or runinants ( Pearson et al .  1 95  ; Sarbason 1 96 5 ;  
Harv ey  1 97 0 ;  and Amos et al .  1 97 ) • 
Pearson et 1Y:.L ( 1 95 ) c pared the nutritive value of 
cottonseed eal protein with sunflower eal protein in fattening st eer 
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formaldehyde treated soybean meal (P<0.05) while those of the sunflower 
meal , though not significant, were higher as compared to soybean meal. 
4 .  Data obtained fran enzymatic and rumen fluid .!.n vitro 
studies indicated that ammonia rel ease was higher f'or sunflower meal 
than for soybean meal. The probable explanation for that was at­
tributed to the presence of chlorogenic , caffeic, and guinic acids in 
sunflower meal which agreed with earlier reports of' Pomenta and Burns 
( 1 971) and Milic et JY:..a. (1968). Hi.lie et al. (1968) reported that the 
chlorogenic acid in sunflower meal decreased trypsin digestion activity 
of sunflower meal protein. Pomenta and B urns ( 1968) indicated that 
these acids react with protein in the same manner as the tannic acids 
by preventing microbial degradation of the sunflower meal protein in 
the r1.Den. 
X. NUTRIT IVE VALUE OF MEAT MEAL AND ME AT AND BONE MEAL 
IN POULTRY AND O THER FARM AN IMALS 
A .  POULTRY: 
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The nutritive values of meat scraps for ch i ck growth were 
reported by Kray bill and Wilder ( 1 947 ) ; March et al. ( 1 94 9 )  ; March et 
Al_. ( 1 95 0 ) ; Patrick ( 1 953 ) ; and Smunar et y_. ( 1 96 4) . S\.llllllar et y_. 
( 1 96 4 )  r eported defici enci es of six amino acids w ith the l imitations in 
order bei ng  methionine , tryptophan , i sol eucine , cy stine ,  threonine , and 
argi ni ne ,  respectively . Their i nv e stigation w as with White Leghorn 
mal e ch i cks with meat scraps or soy bean m eal as th e major protei n  
source . Th e  di et with meat scrap protein fail ed to support a sati sfac­
tory gr ow th rate . They attribut ed the probabl e cause of the poor per­
formance of meat scrap meal to exce ss cal ci m and phosphorus in th e 
di et . 
A few st udi es on meat and bone meal al so have be�n reported by 
Kratz er and Davis ( 1 95 9 )  and Johri et al. ( 1 980 ) as eval uated by chick 
gr ow th rate assay s.  
Kratz er and Davis ( 1 959)  fed Singl e Comb White Leghorn chicks 
ten different source s of meat and bone meal and found the fol l owing 
re sul ts :  
1 .  Qiicks on the mnber one source responded markedly only to 
the addi ti on of ethionine and l ittl e to ei th er tryptophan or 
i sol eucine suppl anentation. The addi tion of all three l imiti ng amino 
acids ca use d  the chicks to respond with greater improvem ent in growth 
rate th an Cran etbionine al one . Suppl em enti ng  th e di et with high er 
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level s  of the three amino aci ds fail ed to  el icit any further response 
in growth rate.  Fran the data it  was concluded that the sampl e  of meat 
and bone meal to which bl ood was added was obv iously deficient in sul­
fur amino aci ds . 
2 .  Qiicks on the number two source showed improvement with 
methionine and trypto_phan additions but did not respond to isol eucine , 
leuci ne , val ine ,  arginine ,  or lysine additions. 
that the meal was adequate in those amino acids . 
The concl usion was 
3 . Qiicks on the ntm1ber three source gave responses similar to 
those on nmber two , responding only to methionine and tryptophan 
additions.  
4 .  The nt.1Dber four source supported reasonabl e growth without 
addition of the limiting amino acids .  
5 .  The nmber five source gave poor growth without the limit­
ing amino acid additions. 
6 .  The nanber six source supported reasonabl e chick growth 
without the limiting amino aci d additions, but slight improv em ents were 
observ ed with suppl ementati on of either cy stine or methionine . 
1 .  Meat and bone eal sampl es 7 ,  8 ,  9 ,  and 1 0  were al l  found 
to be deficient in the sul fur amino acids and tryptopban. 
The Kratz er and Davis ( 1 959 )  data agreed with the earl ier 
reports by Kraybill and Wilder ( 1 947 )  in that eat and bone eal coul d  
be improv ed with addi ti ons of methionine and tryptopban. Al so ,  Kratz er 
and Davis ( 1 95 9 )  were in further agreem ent with Grau and Al uist 
( 1 9  4 )  in that blood eal is defici ent in isoleuci ne for chicks . 
Howev er ,  
leuci ne , 
reports 
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Kratzer and Davis ( 1 959)  di d  not show def'iciencies of lysine , 
valine ,  or arginine in meat protein. This is contrary to 
f'ran March et al, ( 1 950 )  and Patrick ( 1 953 ) that showed lysine 
was the f'irst limiting amino acid in practical diets containing meat 
meal . 
Johri et al, ( 1 980 ) investigated the nutritive value of' four 
meat and bone meal sampl es af'ter analysi s  f'or methionine , tryptophan, 
lysi ne , and orange-G dye binding power. Th ey  were f'ed as the maj or 
source of protein suppl ement in starch or cereal based diets for 
broil ers.  Th e  results indi cated dif'ficul ty in correl ating chick growth 
with the analyti cal chemical indices. Generally , the rel ative growth 
rates w ere similar irrespective of' cereal addition. A second st udy in­
volved nine meat and bone meal sampl es with mil. o ,  wheat , or corn based 
diets.  They f'ound that chick growth was rel atively similar irrespec­
tive of the type of cereal grain used.  
In conclusion, they demonstrated f'ran their data that bi ologi­
cal testing might have better valid application in evaluating the 
nutritive value of eat and bone eal in cereal based di ets than the 
use of chemical. aruuytical indi ces. 
B. SW IN E :  
Several studies have been reported on the nutritive value of 
eat scraps and meat and bone meal in swine nutrition (Bloss et al, 
1 953 ; Terrill et al. 1 95 ; Meade and Teter 1 957 ; Becker and Jensen 
1 96 1 ; Peo and Buanan 1 962 ; and Luce et al ,  1 96  ) .  
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Luce & .@l..._ (1964) conducted three experiments with a total of 
234 crossbred pigs to evaluate the nutritive value of meat and bone 
meal in comparison to soybean meal. All di ets were corn based . Meat 
and bone meal was fed at the 5 and 10J rate of inclusion. A second ob­
jective was to determine the effects of supplanentation with lysine, 
methioni ne ,  and tryptophan. The data collected fran the three experi­
ments indicated that supplEmentation of amino acids failed to support 
any significant rate of gai n in growth rate. But tryptophan, in most 
instances , did give improved rate of gai n .  
Average daily feed consmption decreased i n  Experiment 1 and 3 
when lysi ne was supplanented i n  the 10J level meat and bone meal di et. 
The authors concluded that meat and bone meal with or without 
amino acid supplEmentati on was inferior to soybean meal protein but 
remarked that meat and bone eal coul d  effectively replace part of 
soybean meal protei n.  Similar poor growth performance data in growing­
finishing trials with meat and bone eal were earlier reported by Bloss 
et al .  (1953),  Meade and Teter (1957) ,  Becker and Jensen (1961) , and 
Peo and Hudman (1962) . 
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EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN AND PROCEDURE 
In each of two experiment s a "random ized compl ete bl ock design" 
was use d .  Experiment 1 had a total of 8 6 4  Babcock--300 pullets random­
ly di stribut ed into cage s for twelve tr eatment s.  Each treament was 
repl icated six-times, and each repl icate consi st ed of twelve bi rds. 
Th e  bi rds were in twelve- inch singl e cage s ,  with four birds per cage . 
Th e  twelve diet s were formulated with soybean meal , sunflower meal , or 
meat and bone meal as the maj or source s of protei n in y ellowcorn-based 
diet s. The di et s prov ided four l ev el s  of protein ;  1 6J ,  1 4% ,  1 2% , or 
1 2j suppl emented w ith essential amino acids . All the diets except th e 
1 2% protein without amino acids supplementation w ere formulated to fur­




and lysine . Energy level s  were maintained with y ellow 
the 1 6J and 1 4J protein sunfl ow er meal di ets. Water and 
prov ided Jld_ libitm, and sev enteen hours of l ight were 
prov ided per day . 
Parameters easured were hen-day egg production, daily feed 
consumption ,  feed efficiency , egg weight , egg sh ell-thickne ss, Haugh 
units,  mortal ity , and final body weight.  A peri od consi sted of 2 8  
day s .  Data on the above parameters were coll ect ed daily except egg 
shell- thickne ss,  Haugh unit s  and egg wei gh t  which ere recorded at th e 
end of each period and th e final body wei.gbt at the end of th e 
experiment . 
Experiment 1 lasted ror 1 0  periods ; i t  st arted on January 1 , 
1 981 , and terminated on Oct ober 22 , 1 981 . At th e end of th e experiment 
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the birds were weighed and pooled blood samples were taken for amino 
acids anal y ses , and also pooled egg albumen samples were taken for 
amino acids analyses. 
Experiment 2 was conducted to investigate the possibility of 
utilizing meat and bone meal in reasonably greater proportions , as a 
major source of protein in practical layer diets beyond its traditional 
role in smaller amounts as a source of calciun and phosphorus SUP­
plementation. A second concern was to r e- eval uate the comparative 
nutritive value of soybean meal and sunflower meal in supporting maxi­
mm egg production performance. In this case a sunflower meal of 
greater crude protein content with lesser fibre relative to the q uality 
of the sunflower meal used in the first experiment was used. 
Experiment 2 involved a total of 7 20 Shaver--288 pullet layers , 
randomly distributed into cages. Each of ten treatments was replicated 
six-times , and each replicate bad twelve birds housed in cages similar 
to in Experiment 1. All environmental co nditions furnished and the 
parameters measured were exactly the same as in Experiment 1. This 
Experiment 2 involved ixed diets with ei tber soy bean meal pl us meat 
and bone meal or sunflower eal plu s  meat and bone meal as the major 
sources of protein in yellow corn-based diets. Further , the diets were 
formul ated to provide only 1 6S or 1 2'  protein , and the 1 2'  protein diet 
was supplemented with the essential am ino acids methionine and lysine. 
All diets met the minim H. R. C. ( 1 977) req uirements. Finally , 
Experiment 2 lasted for thirteen periods , being started on February 26 , 
9 1  
1 982 , and ended o n  February 2 4, 1 983. Methods for collection of data 
were exactly the same as in Experiment 1 • 
The 1 2% protein diets supplemented with amino acids formed the 
control group in each experiment. The basal diets for Experiments 1 
and 2 with calculated analyses are shown in Tables 1 through 6. 
TABLE 1 .  cxMQ;fflO. a, DIETS 
(F.JCPEJWBff 1) 
SOYBEAN t£Al, Sum..iMER K">.L 
PRJI'EIN l1.VEL PIOI'EIN LE\/l"'L 
Jt(;lE)IENrS 16 14 12 WI'MX11' 12 + M 16 1 4  12  Wl'l10ll' 12 + M 
M (cnrl'RL) M (CCNI'IOL) 
' ' ' ' ' ' 't ' 
YELL(M (l)� 
( 8 . 91 CP) 67 . 3  72 . 4  77 . 6  77 . 6  50 . 3  60 . 0  72 . 0  72 . 0  
SOVBFAN K'AL 
(48\ CP )  20 . 2  15 . l 9 . 9  9 .9 
SlNFt,OtlER f£AL 
( 29 . U  a>) - --- --- ---- --- 32 . 0  24 . 5  15 . 5  15 . l  
WAT AND BOIE t£N. 
(50\ CP)  
IEf'tDMTm ALFM.FA 
( 171 CP)  2 .0  2 .0  2 . 0  2 .0 2 . 0  2 . 0  2 . 0  2 . 0  
OICAU:.It.14 ptO;ffl\'lt: 
( 241 Ca) , ( 181 P) 2 . 5  2 . 5  2 . 5  2 . 5  2 . 5  2 . 5  2 . 5  2 . 5  
( 331 Ca) 1 .0  7 .0  7 . 0  7 . 0 7 . 0  7 . 0  7 . 0 7 . 0  
YIU.Of GRFME -- --- ---- ---- 4 . 3  3 . 0 
VITAMIN Pmux1 o . �  o . s  o . s  0 . 5  0 . 5  0 . 5  0 . 5  0 . 5  
AALT2 0 . 5 o . s  0 . 5  0 . 5  0 . 5  0 . 5  0 . 5  0 . 5  
I >lrME'nllCIUN! ---- --- --- 0 . 05 ---- ---- ---- 0 . 04 
1 ,-1,YSINE --- --- ---- 0 . 12  ---- 0 . 1  ---- 0 . 2  
�;1�1pl iod IX?r kg . of diet : vit:llnin A ,  5280 U .S .P . , ;  vit.Mtln D 1.' U7
r, _ u . s . P . ; v itami n  F. , . 2 2  r . U . ; vi�-.nin a12 , 0 . 0088 iil:J . ; nia7in, 44 "'). ; <..roli� ch�c,ride , 440 IWJ . ; • �! lavrn , 6 . 6  nq . ; d-ca lcuin pantothenic acrd , 8 . 8  m:J . : vitamin K, l . l  m:J. ; fol1c acid , 1 . 1  nq . ; and blot1n , O . l l 11¥':J ·  
]. S�,pl ied per kg . o f  diet : IOdi un  chlori� , 4 . 8g . ; zinc, 1 8  m:J . : i ron ,  10 l'IIJ · ; manganese , 10 n¥J . ; magneshin, 





( 8 . 91 (]>) 
OOYBFAN K'AL 
( 48\ a>) 
Slffl"UlilER 1'£Al. 
(29 . 1  \ (l>) 
t£AT 1\HO � t£N.. 
(501 (l)) 
tEM>AATm Ain.tn. 
( 171 a>) 
OICA!Ctt.14 PtmPli.\'IE 
( 241 Cat , ( 101 P) 







TABLE 1 .  
16 
' 
7S . O  
18 . 0  
2 . 0  
4 . 0  
-
0 . 5  
0 . 5  
�ITtaf C'I OUTS, (oont. ) 
(EXPmllilNJ' 1) 




78 . 7  
13 . l 
2 . 0  
s . o  
--
0 . 5  
0. 5 
0 . 01& 




82 . 1 
8 . 7  
2 . 0 
6 . 2  
--
0 . 5 
o . �  
----
----




82 . l  
8 . 7  
2 . 0  
6 . 2  
0 . 5  
0 , 5  
0 . 08 
0 . 2 
l S�l ied per kg . of diet s vitMlin A, 5280 U . S . P . , 1 vi � n  D3 , 1 375 U . S . P . ; vit�wn.i n 
, 22 I . U . : vit..cJm.in e12 , 0 . 0088 rrq . :  niacin, 44 m;1 . : chol 1nc cnlor ide, 440 nq . ;  r 1 bo­
r JJvin ,  6 . 6  nq . :  cJ-c,Ieiun pantothenic acid, 8 . 8  ng. , vHM'\i.n K , 1 . 1  nq . ;  fo l ic ,'lc: i c t , 
1 . 1 mJ . ;  aro biotin, 0 . 11 ng .  
2 S�l ioo per kg . o f  diet s IIOdimt dlloride, 4 . 8  g . J z inc ,  1 8  f1¥1 . ;  iron , 10 ng . ; 1Mn­






CYSTINE, \ 0 .56 
LYSINE, I o . a  
'l'RYPlm-Wf, ' 0 . 2  
CDaClNE, I 0.8  
CA1£1llt, ' 3 . 34 
Pl�, \ 0 . 57 
FIBI£, I 2 . 44 
TABlB 2. � NW.YSIS Cl DIETS 
(BXPERDefl' l) 
9MEM W.AL  
PIOl'EIN LEVEL PJOIEIN LEVEL 
12 Wl'l1D11' 12 + M 12 wmon 
14 M (cnmoL) 16 14 M 
2854 2914 2914 2567 2672 2777 
0 . 51 0 . 45 0 . 5  0 . 6  0 . 53 0 . 46 
0 . 6  o . s  0 . 6  0 . 7  0 . 6  0 . 4  
0 . 17 0 . 15 0 . 15 0 . 25 0 . 21 0 . 17 
0 . 7  0 . 6  0 . 6  1 . 03 0 .9  0 . 1  
3. 32 3 . 28 3 . 28 3 . 4  3 . 37 3 . 34 
0 . 56 0 . 56 0 . 56 0 . 64 0 . 62 0 . 59 
2 . 38 2 . 30 2 . 30 10 . 03 8 . 05 6 . 07 
12 + M 
(cnnrot) 
2777 
0 . 5 
0 . 6  
0 . 17 
0 . 1  
3 . 34 
0 . 59 
6 . 07 
\0 
,I= 
TADIE 2. CAIOJlATfD AMLYSIS OP DIETS (oont ) 
(EXPERnt!Nl' 1) 
--
M?AT N«> � �  
PIOrElN U.VEL 
12 wmwr 
16 14 AA 
D4m1V-�/J<G 2915 . S  2946 . 7  2970 . 5  
K.i,uamm m, 
cvsrmE, , 0 . 51 o . s  0 , 42 
LYSINE, I 0 . 6  0. 6  0 . 4  
·�, , O , ll 0 . 12 0 . 11  
19lU1CtNE, I 0 . 6  0 . 6  0 . 5 
CA1C lt.t1, I 3 . 4 7  3 , 3(, 3 . 32 
AOSPl«lRUS, I 0 . 99 0 . 76 O . SJ 
F'IBRI::, I 2. 34 2 . 32 2 . 29 
12 + M 
(cnmoL) 
2970 . 5  
0 . 5  
0 . 6  
0 . 11 
0 . 5  
3 . 31 
0 . 53 
2 . 29 
\0 
\11 
'JNIZ J . CXMQJITIClt 0, Dll'l'S 
(EXPEIWEff 2) 
� WAL smf'UH!R MEAL  MEAT AND IOE f€AL 
PfOl'E IN LEVEL PRJl'EIN LE.VfL PIUIT. IN LEVEi, 
mcaI)lfNJ'S IG 12 {<mTRLJ n u lcmrR>LJ 16 Ii k.wnoLJ 
' ' ' ' ' ' 
YELlJ'M � 
( 8 . 9\ CJ>)  66 . 0  75 . 77 53 .97 70. 52 75. 0  8 1 . 0  
SO't'8FM fi£AL 
( 48\ CP) 20. 5 10 . s  
SlWUH:R WAL 
(32\ CP) -- -- 32.0 16 , 0  
fi£AT N«> lna: WAL  
(50\ CP) --·-- --- -- - 18 . 0  9 . 0 
CEHYDMTPJ> ALFN.EA 
( 1 71 CP) 2 . 0  2 . 0  2 . 0  2 . 0  2 . 0  2 . 0  
DICAU:Il.14 PtOOPWt'ffi 
( 24\ Ca) , ( 18\ P) 2 . 5  2. 5 2 , 5  2. s 
LV£S1U£ 
( 331 Cl)  8 . 0 8 . 0  7 . 0  8 . 0  4 . 0  7 . 0  
m.LOI GIG!'ASE  - --- l . S  
VITAMINE PROUX1 o . s  0 . 5  0 . 5  o. s 0 . 5 0 . 5 
SALT2 0. 5 0 . 5 o . s  0 . 5 0 . 5 0 . 5  
ttrr-EnUCJmll! - 0 . 13 --- 0 . 06 ---- 0 .08 
lrLYSINE - 0 . 10 O .Ol 0 . 22 ---- 0 . 20 
l 5'.Wl ied per kg . or dietr vitamin A, 5280 u.s .P . , 1 vi tamin D1 , 1 375 U . S . P . : vit:ani n  E ,  22 I . U . : vitamin 012 , 0. 0088 nq. 1 niacin, 44 nq. 1 ch>line chloride, 440 ng . 1 ribof lavin,  6 . 6  nq . :  d-calcilln pantothenic ae1d , 8 . 8  m:J . ; vitanin K, 1 . 1 m;i. , folic acid , 1 . 1  m;i . 1 ard biot in ,  0 . 1 1 11¥J ,  
2 Supplied per kg. of diet 1 11c:xthn duoride , 4 . 8  g . ; zinc, 18 ng . ; iron, 10 ng . : �anese , 10 nq. , 1Mg-
ooshn, 7 . 5  mg. r �r, 1 . 5  ng . i a:t>ut, 0 . 25 ""J . J cWI iodine, 0 . 35 m;J .  
'° °' 
TABLE 4 .  CA10JIA'lm NN.YSIS c, DIETS 
(E>CPfJUJeff 2) 
9lYBFJ\N M:AL  somDCR t£AI, 
PIOrEIN lEVEL • PIOl'EIN lEVEL 
n«:HDtflfl'S I6 Ii iCXlfl'R)LJ 16 12 (cnnmL� 
ENDl,Y� 2774 2858 2713 2777 
flE'ffll�IN! AND 
CYSTINE, \ 0 . 56 0 . 50 0 . 54 0 . 50 
LYSINE, I 0 .8  0. 63 0 . 60 0 . 60 
TRYP'IUPtW',I, ' 0 . 2  0 . 15 0 . 22 0 . 16 
I9JLfl.Cn£, I 0. 8 0 . 6  0 . 9  0 . 6  
CAI.CllM, I J . J 3 . 3  ) . ] 3 . 3 
MOSPIDlJS, I 0, 57 0. 56 0 . 53 0 . 58 
FIBI£, I 2 . 42 2 . 32 8 . 29 5 . 25 
MEAT Mt> �  M:AL 
PJOI'EIN LEVEL 
16 12 {<XM'R)L) 
2916 2940 
0 . 51 0 . 50 
0. 60 0 . 60 
0 . 1 3  O . ll 
0 . 6  0 . 5  
3 . 3 3 . 3  
1 . 00 0 . 55 
2 . 52 2 . 37 
\0 � 
TABLE 5. (DlllOOfflO. CR MIDD PJOrEIN DIETS 
(EXPBRDEff 2) 
!IJmrM MFAL. NI> Slffl'UMER MEAL API> 
teAT Ml> 1nm f£N, WAT ml IOlE MEI\L 
PIOl'EIN IEYEL PIOrEIN LEVEL 
n«aDitlffS 16 12 (<nma,) 16 12 (mnmL) 
-
' ' ' ' 
YELUJ,I C(ffi 
(8 . 91 CP) 73. 0  78 . 73 69 . 0  74 . 24 
OOY'BE:AN f,£A[, 
(481 CP) 4 . 0  4 . 5  
smFIOER fiDL 
( 321 CP) -- -- 8 . 0  9 . 0  
flEAT MO IOI!: M!AL 
(50\ CP) 15 . 0  5. 0 15. 0 5 . 0 
�Tm NINA 
( 17\ CP) 2 . 0  2 . 0  2 . 0 2 . 0  
DICA1£Itl4 PlalWd'£ 
( 24\ ca) , ( 18\ P) -- 1 . 5  ---- 15.  
LD£.9lmE 
( 3 31 Ca) 5 .0  1 .0  5 .0  7 . 01 
VITAMIN Pla(IXl o . s  o . s 0 . 5  0 . 5 
SAU1'2 0 . 5  0 . 5 0 . 5  0 . 5  
1:£-renmlfH ____ .. 0 . 07 ---- 0 . 06 
L-LYSINB --- 0 . 2  --- 0. 2 
1 Supplied per kg. of diet : vit:ani.ne A, 5280 u .s .P . , ;  vitamin o3 , 1 37
5 u .s . P . ; 
vitamin E, 22 I .U . ; vitamin e12 , 0 . 0088 nq . ; niacin, 44 rrq . ; 'cYK>li.ne chloride, 440 nq. 1 riboflavin, 6 . 6 "'l• ; a-calciun pantothenic acid , 8 . 8  m:J . ; vi tJTU n  I< , 
1 . 1  rrg. , folic acid, 1 . 1 rrg. , am biotin, 0 . 1 1  ng. 
2 Sl41Plied per kg . of diet s aodi.n chloride, 4 . 8  g . ; zinc, 18  nq . ; iron,  10 nq . ; 
IMIYJ,mese, 10 rrg. , magnesiun, 7 . 5  niJ. ; <:qJper, 1 . 5  nY:J . ; cxbc1 Lt , 0 . 25 f1¥J . ; am 
iodire, 0 . 3 5  nr;,.  
'° 
00 
TABLE 6 .  CALCULATED ANALYSIS OP MIXED PROTBIN DIETS 
( EXPERIMENT 2 )  
OOYBEAN WAL »ll  SlMf'IOER flfM, N-1)  
iai'�'.f � KR taL 
PROTEIN LEVEL PROTE IN  LEVEL 
INGRED I ENTS l6 U l cliNTioL I l6 12 (CONTROL) 
-
ENERGY ME/KG 2890 2907 2797 2800  
METHION INE AND CYSTINI , I O .  52  0 . 50 0 . 53 o . so 
LYSINE ,\ 0 . 70 0 . 60 0 . 60 0 . 60 
TRYPTOPHAN , I 0 . 15 O . l l 0 . 16 0 . 1 2  
ISOLEUCINE , I 0 . 7  0 . 6  0 . 6  0 . 6 
CALCIUM , I J . J l . J  3 . 3 3 . 2  
PHOSPHORUS ,  I 0 . 85 0 . 60 0 . 86 0 . 6 3 
F IBRE , I 2 . 16 2 . 30 l . 8 4 3 . 98 
\0 
\0 
METHOD OF STATISTICAL ANALYSIS 
OF DAT A OOLLECT ED 
1 00 
All the data collected in both experiment s were subj ected to 
the stati stical analyses of variance method accordi ng to the procedures 
described by Steel and Torrie ( 1 980 ) , and the treatment means were 
separated for significance according to Duncan ' s  mul tipl e  range test 
( 1 955 ) . 
BLOOD SERUM SAMPLE PREPARATION AND 
CHEMICAL ANALYTICAL PROCEDURE FOR AMINO ACID CONTENT 
Towards the end of each experiment , pool ed whole bl ood sampl es 
were taken randomly fran each replicate gr oup by cardiac puncture , into 
centrifuge tubes containing sodi m citrate .  Th e  function of the sodit111 
citrate was to prevent coagul ation of th e blood . The whol e blood 
sampl es were taken in the afternoon. The blood sampl es were immediate­
ly centrifuged at 1 0 , 000 r. p. m. f9r ten minutes.  The resultant serun 
fran each treatment group was pooled into  three replicates and stored 
in a cold roan at o0c. 
A 0 . 3M l ithium citrate buffer {pH 2 . 8 )  was prepared with 3 . 75% 
sul fo- sal icylic acid ( SSA) and adj usted to pH 1 . 8 with lithian 
hydroxide . One vol . of' the serun was mixed  with 4 vol . of the buffer 
and was centrifuged in a refrigerated centrifuge at 1 0 , 000 r. p. m. for 
1 0  minutes at o° C .  One ml . of' the supernatant fiuid was subj ect ed to 
amino acid analysi s in a Beckman 1 20 C autanatic amino acid analyzer . 
The concentrations of amino acid content were reported as micranoles 
per ml .  
EGG ALB UMEN SAMPL E PR EPARATION AND 
CH EMICAL AN AL TI' ICAL PROCEDURE 
FOR AMINO ACID ASSAY 
10 1 
Towards the end of each experiment five eggs were randomly 
taken fran each replicate group .  These were broken out, and the egg 
whites were carefully sieved fran the egg yokes . A single pooled 
sample was made for each treatment group, se aled in plastic bags, and 
kept frozen in a deep freezer. 
One gram of each pooled sample was put into a 100 ml flask and 
hydrolysed with 100 ml .  of 6 N  hydrochloric acid f'or 24 hours at 1 10 ° c 
under an atmosphere of nitrogen gas . The samples were evaporated to 
dryness and washed three times with deionized water in order to remove 
all hydrochloric acid present . The dried samples were dis solved in . 1  
ml of pH 2 . 2 (0 .02 N sodium citrate) diluting buffer . The samples were 
f'iltered and 1 ml .  of' each sample was subj ected t� the automatic 
(Beckman 1 20 C) amino acid analyzer for analyses of' amino acids con­
tent . Amino acids concentrations were reported as micranoles per gram. 
R�ULTS 
EXPERIMENT ( 1 )  
HEN-DAY EGG PRODUCTION : 
1 02 
The stati stical analy si s  for th e ten 2 8-day periods showed that 
hens on the diet with soybean protein suppl ement laid significantly 
more eggs than hens fed sunfl ower meal or meat and bone meal ( P<0 . 05 )  
at both the 1 6% and 1 4% protein l ev el s .  Al so ,  hens fed sunfl ow er meal 
out-performed those fed meat and bone meal ( P<0 . 05 ) . There was no sig­
nificant di fference between hens fed soybean meal or hens fed sunfl ower 
meal to provide th e 1 2%  protein pl us amino acid di ets .  There was 
significant difference betw een th e pe rformance with th e 1 6% and 1 4% 
soybean eal di ets ( P<0 . 0 5 ) . Al so ,  hens fed sunflower meal to provide 
th e 1 4% protein l evel under this experiment out-perform ed tho se fed the 
1 6% protei n  l ev el .  The 1 4% protein di ets had a high er energy content , 
and pe rformance of hens fed the 1 2J  control di et with amino acid sup­
pl ementation was next to that of th e 1 4% protei n- fed hens . There was 
no signi ficant difference between hens fed the 1 4% and th e 1 2% protein 
pl us amino acid suppl em ented sunflower meal diets. Hens fed eat and 
bone meal showed poor performance at all protein level s ,  with perfor­
mance decreasing with each decrease in protein l ev el .  There was no dif­
ference in performance of hens fed the 1 2%  protein diet s with or 
without amino aci d suppl ementation. 
In the ov erall consi deration of main effect s ,  there was no dif­
ference between hens fed th e 1 6% or 1 S protei n di et as to hen-day egg 
production performance . But a significant di fference did exi st between 
103 
hens fed the 1 6  or 1 4S protein diets and those on the 1 2S level with or 
without amino acid suppl ementation (P<0 . 05) . Hen-day egg production 
data are presented in Table 7 .  
TABI.E 7.  HfN-Di\Y EXJ; PR:n.Cl'IOO � Af'FfrTD) BY PIOI'EIN 9:lJJCE AND LEVEL 
(EXPERMJff 1) 
PFOJ"En-1 S001'CE PIUrEIN � 
12 wmwr 12 + AA PRJI'EIN SXJJCE 
16 14 M (CXM'JOL) � 
' ' ' ' ' 
SOYBF.AN f'E?\L 63 . lc 69. Bc 64 . 2° 65. cJ3  65 .8 F 
SWFUH!R WAL 61 . 6b 66. rib  51 . r'  65. 4b 61 . 4,. 
WAT AND 11:NE � 58 . 2
11 48 . 04 38 ,0
11 39. 24 45 . es
0 
Pl'OffilN LEVEL fiDN 63. oc 62 . oc s1 .r/t 57 . 08 
a, b,c WI'J11tN �, MEANS WITH lffl..Il<E SUPER9:RIPTS ARE SIQHFICNm.,Y Dlf'FERENI' 
(P<O .  OS) 
A, B,C fo£ANS wrnt t.MJl<E SlJ>�PrS ARE SIClHFJCNffl.,Y DIFFERENJ' (P<0 . 05) 
O, E , F  fof'ANS Wl'ffl l.NLIJ<E SUPEll9'.llIPTS ARE SlCNIFICAN'l'LY DIFFEHENI' (P<0 . 05) 
DAil,Y FEED CONSUMPTION AND 
FEED EFFI CIENCY 
105 
Bens fed the sunflower meal diets consumed significantly more 
feed than the other groups (P<0 . 05 ) . Feed consumption was significant­
ly depressed with hens fed the meat and bone meal treatments  ( P<0 . 05 ) . 
Feed conversion also was significantly poorer for hens fed meat and 
bone meal diets as compared to those red soybean or s�lower meal . 
Bens on the soybean meal diets showed increased :feed intakes and feed 
efficiencies. However , both feed intake and feed efficiency were sig­
nificantly poorer for hens fed 1 2%  protein as compared to hens fed 
either the 1 6  or 1 JJJ protein levels.  Further , hens on the 12' amino 
acid auppl anented di ets showed significantly better perf"ormance over 
hens on the 1 2j  diets without amino acid supplementation (P<0 . 0 5 )  as to 
feed consumption and :feed efficiency . 
There was a significant interaction between protein l evel and 
feed comsumption with regards to hens fed the meat and bone eal diets 
( P<0 . 01 )  with a progressive decl ine in feed intake as the protein level 
was decreased. The effect was most pronounced at th e  12' protein level 
with or without ino acid supplementation ; feed efficiency also :fol­
lowed the same pattern. Feed cons ption and :feed efficiency data are 
sham in Tabl es 8 and 9 respectively. 
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a ,b,c WITHIN c:xuJN;, M!MS wmt l6LIICI StPIR9:RIP1'S ME SIQUFICltNn,Y DIPFERl'Nl' 
(P<0 . 05) 
A, B IEANS WITH mLil<E QJPEl8:RIPrS ARE SIOOFICANI'LY DIFFERENJ' (P< 0. 05) 
D, E, F � WITH tmIJ<E � ARE SICNIFICNm.Y Dif'FERfllI' (f>< 0 . 05) 
TABLE 9. Fm:> EFFICllJCY � � BY  PIOIEIN 9lJICE 
NI> LEVEL 
(EXPERIMWl' 1) 
PIVl'EIN 9:lJICE PIOJEIN 1EVEL 
12 Wl'1'I01J.' 1 2  + AA PIOl'EIN !nJQ 
16 u M (<nma,) W.AN 
(CHI Pm PER 100 CH;. Fm>) 
9'.J'IIFM fiP.AI, 40 .-I' 41 , B
c 38 , Sc 38 . ri'  40 . rl  
9H"tOmt N'.AI, 39. 5b JS . sh  30.ef' 36 . r'  36 . oF-
f!E\T Nil ID€ fill'.AL 35, 54 32. 04 24 . 0a 26 . 0a 24 . o
0 
PIOl'EIN LlM'.L f4PM 38. f  J7. 4c lo .a>- 34 . 08 
a ,b,c wrrH1N o::IDHJ, .aN9 WITH WLIKE SUPERS:RlPTS � SIQUFICANTLY DlF'FERENl' 
(P<0 , 05)  
A, B,C tit'.ANS WITH IH..IKE S� ME SIQUFICWrLY DlFFERENI' (P< 0 . 05 )  
D, E , F W.ANS wmt 00..IKE StJ>EIGlUPTS ME SI�IFICNll'LY DIFFERl:NI' {P< 0 . 05 )  
1 08 
FXJG WEIGHT : 
Egg weight is measured in grams, and it is inf'luenced by a nm­
ber of' f'actors of which di etary source of protein and levels of amino 
acids and linoleic acid are considered important . 
Th e  egg siz es laid by hens f'ed the m eat and bone meal diets 
were significantly snaller compared to either of' those fran hens f'ed 
sunf'lower or soybean meal respectively ( P<0 . 0 5) . The egg sizes of the 
sunf'lower meal f'ed hens and those of soybean meal were similar. There 
was no signif'icant dietary protein level inf'lue nce on egg weight, ex­
cept that hens f'ed the 12% protein di et s  without amino acid supplemen­
tation laid smaller eggs . F,gg weight data are shown in Table 10 . 
HAUGH UNITS AND EGG SHFLL 'l'HICKN�S : 
The Haugh mut is a measuranent f'or egg alb en q uality . There 
was no signif'icant dif'ference between the H augh units of' eggs laid by 
hens on the meat and bone meal diets compared to those on sunf'lower 
eal di ets ; h owev er, the value s f'or eggs f'ran hens on aeat and bone 
eal di ets showed a slight n erical superiority . Howev er, the Haugh 
unit value s of' eggs laid by hens on eat and bone diets were sig­
nif'ica ntly better than those of soybean eal diets ( P<0. 0 5) .  There was 
no significant dif'f'erence between Haugh uni t s  of' eggs laid by hens fed 
soybean or sunf'lower eal di ets, though the latter di ets showed a 
sl ightly hi.gb er n erical value than the f'o er. There was no in­
fluence of' dietary protein levels on Haugh tmits. 
TABU.: 10 . ,n:; Ml!!IQfl' AS Aftrr£D BY Plffl!IN SClJJO.: AND LEVEL 
(EXPERDBff 1) 
PIOrEIN &XJRE P�JN LEVEL 
12 wma,r 12 + M 
16 14 M (CDmOJ..) 
CJII. gm .  CJIII • gm ,  
S1tBENf tnL 6s.a• 65.0a 64 .44 64 . 8" 
SlNPUID tl!'AL 6'.o• &s. s• 64 . 2• 64 . 24 
JIFAT IR) IKH; MIN,  62. ff  62 .c/' 60 . Sb 60 . r' 




65 . 0D 
64 . 6° 
61 . 6E 
a '  b Wl'ffiIN CDLN13, WANS wrnt tJLil(E SlJPER.CDUPl'S ME SICNIFICNm. Y DIFIBRF.Nr (P<O . 05) 
A, B flEMS NI'ffl lH.11<! 9JPPAfDU'.PrS ARE Sl�IFICNffl.Y DIFFEJel'l' (P<O .OS )  
O, E � wrnt t.NLIJCE �RIPrS ARE SICNIFICMl'LY DIFreleff (P<0 . 05) 
1 1 0 
Egg sh ell-thickness is measured i n  millimeters and reported as 
mm X 100 . It is an important economic factor for processing and 
marketi ng  of eggs. There was practically little or no difference in 
egg shell-thickness of eggs laid by hens on all dietary protein suppl &­
ment s ,  and neither did dietary protein l evel had any effect . Haugh 
units  and egg shell thickness data are pre sented in Tabl es 1 1  and 1 2  
respectiv ely . 
1NJLE 11 . IWXJI �ITS AS APffCl1IJ) BY PRJmlN � NI> LEVEL 
(EXPBIWBfl' 1) 
PIOl'EIN fDJD PIOm:Dt U\'El, 
12 wrrH:Ul' 12 + M 
16 14 M (ClNl'R)L) 
� fllW, 67 .0a 69 . 04 12 .oh 68 . 0a 
9H'UM!R foF.AL 11.rt' 13 .cf 68 . 04 n.cl' 
ftl'AT Nl> IOe M!'AL  72.rt' 61.0• 73 .rt' 75 . 0c 






1 1 . rf  
a ,b,c WITHIN rotaH;, � wrnt (H,J l(E  s� ME SICNIFlCANTLY DIFFERENT (P<0 . 05 ) 
A 
O, E 
W.MS wrm tH.UE SUPfJ9:!RIPl'S ARE SI<JfIFICAm'LY OIFFEla(l' (P<0 . 05) 




TABLE 12 . o:x; SHELL THicmESS 
AS Aff'tt'Tm BY PRm:IN 9'.lJla AND LEVEL 
(EXPERDefl' l) 
PfOI'Effl 9XJ10: PIOI'EIN LEVEL, 
12 WI'l'f011' 12 + M PRJI'EJN nJTCE 
16 14 AA (<nn'IOL) MEAN 
llffl X 100 nm X 100 11111 X 100 11111 X 100 nm x 100 
somEM w.At, 31.  34
8 35.93
11 36. 57' 
35 .
868 J1 . 0° 
Stm.<H:R WAL 36. 304 37 . 498 36 . 618 37 . 3 a 36 . P  
foFAT NI) 1nm J7. 73a 37. 7 a 37 . Ua )6 . 4  a 37 . lo 
PIOl'EIN lEVEL W.AN 37 . l  A 37 .0  A 36 . 9  A 36 . 5  A 
WfflllN COLut-flS,  MEANS  WITH SAME SU PERSCRIPTS ARE NONSIONIFICAN'n..Y DIFPEREWT ( P<0 .05)  
MEANS WITH SAME SUPERSCRIPTS ARE NONSIO NIFICAN'n.Y DIFFERENT ( P<0 .05 )  
�ANS WITH SAME SUPERSCRIPTS ARE NONSIONIFICAN11.Y DIFFERENT ( P<0 . 05 )  
... 
-
1 1 3 
K>RTAL ITY : 
Mortality is expressed as percent of dead birds over live birds 
at the end of each 28-day period. There was no significant difference 
among hens fed the soybean, sunflower, or meat and bone meal supplanent 
diets in ortal ity. There was no interaction between protein level and 
percent mortality. However, in this experiment the cumul ative main ef­
fect due to protein level indicated that hens fed the 14j protei n diet 
and the 12' protein with amino acid supplementation diet showed the 
latest 
the 12' 
mortality compared to those fed either the 16S protein diet or 
protein diet without amino aci d supplementation (P<0 .05 ) . 
There was no mortal ity difference between hens fed the 16S protei n 
diets and those of the 12' protein diet without am ino acid addition. 
Data for ortality are given in Table 13 . 
FINAL BODY WEIGHT :  
Body weights are expressed in kilograms, and they ar e  a anage­
ment tool to determine the adequacy of the nutrition prov ided • They 
determine whether the birds lost weight or gained weight, and also 
whether the diet provi.ded adequate nutrition to support the egg produc­
tion d ands. There was no significant difference in body weigh ts 
among hens on the different aj or sources of' protein. There was also 
no effect of protein level. Data tor final body weight are in Table 
1 • 
TMLE 1 3 .  K>lff'AJ.ITY AS AFF'D:im DY PRm:IN SlJIQ AND LEVEL 
(EXPERUINI' 1)  
·- - --- -------------------------------------------
PfVl'EIN �R:f: PIOl'EIN IEVEL 
12 wxnorr 12 t M PJOJ'EIN SOJICE 
16 14 M (cntnOl.) t£AN 
' ' ' ' \ 
OOYJJFAN f,IAl, 4 .r/'•• 2 .t/' s .i' l . Ja l . l  
SU-,F10t'm f,f'/\1., 5 . 0a ,b l . Oa 3 . l




fo£A1' ANO OCt£ r-£AL 3 . 64 4 . 6c 4 . '1'  4 . J
b 4 . 4° 
PJOI'£IN LEVEL K'.At4 
4 . 2
8 2 ./- 4 . 48 J . l
n ,A 
, b ,c WITH.IN 00�, WMS WITH 00..IKE StJ>�Pl'S ARE Sl�U'tCANrLY OlFFERl:Nr (P<0 . 0S )  
A, 8 fo£MS wrnt lNLJl(E stPERS:RIPl'S Ne SICJUFICNm,Y oi rruR!:NI' (r�o . OS )  
JE AN S  WITH SAME SUPERSCRIPTS ARE N0NSI0NIFICAN11.Y DIFFERENT ( P<0 . 05 )  
'l'/\J U J� 1 4 .  f ! IW. IU)V Wl: l < HI' N; /\1•1·1l � l1l) UY r101mN S001C£ AN) 1.1.WL 
0·:xPfl HK·1"1' 1 ) 
---
PfOl'E IN !U ll._"E PIUl'f.IN Ll:.VEL, I . ---·-
1 2  Wf 'f1Wr 12 t M PIOI'EIN sruOCE 
OOYUl� Ml::J\L 
SUNfUln'l-:H Ml1\N 
K.:I\T N '1 > I •'1£ K::/\1, 
PJUru IN I F.VEJ4 f,£1\N 
1 6  
Kq . 
1 . 7 )'' 
1 . 70a 
t . 1'l' 
1 . 1!-
1 4  
J<g . 
1 . 65. 
1 .1 0• 
1 . 68& 
l . 6e'-
AA (CDfl'IU.,) � 
t<g .  Kq . l<y . 
1 . 69a l . 7Sa l .  1 1" 
1 . 688 1 . 70a 1 . 710 
L n" l . 7 1a l . 701 >  
1 . 7'1' 1 . 11' 
WlTil lN cot.mtrn ,  MEAN S W ITII SAME SU PERSCRIPTS ARP! N0NSI0NIFI CANTLY DI FFERFliT { P<0 . 05 )  
�£ ANS W I TII SAHE SUPE ltSCR i l'TS AR E N0NSI0 NIFI CANTI.Y DIFFEnrnT { P<0 . 05 )  
p 




1 1 6 
BLOOD SERUM AMINO ACID a>HCENTRATIOH 
Both dietary protei.n source and l evel showed significant in­
nuence s on serm amino acid concentrations (P<0 .0 5 ) . However , there 
was no significant interaction between protein source and l evel on 
amino acid concentration. 
Hens on the soybean meal di ets  showed significant superiority 
as to serm amino acid concentration to hens on eith er the meat and 
bone or sunflower meal diets for all amino acids analyzed except cys­
tine and g].yci.ne (P<0 . 05) . Hens on  meat and bone eal showed sig­
nificantly higher serum amino acid concentrations in respect to lysine ,  
glycine , al anine , proline , and aspartic acid as compared to hens on 
sunfl ower meal ( P<0 . 05) , whil e hens on sunflower meal showed higher 
concentrations of the amino acids arginine , cystine , Isol eucine , 
val ine , and threonine than hens on the meat and bone meal diets 
( P<0 . 0 5 } . Bens on sunflower meal had significantly hi.gber ooncentra­
tions of ser cystine than hens on soybean meal ( P<0 . 05 ) . 
Bens on the 1 6j and the 1 4j protein l evel s showed significantly 
higher amino acid ooncentrations than those on the 1 2S  protein diets 
with and without ino acid suppl ementation in respect to the amino 
acids , threonine ,  leucine , isoleucine , and val ine (P<0 .5 ) . There waa 
no significant difference in serm conce ntrations in respect to hi.s­
tidine , glycine , and aspartic acid with all protein l evela .  The hens 
on 1 6j protei.n were superior as to ser prol ine concentration but were 
al so  inferior as to glutamic acid and serine ooncentration. The hens 
on the 1 2'  protein di ets suppl anted with ino acida were 
1 1 7 
signiticantly superior as to lysine and al anine ooncentrations 
( P<0 . 0 5) ; whil e the hens on the 1 2'  protein diet without amino acid 
suppl ementation were signiticantly superior only as to serine (P<0 . 5 ) . 
Data tor serum amino acid concentration as atteoted by protein level 
and source are shown respectively in Tabl es 1 5  and 1 6 . 
TARU: 1 5 .  mm> SEIUt AMIN) ,C JD  cnmNr AS AFFl!rl'm BY PIUl'E TN  OOUICE 
(� l) 
NitDD N:.IM PR:7J'IJN !DJICB 
S>YBFM t£AI. WAT N«> !De t-DL  smFI.OER M:"AL 
'-'\,'ml . \IVlnl .  ttt,lml . 
HISTIDINE o. ut' 0 . 11' 0 . 1 :f  
LYSINE 0. 4<f 0. 3-P 0 . 20c 
AR;ININE 0 . 4f O . Jff o. •l 
TIRXNINE 0 .1� O. SJc o . srf 
t£'1'HI0.1NE o.of' o .of 0 . 098 
� 0. 41' 0 . 4� 0 . 608 
• ' I 
0. 124 O. l la PHflMAIMINI'! o .u• 
'l"{JU;IN! 0 . 1&4 0 . 184 0 . 198 
UU:INE 0 . 344 0 . 25b 0 . 2-f 
ISUU:INB 0 . 134 o .oec
 O. l lb 
VALINE 0 .294 0 . 20c 0 . 25b 
SERINE 0. 718 0. 56a o . 6l 
mcne 0 . 59b 0 . 71a 0 . 45c 
Al.ANH 0 .634 0 . 51h 0 . 42
c 
Pla.INE 0 . 614 o . ssb 0 . 39c 
CU1l'AMIC ,CID 0 . 21• 0 . 19b 0 . 19b 
A.5PARrIC ACID o .1r 0 . 65a 0 . 48b 
a ,b,c N:lniS 'lltE JOtj , �s WITH LM.Il<E �RIPrS ARE SIOHFICAtm,Y 
DIFFF.Jen' (P<0 . 05) 
TA8tE 16 . 8UXD SER.14 AMOO ,CID CDffl'ffl' AS MhClw 8Y PIOIEffl u.vEL 
(EXPERDEn' 1) 
MIM> N:100 PIOl'EIN IEVEL, \ 
16 1 4  12 WITKXII' M 12 + M 
�- "'1/ml. ...Vml.. \.IM/ffil • 
HISTIDINE 0. 15a o. 154 0 . 1 64 0 . 164 
LYSINE 0 . 1-/l O . Jlb 0 . 21c 0 . 4<f 
AR;fflINE 0 . 488 0 . 4Sb ,a O . l9c ,d 0 . 37c 
11�INE 0 . 714 0 . 714 0 . 61b 0 . 46c 
f£TH10.INE 0 . 104 o . 1<f 0 .084 0 . 0811 
IIMP..cYS1'INE 0. 45b ,a 0 . 544 0. 4-f 0 . 4r''
4 
PHmYt.AlMINB o . u• o . 1f o .u• 0 . 12a 
-ma;JNE o . 1r> o. 1r> 0 . 194 0 . 19a 
UU:ll£ 0 . 304 0 . 304 o . 2r' 0 . 2-r' 
l�INE O. ll4 0 . 12• O . lOb 0 . 09b 
VALINE o. lo4 0 . 274 0 . 22b 0 . 20b 
SERINE 0. 56c 0 . 6 lb , a  0 . 778 0 . 59c ,b 
��IN! 0 . 608 0 . 554 0 . 59a 0 . 59a 
&LAHINP! 0. 51
b 0. 4Rb O . Slb o. se'1 
PlOLINE 0 . 56a 0 . 4CJb 0 . 5 1b o . sob 
GUJD\MIC tel0 o .uf 0 . 208 0 . 20cl 0 . 20c1 
A.5rAATtc ,cm 0 . 64
a 
0 . 674 0 . 604 0 . 64'1 
, b, c ,an;s TIIE RH>, MEANS wrrn tffl.Jt(E SUPE1'0UPl'S ARE SlOUfICAtm,v 
l > IFTERfNl' (P< O . OS) 
1 20 
ma ALBUMEN AMINO ACIDS OONCENTRATION 
'lbere was a significant dietary protein inf'luence on concentra­
tion of amino acids in egg albumen. F.ggs fran hens on the meat and 
bone meal diets showed significant superiority in egg albumen amino 
acid concentrations, which al so  reflect ed their superiority in Haugh 
uni ts as compared to the soybean protein groups (P<O .05)  • However, 
there was no significant difference be tw een the egg al bumen of hens fed 
meat and bone meal and those fed sunflower meal , and the egg albumen of 
hens fed sunflower or soybean meal di ets w ere not significantly dif­
ferent . With the exception of cy sti ne ,  eggs fran hens fed meat and 
bone meal diets showed superiority to eggs f'ran hens fed soy bean meal 
in amino acid concentration. Amino acid concentration of' eggs fran 
hens f'ed sunflower meal were intermediate between that of hens fed meat 
and bone eal and soybean eal , respect! vely . Egg albumen figures are 
shown in Table 1 7 . 
TA8lE 17 . ox; ALIUtIN AMim ACID CX:Niml' AS AFFfL"ffl) BY PJOl'EIN OCUCE 
(EXPERDftfl' l) 
AMIK> ACIOO PJOl'EIN &XJ10: 
OOYRf'.AN K".AL MEI\T Am ID€ t£A1. SI..HFUMF� P£AL 
"'\/<Jn. lf\/(Jt\. uM/gm. 
HISTIDINE 14 . rP  18 . o"  16 • .f,a 
LYSINE 49 • .P 56 . �  51 . lb,a 
�ININE 33 .7' 39 . -,a  36. t'' a 
�INE ls .ff 43 . 38 39 .  f',a 
fielfflCIUNE 25 .<I' 31 . 88 28 . 9b,a 
IW..F-cYSTINE 65. 28 54 . f:1  53 . 9a 
PHE?MAIMH 37 . lb 44 . -,4  40 . Bb ,a 
T'iRJSINE 26 . 4b 32 . 2• 29 . ff'11 
UJ.x:INE 65. t/J  78 . 28 71 . .p,a 
IOOUJX:lME 4 . r/'  4 . 74 4 . 2b, a 
VM..lNE 56. f'  67 . 2a 6 1 . f'a 
SERINE 63. r' 73 . 64 66 . ?b , a 
Q.YCJNP. 45 .cf 55 . 0a 50 . 1
b , a 
Al>NINE 66 . f  80 . l c1 72 . 7b , a 
PR:>L.INE 31 . 9b 40. Ba )6 . 9
iJ 
Q.lll'AMIC 1CID 84 . Jb 99. 0a 95 . 4a 
ASPARI'IC ACID 74 . 8b 91 . 5a Bl . Ab -· 
a ,b  ACJOSS 11tE JOf, , �s WI'ffl lMLil<E SUPE� ARE SIQHFICAflM..Y 




EXPERIMENT 2 .  
HEN-DAY EGG PROW C'l'ION 
There was no significant difference in hen-day egg production 
between hens fed soybean or sunflower meal based diets in Experiment 2. 
The performance of hens for both dietary protein sources were very 
similar. Hens fed the meat and bone meal based diets still exhibited 
the poor egg production performance sh own in Experiment 1 • In this 
case it was significantly poorer (P<O . 01) • Hens fed mixed diets of 
meat and bone meal with either soybean or sunflower meal or the sole 
supplement of sunflower or soybean meal was eq ually well. 
On the basis of main effects due to protein level, the hens fed 
the 16J protein diets were significantly s uperior to those fed the 12j 
protein diets ( P<0 .01) . On the basis of main effects due to protein 
sources, hens on soybean meal , sunflower meal , and the mixed protein of' 
sunflower plus meat and bone meal supported eq ual  egg production per­
formance though the performance of' hens fed the sunflower meal diets 
was slightly better than that of hens fed soybean meal. The laying 
performance of hens on soybean meal and soybean plus meat and bone meal 
were essential ly equal. 
The egg production performance of hens fed ixed protein sup­
plements of sunflower eal plus eat and bone eal was significantly 
higher than that of hens on soybean meal pl us meat and bone eal 
( P<0. 0 1 ) .  Data on hen-day egg production are shown in Table 18. 
TABLE 18 . HEN-MY m; PIOXrl'l� AS �  BY PICMIN 9:lJICE Nil LE.VEL 
PRJreIN 9::lJIO: 
� tiDL (SBM) 
SlHlO£R f€AL (SFM) 
M!'AT � � tl?AL Ollt) 
591 + fe4 
SPM + 1114 
PIOl'ZJN U'VEL W'J'N 
(E><PERD&n' 2) 
PRJrEIN LEVFL  
16 12 (cnma,) 
' ' 
77 . 4
b 71 . lb ,c 
75 . S
b 74 .Bc 
65. 84 u. J4 
73. 4
b 66 . Jb 
76 . �  71. Sb ,c 
7J . 7e8 65. I' 







54 . 55D 
69 . 85E 
74 . lS
F 
,b,c WI'l11IN O'.UIR,, Ml!'ANS wrm l.M.Il<E SUPER9:]UPl'S Aw. SIGHF'JCJ\NTLY DIFFERENT 
(P <0 . 01 )  
", e � wrm ll«Jl<E St.PEROCRTPTS ARE SI�IFICANTLY OU'FERfNI' (P <0 , 01 )  
D, E , F WANS wrm WLJJ<E � ARE S I�H'ICANTLY DIFF'ERl:NI' {P<0 . 0 l )  
I\) w 
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DA ILY FEED CX>NSOMP'l'ION AND FEED EFFI CIEN CY 
Hens on sunflower eal consumed significantly more teed both at 
the 1 6% and 12% levels  than hens on the other treatments (P <0 .0 1 ) .  
Feed consumption was not significantly different among hens on soybean 
meal , soybean 
bone meal at 
plus meat and bone meal s,  and sunflower plus meat and 
the 1 6% protein level .  Al so ,  there was no significant 
difference between hens fed soybean meal and those fed sunflower plus 
meat and bone meal at the 1 2% protein l evel .  
Feed consumption was significantly depressed for hens fed the 
eat and bone meal at both the 1 6  and 1 2%  protein l ev el s  and for those 
fed the soybean plus eat and bone eal di et at the 12% level ( P <0 .0 1 ) .  
Main effect s due to protein level showed that feed oonsumption was 
significantly depressed at the 1 2%  protein l ev el as compared to the 1 6% 
level ( P <0 .0 1 ) . Feed effici ency was significantly superior for hens 






on sunflower meal pl us meat and bone meal showed feed ef­
eq ual to that of those on the soybean meal diets ,  and sig­
bet ter than the other diets ( P <0 .01) . Bens fed the 
meal di ets had significantly poorer feed efficiencies com­
those fed the soybean eal diets ( P <0 .01) . There was no 
dietary influence of protein level seen in feed efficiency for hens fed 
the sunflower eal diets ; nor was there any difference between the 1 6  
and 1 2J  protein levels respectively . Th ere was no significant dif­
ference in feed ef'ficiency ong hens fed eith er sunflower eal , meat 
and bone meal , and soybean eal pl us meat and bone eal diets 
125 
respectively , at 1 6J protein. Feed efficiency was significantly poorer 
tor hens fed meat and bone meal at both the 1 6  and 1 2'  protein l evel s  
( P<0 . 0 1 )  and al so there was a significant influence ot protein l evel 
tor the meat and bone meal fed hens (P<0 . 0 1 ) .  
Feed efficiencies ot hens as shown by main effects of protein 
source were similar among hens :fed the soybean meal , soybean meal pl us 
meat and bone meal , and sunflower meal pl us meat and bone meal di ets. 
As in Experiment 1 ,  there was significant interaction between meat and 
bone meal protein level and teed consumption and :feed efficiency , with 
a decline in teed consumption and teed e:fticiency being shown as 
protein level decreased ( P<0 . 0 1 ) . Data on teed consumption and feed 
effici ency are shown in Tabl es 1 9  and 20 respectivel y .  
TABl.£ 19. Oi\ILY n:m CXHUPl'I� AS AFPB:'lm BY PIOIEIN EnJIO: NI> LE.VD. 
(EXPERDBff 2) .. 
---
PIOl'F.IN &lJ1CE PJOl'f!IN UVEL 
16 12 (CDmOL) PIOl'EIN � K'AN 
CJ". <,JI. <Jft, 
OOYBfM fiF.\L (S114) 124 . d> 118 . 0c 121 .<f, F 
aM'lOD WAL (SPM) 132 . 0c 130 , 0d 1 31 . 0G 
WAT Nl> IIM fBL  Ollt) 114 . 0a 99.0a 106. rl'  
594 + Nit 122 . d> 111 . rf  111 . cf-
SPM + Ntt  122 . d> 121 . 0c 122 . r!  
PIOl'EIN � M!'.AN 12J . a8  116 .a' 
a,b, c,d wrrtUN CDU.lfiS, MWE wrm tMLI KE  stPfflOCRIPl'S ARE SIOUFICANI'LY 
DIFFERENl' (P<0 , 01 ) 
A, 8 flONS W1'I1f ll«.Il<E � ME SJQUFICNffl..V DIFFERENI' (P<0, 0 1 )  
D,E, F ,G � WI'ffl lKll<E SUPm&::RIPTS ARE SI(}UFIC'mM.,Y DJFF'ER911' (P<0 . 01 )  
� 
TA81E 20. Fm> mtcmcY AS AFP'fr11!D BY PIOmIN nJICE AN> LEVEL 
(EXPER.Defl' 2 )  
Plm'EIN � PICl'BIN lEVEL 
16 12 (camoL) PRJl'EIN 9lJlCE � 
(00 FmS/100 Qo6 FEED) 
� teAI.. (Slfll) 41C 40c 40F 
9H'LO£R WAL (SFM) 39a,b Jr' 3� 
WAT MD � WAL  081) 3'74 2"'/4 3-f' 
Slit + fat Jc/' Jab 3/-, F 
sn. + NM 41C 3ft' 39E,F 
Pk'.m:IN ll!VEL WM 3,f 36
8 
a ,b,c  WI11UN <XU.Ml3, � WITH lH.Il<E Sll>m&:RIPI'S ARE SirntFICNlt'LY DIFFDENJ' 
(P �0 . 01 )  
A, 8 WAN.S WITH IMJJ<E Stl'ER9:RIPI'S Aw. SlOUFICANI'LY OIFF'ERFNl' (P,·0 . 01 ) 
O ,E , F tt?.ANS WITH llfLil(E S� ARE SlQUFTCNm,V DifFl.:RENr (P<0 . 0 1 )  
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mo WEIGHT 
Hens fed meat and bone meal diets laid significantly smaller 
si ze eggs than those :fed either soybean meal or sunflower meal diets 
(P<0. 0 5). Hens fed either the sunflower meal diets or the soybean meal 
diets laid eggs that were similar in weight. Further, there was also 
no di fference in egg weight between hens fed mixed diets of meat and 
bone meal with either sunflower or soybean meal ; and neither was there 
acy difference between eggs fran hens fed the mixed di ets or fran hens 
:fed the straight di ets of either sunflower meal or soybean meal. There 
was no protein source and level interaction as to egg weight. Data on 
egg weights are shown in Table 21. 
� 
TABLE 21 . fXJ:i 1-EIGfl' � Af'ffrl'fD BY PJOrEIN 93JR:E AN'.> u.vEL 
(EXPEIU� 2) 
PIOI'EIN nJ1CE 
9JYBFNf ,£AL (Slit) 
sum.o£R f€AL (SFM) 
reAT NI> ocm t£AI, (fillt) 
58'1 + Nl4 
snt + ... 
P�IN LEVEL tl!'M 
16 
(JI\• 
66 . 14 
66 . 24 






12 (coma,) PIOTEIN !:DJICE K'AN 
CJft . gm .  
66 . 34 66 . fJ 
64 . 48 65 . 3° 
62 .ct' 62 . SE 
6J . ft'' 4 64 . 6° 
64 . 84 64 . 9° 
64 . ct' 
a ,b wrmIN CXUJH;, ft!'>.NS WI'lll LM.Il<E SlJ>m<£R.IP'l'S ARE SIOHPICJ\lffl.Y DU''FERDn' 
(P<0 , 05 ) 
A 1€MS WITH mLil<E !IJPE18:R!PrS ARE SI<JUFlCNn'LY DIFFERDn' (f>,0 . 05 )  
O, E � Wl'ffl WL.tl<E SUPERS:RIPI'S ARE SI�IFICNffl..Y OI FT'ERENI' (P<0 . 05 )  
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HAUGH UNITS AND EGG SHELL THICKN�S 
F.ggs from hens fed eat and bone meal diets showed superior 
Haugh uni ts to eggs from hens fed the soybean meal diets at both the 1 6  
and 12% protein levels.  
sunflower meal at the 
sunflower meal at the 
The values were similar for eggs from hens fed 
1 6% protein l evel , but eggs from hens fed 
1 2' protein l ev el were significantly lower 
( P<0 . 0 1 ) .  There was no difference in Haugh units among eggs from hens 
fed soybean, sunflower , and mixed diets of meat and bone meal with 
either soybean or sunflower at the 1 6j protein level . There was no 
difference between the Haugh units of eggs from hens fed sunf"lower meal 
diets and hens fed mixed diet of sunflower plus meat and bone meal at 
the 12% protein l evel . There was significant dif'ference between eggs 
from hens fed soybean meal diets and hens fed mixed diet of soybean 
plus meat and bone meal in Haugh unit s  at the 12% protein level 
( P<0 . 0 1 ) .  Influence of main effect of treatment due to protein source 
was significant ; the meat and bone eal protein source f'ed hens, eggs 
from the meat and bone protein source fed hens were superior in Haugh 
units compared to either those from sunflower or soybean protein sour­
ces respectively ( P>0 . 0 1 ) .  Also,  main effect due to protein level as 
to  Haugh uni ts was significantly higher at the 1 2j  level than at the 
1 6% level . However , there was no inf'luence of protein source x protein 
lev el interaction on Haugh units. Data for Haugh units are presented 
in Table 22 . 
There was no significant diff'erence and even any worthwhil e 
numerical difference among hens for egg shell  thickness in all dietary 
131 
treatments . Thus neither protein level nor protein source had any 
dietary effect on egg shell thickness. Data for egg shell thickness 
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TAAT.E 2 3 .  m:; SHEU. THICl<NESS AS AFm:.'TED BY PRJl'EIN fn.Jla AND LEVEL 
PIOl'EIN 9:lJJCE 
OO'iBFM f€AI, (5114 
&m.OER t£A.L (SPM) 
WAT AND OCNE fo£AL (Mlt) 
911 ♦ tu'1 
SfM + Mitt 
PJOMIN lEVEL �  
(EXPERJf,fffl' 2) 
PIOrEIN LEVEL 
16 12 (CDmOL) 
mn X 100 nm X 100 
38 . 34 38 . 08 
38 . 38 38 . 08 
37 . 38 38 . 58 
J7 . 4a 38 . 08 
37 . 78 38 . 08 
37 . s'-- JO . 1" 
PIOI'EIN !nJIO': MEAN 
nm X 100 
38 . t> 
38 . -i°  
38 . il 
37 . 7° 
37 . 9° 
WITIHN COLutflS ,  MEANS  W ITH SAME SU PERSCR IPTS ARE NONSIO NIFI CANTLY  DIFFERffiT ( P<O . 0 5 )  
ME ANS W ITII SAME SUPERSCR IPTS ARE "NONSIG NIFICANTL Y  DIFFERENT ( P<0 . 0 5 )  




Bens on the soybean eal pl us meat and bone eal diet at the 
16J protein l evel showed l ess mortal ity compared to hens on the other 
16j protein diets (P <0. 01) . There were no significant differences in 
mortal ity rate among hens on soybean, meat and bone, and the mixed diet 
of' sunfl ower pl us eat and bone eal at the 16j protein l evel. 
Mortal ity was highest f'or sunflower meal fed hens at the 16J protein 
level , and it was significantly dif'ferent :fran the other diets at the 
same l evel ( P <0. 0 1 ) . 
However, at the 12j protein l evel ,  hens on ixt ures of 
sunflower eal pl us eat and bone eal sh owed a ortality rate compar­
able to the other diets at the same l evel ; and this was significant at 
( P <0. 01) . There were no significant difference s in mortal ity rate 
among hens on soybean, sunf"l ower, eat and bone, and ixtures of 
soybean meal and eat and bone eal at the 12' protein l evel. 
On the ain effect due to protein l evel basis, hens fed the 12j 
protein l evel diets owed the least ortal ity co pared to the hens on 
the 16J protein diets (P <0. 01) . On the ain effect due to protein 
source ba si s, hens on the ixed diets of either eat and bone eal with 
soybean or sunfl ower showed the l east ortality rate as pared to 
those on other diets ( P <0 . 01) .  There were no significant differences 
in ortality ong hens on soybean, sunfl ower, or eat and bone meal 
diets. However, ortality was n erically higher in hens fed sunfl ower 
eal diets as pared to those fed either soybean or eat and bone 
.....11111 ...... 
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eal diets ; and it was also numerically higher in hens fed meat and 
bone meal diets as compared to those :fed soybean meal diets. 
There was no attributable cause of' ortality due to dietary ef­
fect, as far as post-mortem results fran the Veterinary Depart.ment in­
dica ted. There was also no evidence of an interaction between protein 
source and level on mortality. !it:>rtal ity figures are given in Table 
2!J • 
TABLE 24 . K>Rl'ALITY AS mTrm BY PIOl'IUN � AND LEVEL 
PIOI'EIN &:lJIO: 
!DYIDN � (6114) 
sum.a.a tiDL (SPM) 
�T NC> Ille � (1414) 
58M + flU4 
SfM ♦ tat 
PRJmlN UVl'!L � 
(OO'E!Weff 2) 
PIOI'ElN LEVEL 
16 12 (OlmOL) 
' ' 
10. 4b 6. 4b 
13 . Sc 6 .6b 
10 . 4b 1 . rf  
7. Ja 7 . Jb 
9 .rl' 4 . 6• 
10. 38 6 . r!'  
PFOI'EJN !nJIO: foEAN 
8 . 4E,D 
10 . lE 
9 .
lE 
7 . Jo 
1 . 10° 
, b, c wmoN CDUJNS, WMS WITH 00.IJ<E SUPERSlUPl'S ARE SI�IFICAHTLY DI� 
(P <0. 01) 
A, B 
O,E , F 
WAHS WITH 00.ll<E flPERDUPrS � Sl<?UFJCANl'LY Otf'ff:Rf!NT (P<0 . 01 )  
w.ANS Wl'ffl ttn.lKE SUPEROCRIPl'S ARE S lCNIFICAtm,Y DH'FERfNI' (r,o . 0 1  ) 
......... ....  
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BODY WEIGHT AT PEAK EGG PROOOCI'ION AND FINAL BODY WEIDHT 
The meat and bone diets at both 16 and 12' protein l ev el s  and 
the mixed diets of soybean meal plus meat and bone meal failed to main­
tain the hens ' body weight at peak egg production, and it was sig­
nificant at (P <0. 0 5 ) .  There was no signJ.ficant di:fference among hens 
on the other dietary treatments at the 16 J protein l evel. 
On the main effect due to protein l evel basis , the 12' protein 
l ev el  fed hens were significantly lighter than those fed the 16J 
protein level at peak egg production (P <0 . 01) . On the ain ef:fect due 
to protein source basis , hens on meat and bone eal were significantly 
lighter than hens on the other diets except for those on mixtures of 
soybean eal plus meat and bone meal ( P < 0. 01) . However, there was no 
significant difference among hens in all dietary treatments with 
regards to final body weight. Data for body weight at peak egg produc­
tion and final body weight are shown in Tables 25 and 26 respectively • 
TMtE 25. llDY N!!IGHI' AT PEAK PRXU:TIW, � M"Pl!l:'l'm BY PJOrEIN SOOIO: MO LE,VEL 
PIOI'EIN &lJlCE 
� M!'AL (911'1) 
flM'lOIER t£Al,  (snl) 
WAT m> BM! � (filM) 
S1l4 + tll4 
Sfl4 ♦ fllt  
�IN ll!Yl'l, � 
(EXPf!RIHffl 2) 
PRJl"EIN LEVEL 
16 12 (cx:tnR:L) 
l'.g ,  J(g •  
1 . 76b 1 . 76c 
1 . 75b 1 . 70c 
1 . 601 1 . 484 
1. 7ff 1 . 55b,a 
1 . ecf l .6� 
1 .  748 1 . 6-f 
PJOJ'EIN � to£AN 
J(g . 
l . 76F 
l . 7 3F 
1 . 54° 
1 . 6-r= 
1 . 1{ 
a ,b ,c WI'fflIN CXIJ.MfS, ti£MS Wlffl l.NLIJ<E SUPmocRtPrS ARE SIGIIFlC.I\NI'LY DIFFERENr 
(P<O . O�) 
A, B W.MS W'Iffl WL.Il<E �JUPrS ARE SIGIIFICJWI'LY OJFFERENr (Pc: 0 . 0 1 )  
o, r;, F tiE.ANS Wlffl lNLil<E SUP!la:RIPI'S Al£ SIGUFic»ffl.Y OIFFERENI' (P<0 . 01 )  
TMIZ 26, FIML IDlY timrul' AS N'l"!am BY PIOrEIN fllJ1CE 
(EXPERDl'Nl' 2) 
PJOrelN � AVEIWE FINM. IIDY 1£1Gltr (KG) 
OOYBE1tN t£AL (SB4) 1 . 804 
&m'IDl:R f€AL (SFM) l . 7la 
WAT NC> IQ€ flrAL (tel) 1 . 11• 
♦ 1414 1 . 7 3a 
SPM + Ifft 1 . 78a 
• ANS W ITH nt !  SAM! SU PERSCRIPTS ARE NONSIO NIFICANTL I DIFFERffiT 
(P< O . O!> )  
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BLOOD SERUM AMINO ACID CONCENTRATION 
Except for the amino acids threonine, valine, and gl ycine, 
there was no significant difference in serm amino acid concentration 
among hens due to dietary protein levels. Th e  above amino acids were 
more significantly concentrated in hens fed at the 16J dietary protein 
level than in those at the 12' protein level (P<0.05) . Sunflower meal 
fed hens had significantly higher serm amino acid concentrations of 
histidine, arginine, threonine, and v al ine than those on the other 
diets, while hens fed soybean meal diets had significantly higher con­
centrations of lysine and aspartic acid canpared to the others 
(P<0. 05) . Meat and bone meal fed hens were only significantly higher 
in serine concentration, while hens on t he mixtures of sunflower and 
eat and bone meal were high in glycine concentration. Data for serm 
amino acid concentration as influenced by protein source and level are 
shown in Tables 27 and 28 respect! vely. 
TABI.E 27 . max> SEJU4 NUM> ACID CDflftfr AS AFFfrrED BY PIOrEIN �ICE 
(EXPERIJUT 2) 
/\MOO ACIOO PICfl!!lN UJICE 
OOYBFM � lS114J &ffl'UJD t,EAL ISFMJ �T Nf> � M:'AL Slfot + r-lfot  SFM ♦ Mlf4 
\JP,\/ml .  \Wlnl .  "4/ml . lt4/ml . \j,\/ml . 
HISTID»fl:: 0 . 1 �  0 . 1� O . llc ,b 0 . 12c O . l f 'b 
l ,YSTNE 0 . 3-f' o . 2ff' o . 2rf o . 2i' o . 2 f  
�INn£ 0 . 33c 0 . 4-f o . J!f O . J8c ,b 0 . 4 1b 
·n�INE O . Slb 0 . 64a 0 . 45c o . scf 0 . 52b 
.entIOOINE 0 . 104 O. lOa o . off o . mf 0 . 09b , a 
JVU.F-CYSTite 0 . 3rf o .ssa O . lf O . lf 0 . 44b 
Pt lfNYI.Al.MINE 0 . 12a 0 . 124 0 . 108 O . lOa O . lO
a 
TVJO,INE O . lf'a O . lf' C 0 . l f' C  0 . 15a 0 . 1{ 
t.ncTNE O . Jla o . 21''1 0 . 24b 0 . 2Bb , a 0 . 29b ,a 
0. 124 O . lla o . oec 0 . 10b b 0 . 10 
VALINE 0 . 2� 0 . 30a 0 . 20c 0 . 25b 0. 26b 
0 . 64b 0 . 53b o . 1l b o . 6l Sm.nE 0 . 66 
CJ,YCJNE o . soc 0 . 47d 0. 66b 0 . 6 1b o . 1l 
�INE 0 . 464 0 . 4t''a 0 . 44b , a 0 . 4 1
b o . 4 l' 
0. 54c ,d 0 . 49d 0 .  s·,c ,
b b 0 . 68 PIOLINE 0 . 60 
GI l!rl\MIC 11Cl0 o . 2Ja 0 . '.? 14 0 . 2 1c1 0 . 20" 0 . 21a 
ASPARrJC ACID l . J3a 1 . 08b 1 . 09b 0 . 40b 1 . 15b 









TNU 28. 8UXD SEJU4 AHOO ,CID a:mmr AS AFm:Tm DY PJOl'EIN Jl�IEL 
(EXPERDEfl' 2) 
NUN) ,Ctti; PJOrEIN lEVEL 
16  12 
"'1/ml. \ji\/ml, 
tllSTlDINE 0 . 1:f o . 148 
LYSINE o . 2s4 0 . 294 
NlalNtNE 0 . 394 0 . 39a 
�DIE 0 . 594 0 . 41' 
1£'1'1l10UNE o. oe• 0 . 09a 
HALl'-CYSTIHE 0 .044 o .o.8 
Pt£NYI.AJ.ANINI 0 . 114 0 . 1 14 
'I'YlailNE o . u1 0. 154 
• 
0 . 104 LEU:lNE 0 . 3 
I.9'.UlClNB o . na O . lOa 
�INE 0 . 29ft 0 . 2 1b 
s� 0 . 04a 0 . 65a 
Q/1'CINE 0 . 614 o . srf 
AIMINE 0 . 324 0 . 4 ◄4 




G.Ul'NO:C ,CID 0 . 20a o . 2l 
ASPARI'IC ,CID 0 . 20a o .  2la 
TRYMOPIIAN o . os4 0 , 07a 
a ,b N:JOSS 'MIE �. �s Wl'n l LNLJ KE ruPEROCRIPl'S ME SIOHf'ICNffl.,Y OIFFrnf}(l' (P�0 . 05) 
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mo ALBUMEN AMINO ACID CONCENTRATION 
Hens fed the mixtures of soybean pl us eat and bone meal showed 
significant superiority in concentration of all amino acids analyzed 
except cystine , leucine , val ine , alanine and pral ine (P<0 . 0 5 )  compared 
to hens on the other diets. Egg albumen of hens fed meat and bone eal 
diets were not significantly different fran hens fed the mixed di et of 
soybean pl us meat and bone meal in amino acid concentration, except for 
histidi ne ,  arginine , methionine , glycine , and aspartic acid. Further, 
there was no significant difference am ong h ens fed soybean, sunf'lower ,  
and the mixed diet of sunflower pl u s  meat and bone meal in amino acid 
concentration, except that , hens on the sunrl ower meal di ets showed a 
significantly lower g].utamic acid cont ent ( P<0 . 0 5 ) . Figures for egg 
al bumen amino acid concentration are shown in Tabl e 2 9 .  
/\MOO N..:L� 

















TAB[£ 29 . BX �  AMINJ N:ID CCM»n' AS AFfU'TED BY PRY.l'EIN SOUJCE 
(EXPERI� 2 )  
SOYBF..AN HEAL 
\.11/c.,n. 
16 . 3b 
51 . 3b 
37 . 3 b 
38 . 8  b 
28 . 3  b 
66 . 2  a 
40 . 6 b 
30 . 0 b 
74 . J b, a 
4 . 2  b, c 
62 . 2  b, a 
68 . 0  b 
50 . 0  b 
75 . 7 b , 
37 . 4  b , a 
94 . 5  b 
82 . 9  b 
SlNF'la-lER MEI\L 
uM/(J1\. 
16 . Sb 
51 . 0b 
35 . 7 b 
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41 . 5  b 
29 . 9  b 
70 . 5  b 
4 . 2 b ,c 
62 . 0  b ,a 
67 . 0  b 
50 . 3  b 
7 3 . 4  b,a 
40 .0  b ,a 
95. S b, a 
84 . S b 
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45. 5 a 
32 . l a 
68 . 0  a 
46 . 9  a 
33 . 4  a 
80 . 4  a 
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68 . 8  a 
76 . 0  a 
56 . 9  a 
82 . l a 
45.  7 a 
99 . 9  b 
95.  l a 
SJl.1 + MEr-1 
uM/gm. 
16.l 
sJ . l ,
a 
3 7 . 8
b , a 
39 . 8  b 
29 . 3 b 
66 . 8 a 
42 . 7 b , a 
31 . 2  b ,a 
74 . 4 b, a 
4 . 4  b ,a 
64 . l b, a 
69 . 8  b , a 
51 . 5  b 
75 .  7 b, a 
36 . 5 b , a 
96 . 9  b, a 
85 . 2  b 
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b 
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b 
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29 . 0  b 
68 . l  b 
4 . 0  C 
58 . 1  b 
67 . 0  b 
47 . 5  b 
70 . 5  b 
34 . 5  b 
88.  7 C 





Hen-day egg production data as indicated in Experiments 1 and 2 
in respect to soybean meal and sunt'lower meal diets showed that the 1 2j  
protein supported egg production as satisfactorily as 16% protein, 
provided it is supplEmented with lysine and methionine . These resul t s  
agree with those of Lewis ( 1 966) , Kashani ( 1 97 5 ) , and Eldred � .Bi. 
( 1 97 5 ) . However, because of the near adequacy of protein requirement 
provided by the 1 2% protein level from both soybean meal and sunflower 
meal , the response to suppl ementary methionine and lysine was neither 
significant nor consistent . According to Bray ( 1 960 ) ; Waibel and 
Johnson ( 1 961 ) ;  Adams � � ( 1 961 ) ;  and Bray and Morrisey ( 1 962) ; a 
12j protein diet contains a marginal protein l evel for furnishing the 
amino acid requirements of laying hens . Therefore, the biggest probl em 
of such a protein level is one of adeq uately supplementing it to 
provide al l essential amino acids for egg production. There was sig­
nificant clifference between the 16% and the 1 4% protein in supporting 
hen-day egg production performance as shown in Experiment 1 with 
regards to the data for soybean meal and sunfl ower meal. This result 
disagreed with that of Ross and Herrick ( 1 976) who showed no sig­
nificant difference between hens on the 16% and 1 S protein as to hen­
day egg production performance . Under the conditions of this experi­
ment, hens on the 1 4% protein for both the soy bean meal and sunflower 
meal diets significantly outperformed those on 16% protein (P<0 . 0 5 ) . 
There was a significant interaction between protein l evel and 
egg production perf'ormance with regards to meat and bone eal in the 
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data shown for the two experiments ( P<0. 0 1 } .  F.gg production 
performance declined progressively with each decl ine in protein level .  
The possibl e explanation may be a protein inadequacy at the lower 
level s  to furni sh nece ssary amino acids for egg protein synthesis,  
coupled with low availability of amino acids unduly delayed in being 
rel eased to be used. The poor egg production performance of hens fed 
meat and bone meal diets cannot be reasonably attributed to a deficien­
cy of essential amino acids or high cal cim and phosphorus . If so , the 
effect coul d  have been seen equally in the 1 6% protein level ,  and above 
all a total cease or pause with egg production during the experimental 
periods shoul d have been noticed. For according to Johnson and Fi sher 
( 1 956 ) , and Fisher et ..ll..._ ( 1 957 ) , a deficiency in essential dietary 
amino acid l evel s should u1 timately resul t  in ce ssation of egg produc­
tion or at l east a pause . 
However, the xed diets of eat and bone meal with �th er 
soybean meal or sunflower eal supported hen-day egg production perfor­
mance equal to either sunflower or soybean meal respectively . This 
resul t agrees with the recommendations ot McDonal d  et .!11.a. ( 1 973) , that 
eat and bone eal akes an excellent protein source in combination 
with other protein suppl enents in supporting production performance 
either in swine or poultry . 
Critical evaluation of the data in the two experiments ref'leot­
ing egg production perfo ance indicates that the nutritive val ue of 
sunflower eal is equal to soybean eal as long as •energy and lysine 
factors• are balanced tor sunt"lower eal . Secondly , a sunflower eal 
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of at least 32' protein or more needs to be used to achieve a 
comparable performance level with soybean meal. The overall 
consideration of the data .fran the two experiments agrees with reports 
of Walter .fil. � ( 1951), who reported satisfactory egg production per­
formance with s\lllflower eal in a comparison study with soybean meal ; 
and Hale and Brown {1957) who reported a similar finding in sunflower 
diets for laying hens . 
Uwayj an .tl .2=h { 1983) .  
Further, the results also agree with those of 
Though Uwayjan et al .  ( 1983) fed sunflower 
seeds, instead of sunflower meal, and reported no significant dif­
ference between sunflower eal and soybean meal . 
However, my results disagree with those of Rose _n. � ( 1972) 
who reported an adverse egg production performance (P<0 . 01) of hens 
fran 100j replacement of soybean meal with sunflower meal with a 
slightly reduced egg production performance at 50S replacement . There 
was no incidence of egg staining shown by the Rose ..§.t. � ( 197 2) 
report. 
The data fran the two experiments sho that hens on sunf'lower 
meal diets consme signif'icantly more .feed than hens on either soybean 
or eat and bone meal diets . Because sunflower eal is low in energy 
and high in fibre, it is natural ly expected that hens would eat ore 
feed to eet the energy requirement . This is reflected in the ex­
perimental data. This finding agrees with those of' Hale and B rown 
( 1957); Walter .ll .ll_. ( 1959);  and Rose � .§::l. ( 197 2). , However, 
Uwayj an _n. �- ( 1983), reported a drop 1.n feed 1.ntake with higher 
levels o sun.flower seeds 1.n diets for laying hens . This agrees with 
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similar findings of Dinusson .n. � ( 1980) in swine nutrition where 
feed intake was depressed by a 39% sunflower seed addition in a 
growing-finishing swine diet. The data fran both experiments indicate 
no dietary protein source x protein level interaction influence on hens 
fed soybean and sunflower meal diets. Meat and bone meal fed hens in 
both experiments did show depressed feed intake, with a progressive 
decline as protein level decreased. There was evidence of a sig ­
nificant protein level and feed intake interaction (P<0.01). 
The data fran the two experiments show significant differences 
between hens fed soybean and sunflower meal diets in feed efficiency 
(P<0.01). This result agrees with the report of Rose _n. � ( 1972), 
but is in disagreement with Walter � .iY:..L (195 9), and UwS3jan .n_ .BL. 
( 1983). 
Egg weight data in both experiments showed that there was no 
significant difference between weight of eggs fran hens fed sunflower 
eal diets and those fed soybean eal diets. Hens fed eat and bone 
meal diets laid significantly smaller size eggs than either of those 
fed sunflower meal or soybean eal diets. The data on egg weight from 
both exper:iments with regards to hens fed sunflower eal and soybean 
eal diets agree with those of Pettit _n. al. ( 1944); Hale and Brown 
( 1957); Walter et .§1.. ( 1959); Rose .ll. al. ( 197 2); and Uway j an  � � 
(1983) respectively. 
Further observation of the experimental data suggests that 
there as no influence of dietary protein level on egg size except for 
egg size of hens fed the eat and bone eal diets. Thi observation 
14 9 
appears to disagree with earlier reports of Johnson and Fish er ( 1 95 9) , 
who reported significantly heavier eggs fran hens fed a 15.71 protein 
level versus either 10.4 or 11.21 protein levels , respectively . 
However, it must be pointed out here that Johnson and Fish er • s com­
parison was made with lower protein levels (10 • .IJ and 11.31). Such low 
protein levels are inadeq uate to furnish enough protein .mu:. H and 
necessary amino acids for adequate egg protein synthesis. One of the 
greatest factors that affect egg size is protein adequacy , since the 
dry atter of an egg is SOS protein. 
However, the findings here are in direct conflict with those of 
Quisenberry and Bradly ( 1 96 2) ,  who reported an influence of dietary 
protein level on egg size. They studied the effect of dietary protein 
levels of 17J , 15J , and 13J on egg size ,  feed efficiency , final body 
weight, and mortal ity . They indicated that higher protein levels gave 
heavier eggs with better feed efficiency , but with no effect on mor­
tality and final body weight. l1Y findings al so  di sagree with those of 
Thornton et 1Y:...L ( 1956); who al so reported a reduced egg size with 
decreases in protein levels. 
Al though herus r d meat and bone eal diets laid eggs or snal ler 
size c pared to those red either soybean or sunf'lower meal diets; 
none-the- less , the egg size was within grade •.1 Large• ,  according to 
the standards set by the United States Depart.ment of Agriculture. 
Th e  data f both exper ents sh ow  that hens ted eat and bone 
eal diets laid eggs significantly higher i.n Baugh unit val ues than 
11111111111 IL.. 
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those fed soybean meal diets but equal to those fed sunf'lower meal 
diets. 
The data for Experiment 1 do not show a significant main effect 
of' dietary protein level on Haugh unit values. The hens t ed 12J 
protein diets produced eggs showing higher Haugh unit values than those 
fed the higher protein levels of 16 o r  14S . The Haugh unit values of 
Experiment 2 clearly show the influence of dietary protein level. Eggs 
fran hens fed 12' protein show significantly higher Haugh unit values 
than those f'ran hens fed the 16S protein level. This finding is in 
agreement with the finding of Deaton and Quisenberry ( 1965) who report­
ed higher Haugh unit scores for birds on lower than higher protein 
diets ( 17S versus 1 4S ) . 
There was no significant difference in egg shell thickness 
among hens 
Experiment 1 
red soybean, sunf"lower or 
and the mixed diets of eat 
eat and bone meal diets in 
and bone eal with either 
sunflower or soybean eal in Experiment 2. However, in Experiment 2 
the shell thickness of eggs fran hens f ed the sunflower meal diets and 
the mixed diets ot sunf"lower with meat and bone meal were sl ightly 
reduced as compared to that of hens on the other dietary treatments. 
Mortality data showed no s1gn.1 r1cant dietary protein level or 
source J.nfl uence s in Experiment 1 , but in Experiment 2 the hens on 




However, the ortal ity data were within an acceptable no al 
for the laying year. The hens on the mixed diets or either 
or soybean eal with eat and bone meal showed the least 
1 5 1 
mortal ity . The overall data on mortal ity fran the two experiment s 
agree with those reported by Pettit  � ..11.. • ( 1 944 ) ; Walter � .il_. 
( 1 957 ) ; Rose � .ii. ( 1 972 ) ; and Uway jan � Al,.. ( 1 983 ) . 
The final body weights of hens in both experiments show no sig­
nificant difference among dietary treat.ment s. However,  the meat and 
bone eal di ets failed to aintain body weight at peak egg producti on. 
The resul ts with regards to final body weights between hens fed 
soybean and sunflower diets disagree with those reported by Hal e and 
Brown ( 1 957 ) , and Rose & .sY:,.. ( 1 972 ) ; however ,  they are in agreement 
with the findings of Walter .tl AL.. ( 1 957 ) , and Uwayjan .fil.. _ll.... ( 1 983 ) . 
Serm amino acid concentration data were analyzed stati sti cally 
with respect to protein level and source influences. With regards to 
protein source in Experiment 1 , hens fed soybean diets showed a higher 
concentration of all amino acids with the exception of ey stine and 
gly cine . This confirms the known f"act that the sulfur amino acids are 
the first l imiting amino acids in soybean protein and that either cys-
tine or methionine suppl ementation rectifies such a deficiency 
( McGinnis et al .  1 948) . The low concentration of eystine was al so seen 
in hens fed meat and bone eal protein, which again is naturally low in 
sul fur ino acids (Kratz er and Davis, 1 95 9 ) . Concentration of cy stine 
was higher in sunflower eal fed hens ( P<0 . 05 )  as compared to soybean 
and eat and bone eal fed hens. Here again, this high concentration 
follows the pattern of sunflower protein amino acid co position 
( McGinnis et al . 1 9  8 ;  Alexander and Hill , 1 952 ; and Harvey , 1 97 0) . 
Ser lysine concentration , as expected ,  was lowest in sunflower eal 
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fed hens followed by the values for meat and bone meal ted hens and the 
highest v alues tor soybean meal ted hens . Serm concentrations of 
arginine, threonine, and isoleucine were low for meat and bone meal fed 
hens . This agrees with the report of McDonald et al ( 1 973) . Also the 
concentration of threonine was low for 
seems to agree with the suggestion 
sunflower 
of' Cuca 
eal fed hens, w hich 
et al .  ( 1 973) that, 
threonine could be a second possible limiting amino acid in sunflower 
protein . 
the same 
The pattern ot serm amino acid concentration in general, was 
in both experiments with regard to the protein source 
influence . 
The concentrations ot sert111 am ino acids do not indicate a co n­
sistent pattern in these experiments with regard to the effect of 
dietary protein level as seen in Experiment 1. A higher concentration 
ot lys1ne was noted with the 12' protein amino acid supplanented co n­
trol group, followed by the 1 6  an d  14 J protein levels. Th e  lowest 
lysine v alues were shown by the 1 2'  protein level without amino acid 
addition.  Arginine showed a decreasing concentration with a decline in 
protei n level. The concentrations of histidi ne, pheny lalanine, and 
aspartic acid did not show any influence of dietary protein level. ill 
the other 1no acids either were increased by higher protein levels or 
were increased by low protei.n levels and decreased by higher protein 
levels, respectively . How ever, consistent decreases in leucine, 
isolecine, and v aline were noticed as being influenced by dietary 
protein level.  This, in general, agreed with the tindings of Kashani 
( 1978) . This et'fect was seen in Expe riment 1 .  However, in Experiment 
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2 the only serm amino acids concentrations w hich were inf9luenced by 
dietary protein levels were threonine, Val ine, and gl ycine. In 
Experiment 2 only two replicate sampl. es were taken and analy zed, and 
treatment levels were also only two; so statistically there were not 
enough levels and replications to indicate meaningful results with the 
data obtained. 
Egg albumen amino acid concentrations reflect the influence of 
dietary protein source on the Haugh unit val ues. In both experiments 
hens fed meat and bone meal diets showed significantly superior egg al­
bumen amino acid concentration as compared to those fed soybean meal 
diets. Bens fed s�lower meal diets also seemed to show nmerically 
higher egg al bum en amino acid concentrations than those fed soybean 
meal diets. There was no significant difference in egg albumen amino 
acid con centration among hens fed mixed diets of meat and bone meal 
with either s unflower or soybean mea1. Egg albumen concentration of 
oy stine was the only amino acid that did not vary due to dietary 
protein source. Aspartic acid egg a1 bum en concentrations were al so 
simil ar among hens for all di etary treatments, as were those for 
threonine and arginine. 
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CONCLUSIONS 
The following concl usions are drawn fran the data coll ected in 
the two experiments to eval uate the nutritional value of' soybean, 
sunf"lower, and m eat and bone meal s f'or egg production as determined by 
th e  parameters measured : 
1. Sunflower ea1 and soybean meal have eq ual  nutritional val ue in 
practical diets for laying hens, provided the •lysine • and •ener­
gy •  factors are corrected for sunflower meal. 
2. Meat and bone meal as a major source is a poor protein suppl Em ent 
in practical diets for satisfactory egg l aying performance. 
3. Bens fed mixed diets of' eat and bone eal with either soybean 
meal in a ratio of JJ :  1 or 1 : 1, or with sunflower eal in a ratio 
of 3 :  1 or o.6: 1 gave equally satisfactory egg production perfor­
mance, comparabl e to the performance of hens red either sunflower 
4.  
s .  
meal or soybean eal diets. 
Feed consumption was s1gn1ricanly higher for hens red sunrlower 
meal diets, with relativ ely poorer reed erficieney as compared to 
that of hens on soybean eal diets. 
Feed consmption was significantly depressed by hens ted eat and 
bone eal diets with significantly poorer reed efficiency compared 
to that of either hens f'ed sunflower 
diets. 
eal diets or soybean eal 
6. Hens fed eat and bone ea1 diets l aid al l er siz e  eggs compared 
to hens fed either soybean eal diets or s�lower eal diets. 
Howev er, the egg size laid by hens on eat and bone eal diets was 
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within grade •A Large•, according to United States Depart.ment of 
Agriculture standards. 
7. Albumen quality of eggs laid by hens fed m eat and bone meal was 
significantly higher than that of eggs laid by hens fed soybean 
meal diets. 
8. Th ere were -no difference s in final body weight due either to in­
fluence of dietary protein source or level. How ever, hens fed 
meat and bone meal diets showed significantly reduced body weight 
during peak egg production as compared to hens fed either 
sunf"lower meal or soybean meal diets . 
9. No difference s  were noted in ortality and egg shell thickness for 
all dietary treatments. 
10. The overall poor performance of eat and bone eal as a ajor 
source of protein in practical lay ing diets oannot be possibly at­
tributed to either a gross deficiency of essential amino acids or 
high calcitD and phosphorus levels. The probable cause may be 
either an ino acid i balance or a very low or sl ow  availability 
of essential amino acids for egg protein synth esis. 
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